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After months ofpolitical un-
rest on the streets of the capital,
Bangkok, and two days after
martial law was imposed,
Thailand’s army chiefde-
clared a coup d’etat on May
22nd. Making the announce-
ment on television, General
Prayuth Chan-Ocha said that
the military was taking over
the government to restore
order after talks between
representatives ofdifferent
factions had broken down. At
least 28 people have been
killed and hundreds injured
during the protests.

In an unprecedented move,
India has invited the prime
minister ofPakistan, Nawaz
Sharif, to attend Narendra
Modi’s inauguration as prime
minister. Mr Modi has advocat-
ed a tough stance on Pakistan
but the invitation suggests the
possibility ofa rapprochement
between the two countries. 

Arvind Kejriwal, the leader of
India’s new anti-corruption
party, the AAP, was arrested.
He is being sued by a senior
member of the BJP for calling
him “corrupt” and was arrest-
ed for refusing to pay a 10,000
rupee ($170) bail bond.

Pakistan said it had killed 60
militants in North Waziristan,
throwing peace talks with the
Taliban into doubt. The armed
forces said the dead included
“important commanders” and
foreigners.

Two cars were driven into a
market in the city of Urumqi.
The drivers threw explosives
into the crowd, killing 31and
injuring 90. Leaders blamed
separatists from China’s
Muslim Uighurminority.

Still a long way to go
Nuri al-Maliki, Iraq’s prime
minister for the past eight
years, easily won a general
election, getting 92 seats out of
328 to his nearest rival’s 30-
odd. But he may still struggle to
forge a new coalition. Last time
it tookhim ten months.

Khalifa Haftar, a former gen-
eral in Libya’s army who
defected from Muammar
Qaddafi’s service in the 1980s
but returned after the uprising
against him in 2011, led an
assault against Islamist militias
in Benghazi. He said it was
time to deal with “terrorist
groups” that had been making
Libya ungovernable.

Two bombs in the city of Jos, in
central Nigeria, killed at least
118 people. Boko Haram, an
extreme Islamist group, was
suspected. Despite interna-
tional outrage, it still holds
around 270 girls it kidnapped
from the north-eastern town
ofChiboka month ago. 

Early results suggested that
Joyce Banda, Malawi’s presi-
dent for the past two years and
the second woman to head an
African state after Liberia’s
Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, had
been defeated at the polls. It
was unclear whether the
victor was Peter Mutharika, a
former president’s brother, or
Lazarus Chakwera, a preacher.

Tuareg rebels attacked Kidal
and Menaka, towns in north-
eastern Mali, causing govern-
ment troops to retreat.

A hot red deal
After a decade ofnegotiations,
China and Russia signed an
agreement under which gov-
ernment-controlled Gazprom
will supply state-owned China
National Petroleum Corpo-
ration with 38 billion cubic
metres ofgas a year for 30
years, starting in 2018. The
increasing isolation ofRussia
and the sanctions imposed
after its annexation ofCrimea
have left it looking for new
markets for its gas.

Rinat Akhmetov, a steel tycoon
and Ukraine’s richest man,
instigated rallies in Donetsk to

protest against pro-Russian
separatism. Denis Pushilin,
head of the self-declared Do-
netskPeople’s Republic, threat-
ened to nationalise Mr Akh-
metov’s factories. Eleven
Ukranian soldiers were killed
in clashes near Donetsk.

The Italian navy rescued
nearly1,000 illegal migrants
from the sea offsouthern Italy.
The number ofmigrants has
increased this year because of
the war in Syria and unrest in
Egypt.

The European Union promised
the speedy delivery ofaid for
Bosnia and Serbia after devas-
tating floods. At least 40 people
died in the two countries and
thousands have been dis-
placed. Zlatko Lagumdzija,
Bosnia’s foreign minister, said
the scale ofdestruction was
comparable to the war in
former Yugoslavia in the 1990s.

Trading secrets

America’s Department of
Justice announced criminal
charges against five hackers
working for China’s army—the
first time the government has
charged employees ofa for-
eign government with cy-
bercrime. The men are ac-
cused ofusing e-mail
“spearphishing” to break into
the computer networks offive
American firms and one trade
union. China called the allega-
tions “extremely ridiculous”
and suspended its involve-
ment in a bilateral working
group on cyber-security.

The weekbegan in a flurry of
rainbow confetti as state laws
banning same-sexmarriage
were overturned in Oregon on
Monday and Pennsylvania on
Tuesday. The rulings bring to 19
the number ofstates where
gay weddings are legal. 

Republican primary voters
continued to reject the wilder
fringes of their party. In Ken-
tucky Mitch McConnell, the
Senate Minority Leader,
thrashed a Tea Party challeng-
er. In Georgia David Perdue, a
pragmatic businessman, heads
into a run-offwith JackKings-
ton, a sitting congressman, for
an open Senate nomination.
Democrats, who will struggle
to hold the Senate in Novem-
ber, are disappointed.

Going clean
Colombian negotiators an-
nounced an agreement on
drug-trafficking with the FARC.
The deal, the third offive
points being addressed in
peace talks, commits the guer-
rillas to severing their connec-
tion with the drugs trade. The
accord boosted President Juan
Manuel Santos, who is identi-
fied with the process, just days
before elections.

Michelle Bachelet, the Chilean
president, unveiled details of
her flagship education 
reforms. The plans include an
end to subsidies for profit-
making schools. Proposals to
make university education
free are still to come; they will
be paid for by a tax-reform bill
that is also before parliament.

Strikes and demonstrations
continued to mar the run-up to
the World Cup in Brazil, which
begins next month. Police
officers and bus drivers were
among those downing tools in
protests over pay. 

Move over, Lionel Messi. 
Evo Morales, Bolivia’s 54-
year-old president, signed a
contract to play professional
football next season for Sport
Boys, a Santa-Cruz-based club.
Mr Morales will play for about
20 minutes in matches that fit
in with his other job. 

Politics

The world this week
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Other economic data and news
can be found on pages 84-85

Adding to the recent series of
big mergers, AT&T, America’s
largest telecoms operator,
agreed to acquire DirecTV, the
country’s leading satellite-
television service, for $48.5
billion. The takeover will make
AT&T a force in the pay-TV

business, adding 20m DirecTV

customers to the operator’s
existing 6m video subscribers.
The deal is expected to face
close scrutiny by regulators,
who are already reviewing
another huge TV and telecoms
merger, between Comcast and
Time WarnerCable.

Settling charges that it had
helped thousands ofAmeri-
can citizens evade taxes, Cred-
it Suisse agreed to pay a fine of
$2.6 billion. It also agreed to
plead guilty, the first financial
institution to do so in more
than a decade. Yet the immedi-
ate fallout was limited. The
bankretained its licences and,
it says, all its clients. All of its
top executives kept their jobs,
although pressure is rising for
Brady Dougan, the bank’s
chiefexecutive, to resign.

Just saying no
The board ofAstraZeneca, a
British drugmaker, rejected a
sweetened offer by Pfizer. The
American pharmaceutical
giant had increased its take-
over bid from £50 ($84) per
share to £55, making the deal
worth about £70 billion. Pfizer
had called its offer “final”;
AstraZeneca’s shareholders
now have to decide whether to
insist that their board negotiate
with Pfizer.

EBay asked its nearly150m
registered users to reset their
passwords. The company said
that earlier this year hackers
had gained access to encrypted
passwords and personal data,
but not financial information,
such as credit-card numbers. It
is not clear how many users
had their data stolen.

General Motors announced
further recalls. The total num-
ber ofvehicles it is planning to
bring in globally this year now
stands at15.6m, 50% more than

the number ofcars it sold in
2013. Problems in the latest
batch include airbags that
could not fully inflate and
fraying seat belts. GM has been
strongly criticised for having
been slow to recall cars with a
defective ignition switch
linked to a dozen deaths.

John Chambers, the chief
executive ofCisco, a maker of
networking equipment, wrote
to President BarackObama,
warning that the National
Security Agency’s surveil-
lance programmes are un-
dermining customers’ trust in
America’s technology in-
dustry. The letter came after
pictures emerged on the in-
ternet showing NSA employ-
ees opening boxes ofCisco
equipment. 

Netflix, America’s leading
video-streaming provider,
announced plans to make its
service available in Germany,

France and other European
countries by the end of2014.
The move is likely to increase
the load on the internet in
Europe: the service, which has
48m subscribers, accounts for
a third ofAmerica’s online
traffic during peak times.

Financial spill
BP appealed to America’s
Supreme Court over a ruling
on how its settlement with
victims of the Deepwater
Horizon disaster should be
interpreted. On May19th a
court in New Orleans had
rejected the firm’s request for a
full review. BP hopes to keep
the costs of the settlement
from rising above $7.8 billion;
this does not include the costs
offines and clean-up.

A report by the OECD said that
airpollution in rich countries,
China and India is costing $3.5
trillion a year in premature
deaths and ill health. In the
developed world around half
the cost is attributable to road
transport alone. More than
3.5m people die each year from
outdoor air pollution. Between
2005 and 2010 the death rate
rose by 4% worldwide, but by
5% in China and 12% in India.

Deutsche Bank decided to
raise €8 billion ($11billion) in
new equity, in part from Para-

mount Services Holdings, the
investment fund of the Qatari
royal family. The capital will
increase Deutsche’s core Tier-1
ratio, a measure ofa bank’s
strength, from 9.5% to 11.8%,
alleviating concerns about its
balance-sheet, at least for a
while. Having long resisted
seeking new capital, Deutsche
is today among the least-well-
capitalised banks in Europe.

After a three-month pilgrim-
age from Rome to France to
protest against the “tyranny”
offinancial markets, Jérôme
Kerviel, a former trader at
Société Générale, turned
himself in to French police. He
begins a three-year jail sen-
tence for unauthorised trades,
which in 2008 cost SocGen
€4.9 billion ($7.2 billion).

Ideas above its stations
France’s state-owned railway
company, SNCF, admitted that
its new generation of trains,
costing €15 billion ($20 billion),
are too large for many stations.
The head ofcommunications
ofRFF, the networkoperator,
said, “It’s as ifyou bought a
new Ferrari and you realise
that it doesn’t quite fit your
garage because you didn’t
have a Ferrari before.”

Business

American internet use

Source: Sandvine
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THE most important change
in the world over the past 30

years has been the rise ofChina.
The increase in its average annu-
al GDP per head from around
$300 to $6,750 over the period
has not just brought previously
unimagined prosperity to hun-

dreds of millions of people, but has also remade the world
economy and geopolitics. 

India’s GDP per head was the same as China’s three de-
cades ago. It is now less than a quarter of the size. Despite a
couple of bouts of reform and spurts of growth, India’s econ-
omy has never achieved the momentum that has dragged
much of East Asia out of poverty. The human cost, in terms of
frustrated, underemployed, ill-educated, unhealthy, hungry
people, has been immense. 

Now, for the first time ever, India has a strong government
whose priority is growth. Narendra Modi, who leads the Bha-
ratiya Janata Party (BJP), has won a tremendous victory on the
strength of promising to make India’s economy work. Al-
though we did not endorse him, because we believe that he
has not atoned sufficiently for the massacre of Muslims that
tookplace in Gujaratwhile he waschiefminister, we wish him
every success: an Indian growth miracle would be a great
thing not just for Indians, but also for the world. 

From lackey to leader
Government is at the heart of India’s failure. The few strong
governments India has had—always dominated by the Con-
gress party, a Nehru-Gandhi family fief—have had rotten eco-
nomic agendas. Reformist politicians—like the outgoing prime
minister, Manmohan Singh—have lacked the clout to imple-
ment their policies. 

That is partly because India is an extraordinarily hard place
to govern. Much power is devolved to the states; the fissipa-
rous nature of its polity means that deals have constantly to be
done with a vast array ofregional and caste-based parties; and
a colonial and socialist past has bequeathed India a bureauc-
racy whose direction is hard to change.

Mr Singh, who was not much more than a Gandhi family
retainer, had little chance ofdoingso. MrModi, bycontrast, has
huge authority, both within his party and in the country. The
BJP’s victory owes something to good organisation but most to
its leader’s appeal. Not since Indira Gandhi was assassinated
in 1984 has India had such a powerful personality in charge. 

Mr Modi has an outright majority—282 of the 543 elected
seats in Parliament’s lower house. Only Congress has ever
won a majority by itself before, and it has not had one for 30
years. The combination of parliamentary clout and personal
power means that Mr Modi has a better chance ofgetting state
governments to go along with him than Mr Singh did. Con-
gress, meanwhile, has been routed, retaining just 44 seats. The
joke goes that until last week India had no government; now it
has no opposition. 

Mr Modi has a mandate for economic reform. Although his

core supporters are religious nationalists, steeped in the glo-
ries of a Hindu past, it was the votes of the young, urban and
educated that won him the election. They were turned off by
Congress’s drift and venality, and its preference for welfare
handouts over fostering opportunity. They want the chance of
self-advancement that Mr Modi, a tea-seller’s son, both repre-
sents and promises.

His first task is to stabilise a fragile economy. He must clean
out the banks (bad loans are preventing a recovery), sort out
the government’s own finances (chronic deficits are at the root
of India’s inflation), cut subsidies, widen the tax base and al-
low the central bankto pursue a tougher anti-inflation policy.

His second task is to create jobs. Labour laws are rigid, land
for factories often impossible to acquire at any price, and elec-
tricity patchy. Mr Modi must launch sweeping land reforms,
crack heads in the misfiring coal and electricity industries and
make India more of a single market not just by improving
roads, ports and the like, but also by cutting the red tape that
Balkanises the economy. A national sales tax would help here,
replacing myriad local levies. Such relatively straightforward
steps could make a powerful difference, raising the Indian
growth rate by two or even three percentage points from its
current 4-5%.

Reaching out to Pakistan would bring economic as well as
security benefits. Trade between Pakistan and India is cur-
rently negligible, and there is huge scope for growth. As a
leader from the nationalist right, Mr Modi is well placed to
bring about a rapprochement, rather as Menachem Begin
could make peace between Israel and Egypt. The initial signs
are good: Mr Modi has invited Pakistan’s prime minister, Na-
waz Sharif, to his inauguration. 

One rule forall
There are three main dangers. One is that Mr Modi turns out to
be more ofa Hindu nationalist than an economic reformer. He
has spoken of “bringing everyone along”. But while he has al-
readyworshipped at the Gangessince hisvictory, promising to
clean up the river sacred to Hindus, he has not brought himself
to mention Muslims, who make up 15% of the population. 

A second danger is that he is defeated by the country’s com-
plexity. Hiseffortsat reform, like all previous reformers’ efforts,
may be overwhelmed by a combination of politics, bureauc-
racy and corruption. If that happens, India will be condemned
to another generation or two ofunderachievement. 

A third is that Mr Modi’s strength will go to his head, and he
will rule as an autocrat, not a democrat—as Indira Gandhi did
for a while. There are grounds for concern. After years of drift
under Congress, some of the country’s institutions have rot-
ted. The main police investigator is politically directed, the me-
dia can be bought, the central bank, which does not have sta-
tutory independence, has been bullied before, and Mr Modi
has authoritarian tendencies.

The risks are there, but this is a time for optimism. With a
strong government committed to growth and a population
hungry for it, India has its best chance of making a break for
prosperity since independence.7

India’s strongman

Narendra Modi’s amazing victorygives India its best chance everofprosperity
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BEFORE “Breaking Bad”, there
was “Miami Vice”. The 1980s

television show pitted detec-
tives in white linen suits against
drugs traffickers who used the
Caribbean as their point of en-
try into Florida. The route, at
least, is back in fashion. The pro-

portion of cocaine imports entering the United States via the
islands is rising(see page 43), asclampdowns in Central Ameri-
ca and Mexico push drugs gangs back to their old haunts.

The revival in Caribbean drugs traffic is just the latest exam-
ple of the “balloon effect”, in which squashing down on illicit
activity in one place causes it to pop up somewhere else. Co-
lombia’s war on drugs in the 1990s and 2000s is another: coca
crops moved backto Bolivia and Peru, now the world’s biggest
grower; cocaine-processing shifted next door, to Ecuador and
Venezuela; Mexico’s drugs gangs grabbed market share. A sub-
sequent bloody clampdown on Mexican gangs diverted traf-
fickers to Central America: Honduras became the region’s larg-
est entry point for airborne smugglers. With the shift back to
the Caribbean, the trade has come full circle.

The balloon effect also operates among consumers. Co-
caine and heroin usage is dropping in places like the United
States and Britain, partly because of educational campaigns,
partly because of falling levels ofpurity (cocaine in Europe, for
example, is often adulterated with a cattle-worming drug). But
consumption of synthetic drugs like methamphetamine, keta-
mine and mephedrone is rising to compensate, in both deve-
loping and developed countries. Seizures of methamphe-
tamineshave tripled in Asia in the pastfive years. New waysof
gettinghigh proliferate faster than the authoritiescan keep tabs
on. A report from the UN Office on Drugs and Crime says that
348 new psychoactive substances have been reported to the

agency, most of them since 2008 (see page 56). 
Prohibitionist drugs policies do have an effect. Traffickers

are being inconvenienced; prices are raised. But the war on
drugs surely aimed higher than merely altering the stuff peo-
ple that take and how they get hold of it. It cannot count as a
success if global consumption of illicit substances is going up,
not down. 

Worse, the spillovers can be grave. Attacking gangs in one
country does not just increase bloodshed there, it also exports
violence abroad. Seizures of drugs create scarcity further
down the supply chain, giving traffickers a greater incentive to
use force. Researchers have estimated that Colombian inter-
diction policies may explain as much as half of the increase in
drug-related homicides in Mexico between 2006 and 2010.
The extraordinary homicide rates in Central America—Hon-
duras is the world’s most murder-prone country—partly reflect
the influx of narco-traffickers after Mexico’s own crackdown.
Once the gangs arrive, they are hard to dislodge entirely; the
side effects, like corruption and extra weapons, outlast them. 

Consumercountries suffer, too. No one yet understands the
long-term health effects of the new psychoactive substances
that people hoover up, but some synthetic cannabinoids are
clearly more dangerous than farmed marijuana. And produc-
tion is more mobile, which means that the violence associated
with supplying drugs is creeping closer to sources of demand.
Meth labs are being discovered in the United States and Eu-
rope on a daily basis. 

Circular logic
This newspaper’s views on drugs are well known. Legalisa-
tion is the best way to prevent harm to users, and to shove the
gangs aside. To work, prohibition requires an almost impossi-
ble sustained level of international co-operation and resourc-
ing. The drugs war needs a rethink, not endless repeats. 7

Prohibition and drugs

Press down, pop up

Cracking down on illicit drugs means theysurface in anotherform

ON MAY 21st, after a nail-bit-
ing session of late-night

brinkmanship, China and Russia
signed an enormous gas deal
worth, at a guess, around $400
billion. Their agreement calls for
Russia’s government-controlled
Gazprom to supply state-owned

China National Petroleum Corporation with up to 38 billion cu-
bic metres of gas a year between 2018 and 2048. The deal
capped a two-dayvisit to China bythe Russian president, Vladi-
mir Putin, that included a regional-security summit and joint
military exercises offthe Chinese coast.

MrPutin called the deal the biggest in the history ofRussia’s
gas industry. But it counts, too, for the geopolitics thatunderpin
it. That an agreement should come now, after a decade of hag-
gling, isno accident. The deal will help the Kremlin reduce Rus-
sia’s reliance on gas exports to Europe. It is proof that Mr Putin
has allies when he seeks to blunt Western sanctions over Uk-
raine. Both Russia and China want to assert themselves as re-
gional powers. Both have increasingly strained relations with
America, which theyaccuse ofholding them back. Just over40
years ago Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger persuaded Chi-
na to turn against the Soviet Union and ally with America.
Does today’s collaboration between Russia and China
amount to a renewal of the alliance against America?

China and Russia

Best frenemies

VladimirPutin pivots eastward. Should America be worried?
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1

2 That is surely the impression Mr Putin wants to create.
Ahead of his visit he gushed to Chinese media, saying their
countrywas“Russia’s reliable friend”. Co-operation, he said, is
at its “highest level in all its centuries-long history”. From the
Chinese side, Xi Jinpingchose Russia as the first country he vis-
ited on becoming president in 2013. 

Commercial ties are growing. China is Russia’s largest sin-
gle trading partner, with bilateral flows of $90 billion in 2013.
Even before the gas deal, the two sides hoped to double that by
2020. If Western banks become more reluctant to extend new
loans, financing from China could help Russia fill the gap. Chi-
na badly needs the natural resources which Russia has in
abundance. The gas deal will ease China’s concerns that most
of its fuel supplies come through the strategic chokepoint of
the StraitofMalacca, and will also enable China to move away
from burning so much of the coal that pollutes the air in Chi-
nese cities.

The two have also made common cause in geopolitics. Chi-
na abstained from a UN security council vote in March that
would have rejected a referendum that Russia backed in Cri-
mea before it annexed it. China has also joined Russia in veto-
ing UN attempts to sanction the regime of Bashar Assad fight-
inga civil war in Syria. The two have taken similar stances over
issues such as Iran’s nuclear programme.

China and Russia share a strong sense of their own histori-
cal greatness, now thwarted, as they see it, by American bully-
ing. Both want the freedom to do as they please in their own
back yards. Russia’s annexation of Crimea and its manoeu-
vring in eastern Ukraine have vexed America and Europe and

leftMrPutin with even fewerfriends than before. China’spush
into the East and South China Seas is causing similar concerns
in Asia, as smaller neighbours worry about its expansionism.

But the West should not panic. Despite all this, Russia and
China will struggle to overcome some fundamental differ-
ences. Start with the evidence of the gas deal itself: the fact that
it took ten years to do, and that the deal was announced at the
last minute, suggests how hard it was to reach agreement. The
Chinese were rumoured to have driven a hard bargain, know-
ing that Mr Putin was desperate to have something to show
from his trip. 

More a grimace than a smile
In this deal, as elsewhere in the relationship, China has the up-
per hand. Other supplies of gas are coming online in Australia
and Central Asia. And whereas China’s global power is grow-
ing, Russia is in decline—corroded by corruption and unable to
diversify its economy away from natural resources. The Chi-
nese government will expect the Kremlin to recognise this his-
toric shift—a recipe forChinese impatience and Russian resent-
ment. Although the two countries are united against America,
they also need it for its market and as a stabilising influence.
And they are tussling for influence in Central Asia. Their vast
common border is a constant source of mistrust—the Russian
side sparsely populated and stuffed with commodities, the
Chinese side full of people. That is why many of Russia’s tacti-
cal nuclear weapons are pointed at China (see page 32). In the
long run, Russia and China are just as likely to fall out as to
form a firm alliance. That isan even more alarmingprospect. 7

ECONOMISTS expected 2014
to be the year in which the

global expansion stepped up a
gear. Instead, nearly five years
into its recovery from a deep re-
cession, the rich world’s econ-
omy still looks disappointingly
weak. America’s GDP grew at an

annualised rate of only 0.1% in the first quarter. Euro-area
growth, at 0.8%, was only half the expected pace. Some of the
weakness is temporary (bad weatherdid nothelp in America),
and it is not ubiquitous: in Britain and Germany, for example,
growth has accelerated, and Japan has put on a brief spurt.
Most forecasters still expect the recovery to gain momentum
during the year.

But there are reasons to worry. The stagnation in several big
European countries, notably Italy and France, is becoming
more entrenched. Thanks to a rise in its consumption tax in
April, Japan’s growth rate is set to tumble, at least temporarily.
America’s housing rebound has stalled. And across the rich
world yields on long-term government bonds, a barometer of
investors’ expectations for growth and interest rates, have fall-
en sharply. The yield on ten-year Treasuries, at 2.5%, is half a
percentage point lower than it was at the end of 2013. Given
that American expansions tend to be about five years long, the

United States could find itself going into the next downturn
without having had a decent upturn at all.

What should be done to forestall that outcome? The stan-
dard answer is that central banks need to loosen monetary
conditions further and keep them loose for longer. In some
places that is plainly true. The euro area’s weakness has a lot to
do with the conservatism of the European Central Bank,
which has long resisted the adoption of unconventional mea-
sures to loosen monetarypolicy, even as the region has slipped
ever closer to deflation. Thankfully, it has signalled that it will
take action at its next meeting in June (see page 69).

But if loose monetary conditions are a prerequisite for a
more vigorous recovery, it is increasingly clear that on their
own they are not enough. Indeed, over-reliance on central
banks may be a big reason behind the present sluggishness. In
recent years monetary policy has been the rich world’s main,
and often only, tool to support growth. Fiscal policy has
worked in the opposite direction: virtually all rich-world gov-
ernments have been cutting their deficits, often at a rapid clip.
Few have shown much appetite for the ambitious supply-side
reforms that might raise productivity and induce firms to in-
vest. Free-trade deals languish. The much-promised deepen-
ing of Europe’s single market, whether in digital commerce or
services, remains a hollow pledge. 

Against this unhelpful background, central banks have 

The world economy

In need of new oomph
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2 been remarkably successful. Growth has been so stable that
economists are beginning to talk, somewhat eerily, of the re-
turn of the “Great Moderation”, the era ofmacroeconomic sta-
bility that preceded the global financial crisis (see page 71). Sad-
ly, with such stability at a subpar pace of growth, low interest
rates and low volatility have a bigger impact on asset prices
than on real investment, and risk creating financial bubbles
long before economies reach full employment.

Invest and reform
One way to address this risk is for central bankers to use regu-
latory tools to counter the build-up of asset-price excesses.
This is particularly urgent in Britain, where the housing market
is showing clear signs of froth (see next leader). What is really
needed, though, is a more balanced growth strategy that relies
less exclusively on central banks. 

Such a strategy would have two elements. One is to boost

public investment in infrastructure. From American airports
to German broadband coverage, much of the rich world’s in-
frastructure is inadequate. Borrowing at rock-bottom interest
rates to improve it will support today’s growth, boost tomor-
row’s and leave the recovery less dependent on private debt. A
second element ought to be a blitz of supply-side reforms. In
addition to the obvious benefits offreer trade, every rich coun-
try has plenty ofopportunities for reforms at home, from over-
hauling the regulations that inhibit house-building in Britain
to revamping America’s ineffective system ofworker training.

Progress on these fronts would lead to stronger, stabler
growth and would reduce the odds that the next recession be-
gins with interest rates close to zero (making it particularly
hard to fight). But it demands politicians who can distinguish
between budget profligacy and prudent borrowing, and who
have the courage to push through unpopular reforms. The rich
world needs such politicians to step up.7

HAVING risen by 8% in the
past year, British house

prices are almost back to the
double-digit pace that preceded
the financial crisis. That parallel
makes many anxious. Vince Ca-
ble, the business secretary, calls
runaway house prices a “real,

real, real worry”. Sir Jon Cunliffe, the central banker responsi-
ble for Britain’s financial stability, says housing is “too danger-
ous to ignore”. David Cameron, the prime minister, describes
the rampant market as the biggest risk to Britain’s recovery. 

The housing headache is made worse because different
parts of the country are on completely different tracks. Much
of Britain is calm, even tepid. In Scotland and Northern Ire-
land, house prices are up by less than 1% in a year, meaningreal
prices are going backwards. But the south-east is red hot: Lon-
don is the core, with prices up 17% in a year. It gives policymak-
ers a conundrum: can they tamp down the south without
snuffing out the recovery elsewhere?

The bigworry is not the house prices themselves: a house is
an asset, after all. The problem is the debt that sits behind it.
Britons are stretching to meet ever-rising prices by borrowing
more. Average loan-to-income ratios have passed their 2007
peak. This threatens to throttle the economy. Interest-rate rises
within a yearare starting to looklikely: with more pay devoted
to mortgage repayments, consumption is bound to fall. That is
bad news for firms, and, in turn, workers. A household-debt
hangover also reduces the funds that could be channelled to-
wards productive investment. This slows GDP now, and low-
ers potential too.

The boom runs on two types of fuel. The first is a rush of
cash. Mortgage rates are low, and banks are keen to make loans
on property. Money has also flooded in from abroad, as fancy
flats are snapped up by foreigners whose governments are less
friendly than Britain’s. French money underpins Knights-
bridge; Belgravia-fancying Russians keep prices rising there.

The second problem is bigger: a long-standing mismatch
between supply and demand. Since 2004 Britain’s working-
age population has risen by nearly 4m, the number of homes
by just1.8m. Newsupply is stagnantdespite high prices. Dream
conditions for house-builders (debt is cheap, as are labourers)
should be creating a building boom. Yet the puny 135,000
houses completed in 2012-13 was the lowest number since re-
cords began in 1969. In ten years the construction industry has
shrunkby more than 12%. 

Pre-emptive hangovercures
The Bank of England needs to toughen up. George Osborne,
the chancellorofthe exchequer, hascannily lobbed the hotpo-
tato that is Help to Buy, a mortgage-subsidy scheme, to Mark
Carney, the bank’s governor. Mr Carney should call time on it.
And he should deployhisnew“macroprudential” powers: the
plan to “stress test” banks against a 35% house-price crash and
a jump in unemployment is a good one. Lenders that cannot
withstand thishypothetical shockwill need to raise more capi-
tal, making them less eager to extend riskier housing loans.

Many British borrowers could do with a hard word from
the governor, too. Mr Carney has new powers to stop Britons
gorging on loans: debt blockers, such as loan-to-value or loan-
to-income caps, would limit household leverage, and thus
have most impact on over-borrowed London. Shifting the bur-
den of tax from income to property would reduce the flood of
foreign cash.

The biggest let-down has been the government. It has
talked a good game about freeing up land for building in the
south-east: weak construction figures show how little it has
achieved. Mr Cameron should demand a faster planning pro-
cess. Selling off unused government land would help builders
and bring in revenue. Taxing land rather than buildings would
encourage speculative construction and would push those sit-
ting on large stocks to build or sell up. Building more around
London will not be popular with shrub-loving Conservative
voters, but it is the best way to stop another mortgage binge.7
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A very British binge
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The housing market is a huge problem in Britain. Blame the government, not the banks
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Too finicky about Piketty

SIR – Your leader assessing the
impact ofThomas Piketty’s
“Capital in the Twenty-First
Century” was unfair. Far from
being “A modern Marx” (May
3rd), Mr Piketty makes it clear
that markets largely work, and
that there is no real alternative
to capitalism (what Marx
proposed, in his pseudo-
scientific historical theory, was
a radical alternative). And
whereas his policy recom-
mendations are certainly
unworkable, he should be
given credit for injecting a
moralist dimension into eco-
nomic debates that often
masquerade as value-free,
objective undertakings.

One is reminded of the
intellectual jousting between
Ronald Dworkin and Antonin
Scalia. Mr Scalia argued that
constitutional law was di-
vorced from morals. To Dwor-
kin, this was ludicrous at best.
He argued that Mr Scalia’s
interpretation of the law car-
ried with it its own set of im-
plied values, ofwhat is right
and proper, and so by exten-
sion, ofwhat is wrong and
improper.

Defenders of free markets
make their own moral-ethical
judgments on the allocation of
labour and capital (self-
reliance, hard work). Mr Pi-
ketty’s bookreminds us that
economists are not value-free
in their policy prescriptions. 
HAYDEN BELLENOIT

Associate professor of history
US Naval Academy
Annapolis, Maryland

SIR – Mr Piketty, just like John
Galbraith, is not anti-capitalist
but simply prefers a brand of
capitalism that is not inherent-
ly self-destructive. Your use of
the word “redistribution” is in
tune with today’s crony capi-
talist establishment in Ameri-
ca. Why not use “redistribu-
tion” to describe the decades
long drift away from a strong
middle class towards today’s
plutocratics? 

An Occupy Wall Street
poster said it succinctly: “They
don’t call it class warfare until
we fight back.”
WILLIAM BYARS

Greenville, South Carolina

SIR – The concentration of
wealth in a society’s elite is not
limited to capitalism and has
pervaded the world since the
beginning ofcivilisation. But it
is only in democracies that the
public has had a say in how
the problem is resolved. In
“The Lessons ofHistory”, Will
and Ariel Durant concluded
that large concentrations in
wealth in the past were gener-
ally ameliorated by revolution
(most frequently) or enlight-
ened leadership (least fre-
quently). Mr Piketty should not
be ignored.
JOHN KJELLMAN

Henniker, New Hampshire

SIR – I found your leader to be
somewhat disappointing, if
not actually smug. 
ADRIAN BATES

Micheldever, Hampshire

Ukraine in the balance

SIR – You rightly condemned
the very one-sided coverage
that the Ukraine crisis has
received in the Russian media
(“Putin’s gambit”, May10th).
But the issue has had almost
the same equally one-sided
treatment in Britain. There has,
for example, been little atten-
tion paid to the continuing
occupation ofbuildings in
Kiev by the Maidan demon-
strators (as much a breach of
the Geneva agreement as the
separatist occupations in the
East); the pro-Nazi marches in
Lviv and elsewhere in western
Ukraine; the “false photos”
affair in which the State De-
partment presented evidence
ofRussian involvement in
Ukraine that rapidly proved to
be fabricated; and the very
visible differences between
the locally dominated separat-
ist movement in east Ukraine
and the entirely Russian or-
chestrated takeover in Crimea.

Some newspapers even
tried to give an “even-handed”
account of the atrocity in
Odessa, where Ukrainian
nationalists set fire to a build-
ing and then sang their nation-
al anthem as the pro-Russians
inside burned to death.

This is not to claim that
right has been entirely on the
Russian side, but to point out
that the herd mentality, in

which I am afraid The Econo-

mist has played its part, some-
times makes even the free
press as partial as the much
more controlled version to be
found in Russia.
SIR TONY BRENTON

Cambridge, Cambridgeshire

What is Big Data for?

SIR – I agree with Lexington
(May 3rd) that excluding bias
from data analyses is very
difficult, as observed in 1974 by
Richard Feynman. Even expert
data scientists are hard pressed
to understand data. However,
the column made a common,
though erroneous, linkbe-
tween correlation and cau-
sation by referring to “those
vowing to ‘explain’ the world
empirically” and to “high-
minded empiricism”. There is
no empiricism in Big Data. 

Much harm is being done
by people asserting causality
as a consequence ofdata
analysis. The results ofdata
analytics are mere hypotheses
that require empirical ver-
ification in the real world. Big
Data’s pursuit of“what”
should be symbiotically linked
to empiricism’s pursuit of
“why”, which would increase
the real strength ofdata
analytics and accelerate scien-
tific discovery collaboratively
with empiricism. Lexington,
and voters, should always ask
for verifying evidence that
data analysis results are true in
the real world. 
MICHAEL BRODIE

Research scientist
Computer Science and Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

The law in Singapore

SIR – Banyan (May10th)
accepts that Singapore’s courts
are respected and that we are
an international city under the
rule of law, but he questions
our application ofdefamation
and contempt laws. We inher-
ited these laws from English
law. They keep our politics
clean and protect the standing
and reputation ofour courts.
When someone makes false
personal allegations that

impugn a person’s character or
integrity, the victim has the
right to vindicate his reputa-
tion. Likewise, we take allega-
tions of judicial impropriety
seriously, because unrebutted
they erode confidence in the
legal system and strike at the
heart of the rule of law.

These laws apply to private
individuals. Why should
politicians be exempted from
them? It is perfectly possible,
indeed desirable, to conduct a
free and vigorous debate with-
out defaming anyone or
scandalising the courts. 
T. JASUDASEN

High commissioner for 
Singapore
London

Crop research

SIR – You were right to flag the
need for more funds for agri-
cultural research (“A bigger rice
bowl”, May10th), but it will
take a lot more funding,
creativity and persistence from
agricultural scientists, govern-
ments, companies and philan-
thropies, across a diversity of
crops, to keep ahead ofclimate
change. Ultimately, farmers
living in the toughest environ-
ments deserve the best science
the world has to offer, so they
too can reap the rewards.
BILL GATES

Co-chair
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Seattle, Washington

Lost in translation

SIR – I am finding it increasing-
ly difficult to understand The

Economist. Recently I read that
“protesters dispersed, stowing
signs and megaphones away
in their trunks” (“The slow
death of the death penalty”,
April 26th). Either these people
were carrying large items of
luggage or they were wearing
incredibly voluminous
swimwear. 
NEVIS HULME

Gairloch, Wester Ross7
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Dominion Diamond Corporation 
Chief Financial Offi cer 
Northwest Territories, Canada   

Dominion Diamond Corporation is a Canadian diamond mining company with ownership 
interests in two of the world’s most valuable diamond mines. The company is one of 
the largest producers by value globally and is listed on the Toronto and New York stock 
exchanges.

The company’s positioning is attractive. Founded in 1991, it is a well established company 
and, having sold its luxury brand diamond jewellery division, Harry Winston Inc., in 2013, 
now is a single commodity play and focused exclusively on diamond mining. The business 
has produced strong results and is well positioned to deliver value from the mines and to 
pursue a value enhancing strategy. The company is well funded and has a strong balance 
sheet.

At this exciting time in the company’s development, the Board is looking to appoint a new 
Chief Financial Offi cer. Based in the headquarters in Yellowknife, Canada, this individual 
will bring strong leadership to the fi nance function of this publicly listed company. 

To apply, please email a CV and covering letter to ddc@ridgewaypartners.com.  

The Role: 
• Lead the fi nance function, and its team, 

to ensure growth and development.
• Deliver year-end and quarterly closing 

of accounts and submission of fi nancial 
statements.

• Manage the capital structure in line with 
strategy.

• Establish a strong fi nancial discipline and 
culture across the company.

• Communicate all aspects of fi nancial 
performance of the business with key 
stakeholders. 

The Candidate:
• A Chief Financial Offi cer, or divisional 

fi nance leader, with experience of a listed 
plc.

• A robust, senior operator with 
experience in the sector (or a related 
resources or industrial sector).

• A track record of managing all aspects of 
the fi nance function.

• A strong leader who can motivate and 
develop a high performing fi nance 
function.

• An effective communicator who will 
enjoy working with external stakeholders.

Executive Focus
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The European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA) 

is at the heart of insurance and occupational pension supervision in 

the European Union. As part of the European System of Financial 

Supervision, EIOPA is an independent advisory body to the European 

Parliament, the Council of the European Union and the European 

Commission. Our core responsibilities are to support the stability of 

the fi nancial system, transparency of markets and fi nancial products 

as well as the protection of insurance policy holders, pension scheme 

members and benefi ciaries.

In our rapidly growing and dynamic environment, we are strengthening 

our management team and are currently seeking applications for the 

following position, based in Frankfurt am Main, Germany:

Head of Oversight Unit

The successful candidate will join the young European Agency EIOPA 

and will be part of a learning culture where teamwork and collaboration 

are highly encouraged. The role will require a strong commitment to 

the goals and aspirations of EIOPA.

Further information on EIOPA as well as more job vacancies 

can be found on this website:

https://eiopa.europa.eu/about-eiopa/careers/vacancies/index.html

Secretary General of Finance Watch
 

Making fi nance serve society
 

Finance Watch, the European public interest advocacy association, is looking for a new 
Secretary General.
 
This senior, Brussels-based position involves:

• Preparing and implementing Finance Watch’s strategies on fi nancial regulation and 
policy

• Raising the visibility and effectiveness of civil society in making fi nance serve society 
by lobbying EU and national policymakers, regulatory, supervisory and trade bodies in 
the fi nancial sector

• Leading and managing a staff of 10+, coordinating with a membership of 70+
• Fundraising
• Communicating Finance Watch’s views and positions in public and through the media
 

Qualifi cations include:

• Extensive professional experience in the fi nancial sector (e.g. fi nancial industry, 
fi nancial supervision/regulation, NGO active in fi nancial matters) including at a senior 
level

• Strong personal commitment to the mission of Finance Watch and its independence
• Experience of articulating civil society interests, preferably in fi nancial matters
• Good practical knowledge of EU institutions and fi nancial authorities
• Ability to work in an international environment with a diverse European membership
• Excellent communication and advocacy skills
• Management and leadership experience
• Fluent English and another European language is required, German would be an 

advantage
 
We offer an initial 5 year contract with a competitive package
 
Deadline for applications is 9 June 2014. All applications will be treated in strictest 
confi dence. For details of how to apply, please visit

www.fi nance-watch.org/about-us/job-vacancies/867-secretary-general-2014-05
 

Finance Watch is an independent, non-profi t association of civil society organisations and 
expert members. It acts as a citizens’ counterlobby providing public interest advocacy on 
fi nancial regulation.
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Americas: Keeping the lights on
Chile’s president describes the
country’s energy situation as “not

the best”. That is quite an understatement. A
new policy seeks to address it

Culture: X-rated
The latest X-Men film assembles an
illustrious cast from its first and last

instalments. The result is a thrilling, funny
and very finely acted comic-book film

Graphic detail: Twactivism
The web makes tragedies global
events: a missing plane, a capsized

ferry, kidnapped schoolgirls. These events
capture attention, but it is rarely sustained

Weighing the future
Scientists have recently given warning that
polar ice is melting at a faster rate than was
previously thought. For many people
hearing this news, anxiety melted away
after learning that the world would only be
affected over the “coming centuries” 

Links to all these stories 
can be found at:
economist.com/dh68
or by scanning this code

Visit economist.com for news, blogs, audio, video, interactive graphics and debates
Links to all the stories below can be found at: economist.com/dh68

Set our men free ...
Please Holy Father, allow us to settle down
with the men we love...by changing the rule
that obliges most Catholic priests to remain
celibate. That was the message to the pope
from 26 women who said they had had the
“strong experience” of falling for a priest

An unwelcome return
In 1988 polio caused huge concern: the
disease, which leaves one victim in every
200 paralysed, was prevalent in more than
125 countries. 25 years and 2.5 billion
vaccinated children later, the virus looked
close to extinction. But now it is returning
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“There is a new global elite class that exists
independent of sovereign states. Likewise
there is a class of company that is no longer
tied to a single state. What does this creation
of a global elite mean for global governance?
I’m not sure, but pretending that it doesn’t
exist is a bad way to deal with it.” —on “Flags
of inconvenience”, May 17th 2014
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INDIA brims with colourful politicians,
but none has quite the sense of political

theatre of Narendra Modi of the Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP). He swept into Varanasi,
India’s most ancient city, on May 17th
pledging to clean the Ganges, its holiest
and filthiest river. Three days later, in Delhi,
BJP parliamentarians chanted and roared
unanimous support for him, and he broke
down in tears in mid-speech. After that he
called on India’s president, Pranab Muk-
herjee, who agreed to swear him in as In-
dia’s14th prime minister on May 26th.

Mr Modi won the election by a margin
almost nobody imagined possible. Last
year he spoke ofan aandhi, a “storm blow-
ing in our favour”. The storm broke, mark-
ing a national political shift as big as any
since independence in 1947. Mr Modi
smashed the long domination of Con-
gress. In no previous national election had
any single party got more votes than Con-
gress; this time the BJP stunned its rival,
winning 31% of the votes to Congress’s19%.
No single party other than Congress had
everbefore won an outrightparliamentary
majority; this time the BJP alone took 282
of 543 seats (see map on next page). Add its
closest allies in the National Democratic
Alliance and the tally is a handsome 336.
Congress got just 44.

Mr Modi’s victory has disproved an ar-
ticle of political faith from the past three
decades: that India’s messy democracy,
cursed by strong regional and caste-based
parties, could produce only fragmented
outcomes and weak coalition govern-
ments. This, the clearest result since 1984,
should mean stable, decisive and predict-
able rule. Mr Modi, not one to hold back,
hintsatbeing in office fora decade ormore.

The scale of Congress’s defeat means
that is no idle ambition. In Amethi, the Ut-
tar Pradesh (UP) constituency of Rahul
Gandhi, Congress’s young leader, voters
sharply cut theirMP’s once-huge margin of
victory. Villagers there said they wanted
economic development, not feudal chari-
ty. Everyone had expected Congress to
slump to a historic low, but its collapse is so
complete that some doubt it can even act
asan opposition. MrGandhi and hismoth-
er, Sonia, gracelessly failed to congratulate
Mr Modi. Their perfunctory offers to quit
party posts on May 19th were refused by
Congress sycophants. None of that sug-
gests a party ready to learn from failure.

But in this election Mr Modi has accom-
plished much more than just the defeat of

Congress. In Varanasi, where he was elect-
ed as MP, he flattened the anti-corruption
campaigner, Arvind Kejriwal. Mr Kejri-
wal’s Aam Aadmi Party got only four seats
nationally, all in Punjab. That suggests it
was a blunder to seeka David-versus-Goli-
ath clash with Mr Modi: sometimes Goli-
ath wins.

Mr Modi was also in Varanasi to relish
his success throughout UP, a backward
state of 207m, where the BJP swept 71of 80
seats. Along with 22 out of 40 seats from
neighbouring Bihar, this was the core of
the BJP’s national victory. Triumph gave
the lie to the idea that the party won only
because of voters’ grumpiness at the na-
tional misrule ofCongress: in these states it
had to wallop regional parties, as Congress
has long been sidelined there.

The fate of those regional parties was
instructive. BJP strategists outplayed them.
UP’s biggest loser was Mayawati of the Ba-
hujan Samaj Party dominated by dalits,

previously “untouchables”. She got a fifth
of votes cast in the state, and the third-big-
gest share nationally, but the first-past-the-
post electoral system ensured that her
party won no seats. The BJP translated
popularity into power with historic effi-
ciency, needing an average of only
600,000 votes for every seat won. Hapless
Congress averaged 2.4m votes per seat, the
Aam Aadmi Party needed 2.8m.

In Bihar the battered regional leader,
Nitish Kumar, quitaschiefministeron May
17th. Once lauded as a potential national
leader and a responsive figure who
brought big development gains, his fall
since breaking an alliance with the BJP in
2013 has been precipitous.

Yet regional parties were not uniformly
in retreat. Collectively they still got about
half of all votes, as they have since the
1990s. Some fared spectacularly. The party
of the chief minister of Odisha (formerly
Orissa), Naveen Patnaik, took 20 of21seats 

Promising the good times
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2 and a fourth successive victory in concur-
rent state elections. In southern Tamil
Nadu the party of Jayaram Jayalalitha, its
chief minister, quadrupled its tally to 37 of
39 seats. Mamata Banerjee, who rules in
WestBengal, got 34 of42 seats. In the newly
split states of Andhra Pradesh and Telan-
gana local parties now hold sway.

Modi’s operandi
What explains the BJP’s sweeping success?
The answer matters: misreading previous
election results led Congress to make poor
policy choices. It mistakenly thought vot-
ers in 2004 had not cared about economic
growth (in fact theyhad, butCongress won
thanks to quirks in alliance politics). After
winning in 2009 Congress deluded itself
that promises of rural welfare had brought
victory, when in fact it was job-hungry ur-
ban voters who put their faith in Manmo-
han Singh, the outgoing prime minister.
Neglect since of young, aspiring town-
dwelling voters cost Congress most.

There are many reasons why Mr Modi
won so convincingly. His slick, expensive
campaign shaped local media coverage:
the BJP will not say, but it probably spent $1
billion. He is a gifted public speaker, vocal
and strong. An outsider, he brings an en-
thralling story of rising from being a mere
tea-seller’s son. His lowish caste, as an
“Other Backward Class”, played well, es-
pecially in caste-obsessed UP.

Hindutva, a doctrine of Hindu suprem-
acy, also counted, appealing to voters
proud of their heritage and often antago-
nistic to Muslims. Mr Modi mostly es-
chewed anti-Muslim language, aside from
barbs at Bangladeshi “infiltrators”. But his
credibilityamongthe Hindurightwas long
ago established, so he needed do little
more than devote attention to Varanasi
and “maa Ganga” (mother Ganges), or
pose with a big portrait of Lord Ram near
the controversial site ofa ruined mosque.

Hindu nationalist volunteers from the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), to
which Mr Modi has belonged since child-
hood, also helped, liftingoverall turnout to
a record 554m, or 66%. Meanwhile Mr
Modi made no special effort for religious
minorities. Just seven of 482 BJP candi-
dates were Muslim, and none won. The
new Parliament has fewer Muslim MPs
than any since 1952.

For all that, it was Mr Modi’s talk of vi-
kas (development), that guided the cam-
paign. That chimed with a widespread
yearningforprosperity. In everyspeech Mr
Modi listed practical gains that flowed
from his rule in Gujarat: reliable power
and water, decent roads, flourishing indus-
try, lessofthe most corrosive forms ofgraft.
Voters who chanted “Modi, Modi, Modi”
often said that one word, “Gujarat”, signi-
fied their hopes for similar material gains.

The BJP’s cheery slogan, “Good times
ahead” captured such hope. Mr Modi has

used it since the election, too. Addressing
Parliament on May 20th, he spoke ofbeing
judged on his record at the next election in
2019, especially on helping the poor, say-
ing: “I want to tell India we must be opti-
mistic.” Mr Modi knows that electoral for-
tunes can swing fast, but voters reward
governments that get results. He was elect-
ed three times in Gujarat. The first time, in
2002, he won on the backofHindu nation-
alism after communal riots that killed over
1,000. The next two successes came mostly
by bringing about development. 

What’s good forGujarat…
His challenge as prime minister is to prove
that he can get decisive and efficient gov-
ernment out of a political system long un-
able to get things done. Perhaps that is why
he has offered “absolute co-operation” to
sympathetic parties, seeking a broad co-
alition, for example to get legislation
through Parliament’s upper house, where
the BJP has only 48 of243 seats. 

Those inclusive intentions may clash
with his leadership style—“authoritarian”,
says a sympathetic journalist in Gujarat.
By instinct Mr Modi centralises power, so
his prime minister’s office will be mightier
than its recent predecessors. He may install
a slim cabinet packed with technocrats.
Those close to him say he behaves as a
chief executive, setting ministers and se-
nior bureaucrats tasks with deadlines and
expecting them to report back on time.
Speaking in Parliament on May 20th, he
advised his colleagues—furiously lobbying

for cabinet jobs—that what counts more
are the tasks they complete, not the posi-
tions they hold. Corporate India likes the
sound of that; some are comparing him to
Singapore’s Lee Kuan Yew.

An autocratic style could also clash
with a second ambition, to let states’ chief
ministers have a greater say in policymak-
ing and implementation. Mr Modi needs
co-operation from pro-business and re-
formist chiefministers—forexample Chan-
drababu Naidu, back in Andhra Pra-
desh—to resolve problems, such as the
provision of land, that have bedevilled ef-
forts to improve infrastructure. States
could soften labour laws, say, to encourage
manufacturers to expand. Reformists
might also redirect a big rural jobs scheme
to the tasks of building dams and roads in-
stead ofmerely using it as welfare.

In one area, foreign policy, early signsof
dynamism are apparent. South Asian lead-
ers, including Pakistan’s prime minister,
Nawaz Sharif, have been invited to the
prime minister’s swearing-in on May 26th.
Mr Sharif was notably quick to congratu-
late MrModi on hiswin, and lastyear invit-
ed Manmohan Singh to his own inaugura-
tion. He might struggle to persuade
Pakistan’s anxious army to let him travel to
see Mr Modi so early. Either way, there are
encouraging signs that Mr Modi’s team is
open to engagement, despite the killing of
an Indian soldier in Kashmir this week.
More modestly hopeful were noises from
China, where a think-tank described Mr
Modi as“like Nixon”, a complimentaryref-

Sources: Press Information Bureau, India; BBC
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INDIA, a giant economic mediocrity, is
cursed by having too many economists.

Its outgoing prime minister, Manmohan
Singh, has a doctorate from Oxford, ran the
central bank in the 1980s and led the liber-
alisation programme that India put in
place in 1991 after a currency crisis. Yet as
prime minister Mr Singh had little grip or
public support, serving at the pleasure of
Sonia Gandhi, the populist leader of the
Congress party. By the end of his ten-year
term he admitted he had failed. In August,
as the rupee tumbled, he addressed a gath-
ering of India’s policymaking elite at his
house in Delhi. The economy faced “very
difficult circumstances”, he whispered.

Mr Singh’s successor could not be more
different. Narendra Modi’s economic
views have been formed while running
the business-friendly state of Gujarat for
the past 12 years. Asked some time ago
about his economic influences, he de-
scribed his homespun framework, jotting
diagrams on a pad as he spoke. He has
studied Singapore and China, but thinks
that “India is a democracy and has differ-
ent requirements”. Striking a balance be-
tween farming, small firms and global
companies is required, with limited but
muscular administration and populist ap-
peal: “Men, machines and money must
work together.”

Having run Gujarat well, Mr Modi now
faces the far harder task of running India.
He has big advantages—administrative
competence, control over his party and a
majority in Parliament—that should ease
decision-making. Unlike Mr Singh, he has

also campaigned and won on a platform
of aspiration and economic reform. India
needs “less government and more gover-
nance”, he declared on the campaign trail.

The immediate situation is precarious,
notwithstanding a post-election surge in
the stockmarket. India suffers from stagfla-
tion. Growth is 4-5%, half the level at the
peak, inflation is 9% and rising (see chart
on next page), industrial production is de-
clining and the public finances are a mess.
Although the current-account deficit has
narrowed to below2% ofGDP, it isflattered
by a de facto ban on gold imports and

could yet blow out to scary levels again.
As The Economist went to press Mr

Modi had not picked his finance minister.
The front-runnersare Arun Shourie, a jour-
nalist and ex-minister, and Arun Jaitley, an
urbane stalwart of Mr Modi’s Bharatiya Ja-
nata Party. Both are able. As well as dealing
with the immediate mess, MrModi and his
finance minister must grapple with India’s
long-term trajectory. It is distinctly wobbly. 

A decade ago the country seemed des-
tined to rival China. Annual growth was
heading towards 10%. India had the ingre-
dients that had made East Asian countries
richer: a growing population and rates of
saving and investment of over 30% of GDP

that would finance factories and roads, lift-
ing the economy’s potential. Unlike most
East Asian counties, India has never had a
strong state, but instead, optimists argued,
it had brilliant entrepreneurs who could
wheel and deal the country to prosperity.

What went wrong? The raw inputs of
growth—people and capital—have been
deployed badly. The rates of savings and
investment have dipped and their mix has
deteriorated. High inflation has led house-
holds to buy gold, shifting money away
from the banking system where it can be
productively employed. And a mixture of
bureaucracy, excessive leverage, incompe-
tence and corruption has led private com-
panies (whose spending tends to have the
most bang per rupee) to halve their invest-
ments as a share ofGDP. What has been in-
vested has often been tangled in red tape
and graft.

India’s improvised miracle has hit its
limits. Energy and chaos only go so far. Al-
though poverty has fallen and there are
pockets of dazzling wealth, much of the
economy is primitive. Infrastructure is de-
cades behind China’s. Industries that are
close to the state involve corruption on a
grand scale, with bribes paid to politicians 

Reviving India’s economy

Modi’s mission

MUMBAI

The newprime ministerhas a good chance ofresuscitating the country’s
underperforming economy

Stopping the wheels coming off

erence to the former president’s friendli-
ness to Beijing, rather than to Watergate.

China, however, will be less cheered by
Mr Modi’s gushing goodwill towards Ja-
pan. He described his “wonderful experi-
ence” working with the country when he
was chief minister, his gratitude towards
Shinzo Abe, its prime minister, and expec-
tations of a strong “mutual strategic part-
nership”. Japan, unlike America and Eu-
rope, preserved friendly ties with Mr Modi
even after the riots in Gujarat in 2002. Ja-
pan, too, could be a source of the invest-
ment that MrModi needs forhis infrastruc-
ture overhaul. He also spoke to America’s
president, Barack Obama, which might
help ease a recentdiplomatic spatbetween
the two countries.

Foreign-policy figures say an early pri-

ority will be building strong relations in
Asia. That is partly because economic
plansare expected to do most to determine
Mr Modi’s international efforts. He is short
of foreign experience, but at least as chief
minister in Gujarat he made much play of
welcoming foreign firms. He also took oc-
casional trips—notably to Japan and Chi-
na—to seekmore trade and investment.

Ifoutsiders seeka high-profile project to
win his favour, one option would be to of-
fer help with his promise to clean the
Ganges. That requires building new sew-
age systems in dozens of towns and cities
on its banks, closing tanneries and fac-
tories, and getting state governments to co-
operate. An emotional Mr Modi made
cleaning the river a test of his leadership.
He has five years to prove himself.7
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2 and officials over the past half decade of
anywhere between $4 billion and $12 bil-
lion. Only 3% of Indians pay income tax,
leaving a hole in government finances.

About 90% of jobs are informal, leading
to widespread poverty. Agriculture is feu-
dal and food shortages cause inflation. In-
dia is meant to be industrialising but
manufacturing contributes only 15% of
GDP and 11% of jobs, and its share has been
falling. AmajorityofIndia’s 50m manufac-
turing workers toil in facilities without
electricity. A droopy rupee means India
has been running to stand still. At market
exchange rates India’s GDP remains small-
er than Italy’s and ranks tenth in the world,
about the same as in the 1980s.

There may be no one better qualified
than the forceful Mr Modi to kick-start the
investment cycle and slay stagflation. In
his first month Mr Modi will beef up the
prime minister’s office and knockheads to-
gether to get stalled projects moving. Some
are embroiled in legal disputes which he
will not be able to override; others are a
matter for state governments. But still oth-
ers are easy pickings. Roads, rail, coal and
gas are areas where a decisive central gov-
ernment will make a difference, says San-
jeev Prasad, ofKotak, a bank.

Cometh the hour, cometh the man
In his first quarter in office he must tackle
the bloated fiscal deficit, which has fuelled
high inflation. Book-cooking by the outgo-
ing government means that the true deficit
is higher than official forecasts—at perhaps
7-8% ofGDP (including the states). MrModi
will trim spending on wasteful subsidies
offuel and food and defer the rolling out of
welfare schemes passed by the last govern-
ment in its dyingdays. Abudget will offer a
chance to reverse the previous govern-
ment’s retroactive tax claim on Vodafone,
India’s largest foreign investor. Doing so
would soothe the nerves of foreign firms.

In his first year, Mr Modi must stabilise
India’s rotten banks and tame inflation. Re-
capitalising state-run lenders will cost up
to 5% ofGDP and will involve takingon the
bureaucracies that run them and the pow-
erful industrialistswho are sittingon bank-
rupt projects that need to be written off. It
will be a test ofMrModi’s resolve. Another
test will be his stance on interest rates. The
boss of the central bank, Raghuram Rajan,
wants a tough new inflation-targeting re-
gime. Mr Modi should backMr Rajan, who
iskeen to stay in his job. Afterall, high infla-
tion is partly why Congress lost.

Agood firstyearwill revive animal spir-
its. Ajay Piramal, a tycoon with a billion
dollars in gross cash, is now looking to in-
vest again. The election result is “a good
sign of the maturing of the electorate,” he
says. Within two years the economy could
be growing at close to its potential rate.
Chetan Ahya of Morgan Stanley, a bank,
forecasts growth of 6.8% by the quarter

ending in March 2016. If Mr Modi achieves
all this, he will have done the easy part.

In the long term he must raise India’s
growth rate towards 10% and ensure that
expansion starts to generate decent jobs.
You do not become a superpower by creat-
ing an ever bigger army ofunderemployed
drivers, idle security guards and ragged pe-
ons. India’s median age is 26, and every
year for the next decade 10m people will
enter the workforce. That requires a new
vision for India and deeper reforms. 

Critics argue that this is a step Mr Modi
will be unable to make, and that he offers
only a limited form of crony capitalism,
with chummy deals struck with tycoons.
This is unfair: many firms in Gujarat say
that the bureaucracy works well, that the
courtsare fastand thatgraft isnon-existent.
The state has some impressive bureau-
crats, ministers and institutions. 

In any case India’s new economic plan
will have to be home-grown, because sim-
ple prescriptions do not work. Outsiders
often argue that all India needs to do is
open up its economy and shrink its public
sector. But the state is too puny in many
ways: it is unable to enforce contracts and
cannot afford to spend enough on infra-
structure. The big impediment to foreign
investment is not legal restrictions (most
sectors are already open) but the same
nightmarish business conditions that an-
noy local firms.

What might Mr Modi’s long-term plan
look like? Some things are obvious. The
solution to India’sfiscal problem (ithas not
run a budget surplus since independence
in 1947) is to expand the taxnet. Aproposed
direct-tax code, and a goods-and-services
tax (GST), should achieve this. With more
revenue, the state can build more infra-
structure: the experiment over the past de-
cade of getting the private sector to do the
heavy lifting has had mixed results. The
GST also helps make India a single market
by replacing a myriad of local levies. The
bureaucracy needs to be reformed; Bimal
Jalan, a former central-bank governor, says
the number ofministries should be cut. 

But the big question is whether Mr
Modi can make India a global hub for la-

bour-intensive manufacturing. Japan,
South Korea and China got richer by em-
ploying unskilled farmers in factories. The
timing is perfect for India. Labour costs are
rising in China; Japanese firms are shifting
production from China because of mili-
tary tensions; and the rupee has fallen,
making Indian workers more competitive. 

Sadly, it is hard to find an Asian boss
who is interested. William Fung of Li &
Fung, the world’s biggest sourcerofclothes
for Western retailers, says activity is shift-
ing to Bangladesh, South-East Asia and Af-
rica. Zhang Ruimin, of Haier, a big manu-
facturer of household appliances, says he
wants to automate his factories in China.
Fujio Mitarai, the boss of Canon, plans to
tilt production backto Japan and also auto-
mate it. When India is mentioned he raises
his eyebrows. 

About half of China’s exports are made
by foreign firms. India could try relying on
indigenous manufacturers instead. But
they usually prefer to use machines, not
employ people. They are also subscale.
Mahindra & Mahindra, India’s local car
champion, has a research-and-develop-
ment budget that is1% ofVolkswagen’s.

Some argue that India could rely on a
“trickle-down” effect from its sophisticated
IT, pharmaceutical and high-tech manu-
facturing industries. They employ only a
few million people but generate exports
worth 7% of GDP. As the owners and staff
of these firms spend the value added they
have earned, they might create jobs. 

It may be possible on paper, but some
are sceptical that trickle-down can deliver
a widespread improvement in living stan-
dards quickly. Arvind Panagariya, an econ-
omist Mr Modi listens to, argues that such
an approach will not transform India.
“Manufacturing is of the highest priori-
ty…In ten or 15 years’ time India ought to
be where China is today.”

Narendra the great mender
Can Mr Modi achieve this? In a technical
sense he will have to transform the supply
of the inputs of production. Most factories
find it far too hard to get land, labour and
energy. All three inputs are bound by a
mesh of restrictive rules and bureaucracy,
vested interests and corruption. One op-
tion would be to devolve powerover these
matters to the states, and hope that they
compete among each other to raise stan-
dards, much as Gujarat has done. Another
would be forMrModi to build momentum
over several years for a wholesale recast-
ing of the rules, driven by the centre. Either
way, itwill require nothing less than a com-
plete change of outlook for a country that
has forgotten how to do business simply. 

Sitting at his desk in Gujarat, Mr Modi
said that when he first took charge of the
state’s economy, “I thought: the sky is the
limit.” A similar ambition today would
serve India well.7
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THE escape ofa flockof jailbirds, includ-
ing members of the Irish Republican

Army, from Whitemoor prison in 1994 was
an audacious affair. The inmates cut the
wire fence around the exercise yard and
scaled walls and fences before making a
run for it, shooting an officer as they went.
Apound ofplastic explosives was later dis-
covered in the prison, along with detona-
tors and fuses. 

Arnold Pickering, a murderer who fled
on May 17th, was less intrepid. He simply
decided not to return to prison after being
granted a day release. His flight followed
thatofMichael Wheatley, an armed robber
known as “Skullcracker”, who similarly
failed to return from his temporary release.
Two other prisoners, one serving time for a
robbery at knifepoint, walked out of a
Yorkshire jail on May19th. 

These effortless breakouts have caused
great consternation about weaknesses in
the prison system, and led to calls for a
public inquiry. In fact the number of in-
mates escaping and absconding has
plunged, even as more people are locked
up (see chart). That reflects well on some
aspects of prison security, but less well on
prisons as a whole—and extremely poorly
on convicts’ organisational abilities.

Inquiries into the Whitemoor escapes
and those ofseveral violentprisoners from
Parkhurst prison the next year led to much
better security, says David Wilson, a crimi-

weight if torn up and made into ropes. 
Changes in the prison regime make es-

capingharder. To breakout, prisoners need
to pinpoint vulnerabilities in security sys-
tems. Being locked up in their cells, often
alone, for hours each day limits opportuni-
ties to identify them. It also erodes their
sense of self-worth, argues Jason Warr,
who spent 12 years in prison for murder,
which makes them more passive.

Mr Warr, who has always protested his
innocence and who is now a criminologist
at the University of Lincoln, reckons the
system of incentives and earned privi-
leges, introduced in 1995 to cajole prisoners
into better behaviour, has also driven the
decline. Prison policies used to affect all in-
mates. Today people are punished or re-
warded for their personal behaviour. They
are more individualistic and less of a col-
lective. That makes them less flighty; es-
capes are harder to execute alone.

The population has changed, too. The
big rise in prisoner numbers since the
mid-1990s has been driven mostly by a
move to lock up more petty offenders for
longer. Anti-social behaviour orders intro-
duced in 1998 mean that people can be
jailed for fairly trivial offences. Profession-
al criminals are an ageing, ever smaller
proportion of the overall mix. Many of
those locked up today are bothersome but
not sophisticated, says Mr Wilson. They
are certainly unlikely to plot escapes.

As a result, absconding—that is, leaving
an open prison—or failing to return after a
dayrelease have become virtually the only
ways to get out illicitly. Yet those who ab-
scond rarely remain free for long. Abscond-
ers are mostly low-ranking crooks who
happen to be violent. Few have the net-
works and money that allowed old-time
professional criminals such as Ronnie
Biggs and Charlie Richardson to evade cap-

nologist at Birmingham University and a
former prison governor. Walls and fences
were reinforced with anti-climbing de-
vices and alarms. Use of CCTV was in-
creased. Searches of cells became more
thorough and audits of tools in workshops
and knives in kitchens more careful.

As well as firearms, the Whitemoor
runaways had bolt-cutters, a Stanley knife,
an improvised torch and ropes fashioned
from string and torn mattress covers. Get-
ting such contraband is trickier today.
Items coming into prison, even those as in-
nocuous as novels, are tightly controlled.
Even if inmates can get hold of something
sharp, cells have few places to hide it. Pri-
son blankets are flimsy and will bear little

Prisons

The lesser escape

British prisons are not as porous as a recent rash ofabsconding suggests. But they
are in dangerofbecoming more leaky
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2 ture, says Dick Hobbs, a criminologist at
the University of Essex. Few are picked up
fleeing the country. They are more likely to
be found at an old address or lurking at
their mothers’ houses.

Absconding, too, is much less common
than it was. In 2013 just 204 prisoners ab-
sconded, down from 956 in 1996. That im-
provement is largely the resultofbetter risk
assessments of those granted some kind of
limited freedom before their release. In
2012 almost half a million licences were
granted to let prisoners leave prison tem-
porarily, mostly for activities to prepare
them for their final release. In fewer than
500 cases did people fail to return or other-
wise breach their licence. After the recent
embarrassments, Chris Grayling, the jus-
tice secretary, has tightened the rules go-
verning temporary release.

But some worry that this trend could re-
verse. The POA, which represents prison
officers, says that overcrowding means un-
suitable prisoners are being moved to
open conditions. Andrew Neilson of the
Howard League, a prison-reform charity,
points to a lack of properly skilled staff to
do risk assessments. Shortages exacerbate
this. Between 1997 and 2012 the ratio ofoffi-
cers to inmates fell from one forevery 2.4 to
one for every 3.3. Officers who lock doors
and supervise meals do not make deci-
sions about the release of inmates. But
they can provide important information to
those who do. Time to get to know prison-
ers is increasingly scarce. Even the least
adept crooks may spot more chances to get
out of jail free. 7

Inequality

The squeezed middle

IN HIS improbable blockbuster, “Capital
in the Twenty-First Century”, the

French economist Thomas Piketty argues
that inequality is rising inexorably across
the West. Recent British history hints at a
wrinkle in that smooth picture. Figures
released by the Office for National Statis-
tics suggest that, adjusting for inflation,
the middle ofBritain’s wealth distribu-
tion was squeezed by the recession that
followed the financial crisis. But both the
rich and the poor came through with

roughly the same level ofassets that they
had before the crisis (see chart). 

The poor had little wealth to start
with, ofcourse, and it was mostly in
possessions such as cars and sofas, which
are hardly susceptible to financial chaos.
Housing wealth, which is fairly widely
spread among the rich and middle class-
es, was hit harder. Real house prices fell
by12% between 2007 and 2011, though
they are now surging again.

Yet that decline was offset by other
things. Private pensions form a larger part
of the wealth of fairly well-offpeople.
The notional value ofdefined-benefit
pensions rose as interest rates fell: a larger
pot ofassets is needed to generate the
same pension income. And the financial
assets of the richest10% of the population
shot up. Part of that is due to rising stock-
markets (particularly in sterling terms).
The migration of foreign oligarchs to
London may have helped drive the in-
crease, too. 

But inequality may rise again. Unless
house-building accelerates, property
prices will continue to rise, particularly in
the south-east, entrenching the wealth of
prosperous homeowners. Then Mr Pi-
ketty will be right after all. 

How the financial crisis affected the distribution ofBritish wealth

Health of wealth

Source: ONS
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FOR the past four decades Britons have
been hooked by “Antiques Roadshow”,

a television programme in which dusty
old chairs discovered in a corner of some-
body’s attic are occasionally revealed to be
worth thousands ofpounds. Over 5m peo-
ple watched the episode on May 11th. But
while the format of the show has hardly
changed over the years, the antiques mar-
ket has. Technology, immigration and
changing tastes mean the televised ideal of
the trade is dating quickly. 

Antique shops used to dot British high
streets, particularly in southern England.
Dealers—usually middle-aged men who
inherited the business from their father—
would build relationships with rich cli-
ents, selling them tasteful things they ac-
quired at country auctions. Now many

shops are closing and dealers are disap-
pearing. Between 2003 and 2009 the num-
ber of dealers fell from 8,500 to 6,600. The
guide that listed them hassince gone outof
print, but falling memberships of trade bo-
dies like the British Antique Dealers’ Asso-
ciation suggest the decline continues. 

Many relied heavily on a tourist market
that has shifted over the past decade. Be-
tween 2003 and 2013 the numberofAmeri-
cans visiting London fell by 9%. Anthony
Outred, a dealer, remembers shipping
crates of antiques to America. That is rarer
now. Tourists from Asia and Europe are
more numerous, but they are much less
keen on English furniture.

Rising rents and business rates, espe-
cially in London, have made things
tougher, says Sarah Percy-Davies, the for-
mer head of LAPADA, another trade body.
The internet has allowed dealers to reach
more customers, but has also increased
competition. And the ready availability of
auction prices online means fat markups
are harder to get away with. Older buyers
in particular are becoming better at re-
search, complains one dealer.

But the biggest changes are social and
cultural. Ten years ago wealthy people
might deck out their houses entirely with

antiques, says Mario Tavella of Sotheby’s,
an auction house. These days they tend to
buy only a few old things, and only if those
pieces look good next to more modern
stuff. Rich immigrants and their interior
decorators want to furnish properties im-
mediately rather than building antique
collections over the years. They tend to like
impressive things that are rare and expen-
sive but also slightly flashier than standard
British stuff. “There’s no point buying a
blue and white cup which is the only one
in the world if no one is going to recognise
it,” sighs Antonia Agnew, a dealer.

Britain’s remaining antiques shops are
trying to adapt to these changes. At Butch-
off Antiques in Kensington, a rich part of
London, bright lights illuminate prancing
cherubim candlestick-holders and dark
ebony furniture, which is especially popu-
lar with Russians. Inside Apter-Fredericks
in Chelsea, another rich area, a third of the
stock has been removed and the walls on
the main floor are now painted blue rather
than covered with old-fashioned green
wallpaper. Buyers are encouraged to see “a
table, not an 18th-century table”, explains
Harry Apter, the shop owner. The future of
antiques, it would appear, is in making old
stuffseem new. 7

Antiques 

Money for old
rope

Atrade falls victim to technologyand
changing tastes
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GOOD neighbours avoid doing laundry
in the small hours. Yet householders

in the north east of England are growing
keener on late-night loads. Watched by ac-
ademics at Durham University, volunteers
are testing a tariff that makes power more
expensive when demand is high. Some
use washing machines that run only when
energy is cheap.

Britons are used to paying variable
prices for hotel rooms, train tickets and
telephone calls. Now some hope that
smart electricity meters, which the govern-
ment wants installed in every home by
2020, will help energy suppliers charge in
a similar way. Boosters say dynamic pric-
ing can hold down bills and help save the
planet. It is also likely to make power firms
even less popular than they already are.

Flexible pricing is supposed to discour-
age poweruse atpeaktimes, therebybring-
ing down the overall cost of generation by
cutting the need for power stations that
run only a few hours each day. Controlling
energy use would also help network oper-
ators handle fluctuations in renewable
power, which rises and falls depending on
how windy or sunny it is. These problems
will get more serious as Britain decarbo-
nises: using more green electricity to pow-
er things such as cars and heating will
make demand spikes bigger—and thus
more costly—just as growth in renewables
makes supply less dependable.

Some Britons have been using cheaper
off-peak power since the late 1970s, when
“Economy7” tariffswere created to encour-
age overnight demand for juice from nuc-
lear power stations. Smart meters, which
will add about £12 billion ($20 billion) to
energy bills as they are rolled out over the
next five years, are meant to save suppliers
money by wirelessly transmitting meter
readings, and to provide households with
information that can help them to use less
power. What excites energy experts is that,
by recording full details of energy con-
sumption, they could also make it easier
for suppliers to create several peak and off-
peak periods during each day, or even let
prices float freely depending on the weath-
er. Last month Ofgem, the energy regula-
tor, said it was mulling reforms that could
enable rates to change every half-hour.

The problem is that a proliferation of
complex tariffs risks making it more diffi-
cult for bill-payers to identify the cheapest
ones, even as regulators battle to simplify
the market. Critics also say that punitive
charges at peaktimes could affect the poor-
est families disproportionately, because
they already use power only when it is es-
sential. And some fear that, without stron-
ger competition, energy firms would use
dynamic tariffs to raise prices, not just to
even out demand.

The biggest worry is that people will
not be persuaded to change their routines.
Many already pay too much for their ener-
gy because they have never bothered to
switch supplier. A study in 2012 by Con-
sumer Focus—now part of the Citizens Ad-
vice Bureau—found that 38% of house-
holds with Economy 7 or similar tariffs did
not use enough off-peak power to make it
cheaper than a standard rate. Trialsof more
dynamic tariffs report mixed success—and
almost all of those have involved green-

minded volunteers, not busy families.
Enthusiasts say variable pricing will

work best when people can set gear such
as freezers, boilers and air-conditioners to
respond automatically to pricing signals
broadcast to their smart meter, in exchange
for a discount from their supplier. Fridges
need not run constantly to keep their con-
tents fresh, for example; clever ones might
perhaps turn themselves off during peak
demand periods. 

Yet bill-payers will probably find it
creepy to hand outsiders control of their
appliances. A household full of smart de-
vices would delight hackers. And it will
bring chewy legal problems, such as work-
ing out who to blame should faulty appli-
ances churn through premium-priced
power. As Britain’s smart grid expands,
rumbling washing machines may not be
the only thing keeping people awake.7

Pricing energy

Remote controls

Smart meters promise anotherreason
to resent energyfirms

The midnight oil

IF POLITICAL platforms were the sum of
their parts, the Labour Party would tow-

er over its rivals. In recent months Ed Mili-
band, its leader, has produced several over-
whelmingly popularpolicies. According to
YouGov, a polling firm, voters support the
party’s plan to increase the top rate of in-
come tax by three to one. By about the
same margin they like its talk of tackling
dodgy landlords, blocking foreign take-
overs of British firms and boosting the
minimum wage. 

Yet Labour’s polling lead over the Con-
servative Party is slipping. According to
YouGov it has fallen from an average of
seven points in November to two-and-a-
halfpoints in May so far. It is quite possible
that the populist right-wing UK Indepen-
dence Party will beat Labour to first place
in elections to the European Parliament on
May 22nd (see next story). That this is even
conceivable is a sign of the party’s woes.
Not long ago Labour staffers were confi-
dently describing the European vote as a
dry run for the general election, due to be
held in a year’s time.

Labour, then, is an increasingly un-
loved party with increasingly popular
policies. What explains this? The familiar
answer is to blame the messenger. Mr Mili-
band struggles to appeal to voters through
the mass media, often coming across as
pleading and uncomfortable. His team
have hired a broadcast expert and David
Axelrod, who helped Barack Obama win
two presidential elections, to improve 

The Labour Party’s funk

Running out of
road

Labour is an increasinglyunpopular
partywith lots ofpopularpolicies  
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Politics

All politics is local

ON MAY22nd, as The Economist went
to press, Britons were voting in the

European Parliament elections. The
results are expected to cause a stir—not
least as the right-wing UK Independence
Party (UKIP) looks as if it may beat both
the Conservative and Labour parties.

All thrilling stuff, but not, in truth,
much ofa guide to the state ofBritish
politics. Unlike general elections, Euro-
pean ones use proportional representa-
tion and attract protest votes. UKIP won
fully16.5% of the vote last time, in 2009,
only to slump to 3.1% in the parliamenta-
ry election a year later. Local elections on
the same day make more reliable pse-
phological wind socks—especially if you
know what to lookfor, and where.

Keep an eye on London in particular,
advises Professor Colin Rallings of Ply-
mouth University. Every council seat in
the capital is up for grabs, and several
boroughs will provide clues to how the
parties will perform nationally. If Labour
does not seize control ofouter London
councils like Croydon, Redbridge and
Merton, it is likely to struggle to win
electorally decisive suburban constituen-
cies elsewhere. If it wins these three (and
especially if it takes either ofwealthier
Barnet and Harrow) it will be well on its
way.

Watch the well-heeled edges ofsouth-
west London for signs ofwhether, after
four years ofcoalition government, the
beleaguered Liberal Democrats have
retained their famed ability to hold con-
stituencies where they have an MP. The
party has two councils—Kingston-upon-
Thames and Sutton—and four parliamen-
tary seats there. If it can repel Tory at-
tempts to take these councils it can prob-
ably avoid a national electoral wipeout
next year. Cambridge, where the Lib
Dems are threatened by Labour, is anoth-
er bellwether.

Those interested in UKIP’s long-term
fortunes should not extrapolate from the
European election results. Instead, look
for signs that it is gaining a foothold in
local government. Its best prospects lie in
downtrodden bits of the southern and
eastern coasts and of the Thames Estuary
(anywhere blue-collar and near water, in
short). Watch Great Yarmouth, one of the
constituencies where the party’s chances
ofa parliamentary breakthrough are best
and where it hopes to win at least seven
of the 13 available council seats. Look out
for strong UKIP vote-shares in Thurrock,
Bexley and Basildon, too—anything
approaching 30% would bode well for its
eventual prospects upstream, in the
Palace ofWestminster.

Watch the council races fora previewofnext year’s general election

their man’s performance and messages. A
series ofawkward interviews in the run up
to the European vote suggested that both
would have their workcut out.

But that problem is older than Labour’s
poll slump. Instead, three things seem to
account for the party’s recent woes. The
specific one is that Labour’s propaganda
machine is not working. Policy announce-
ments have been rushed, too close togeth-
er and quickly forgotten for lack of fol-
low-up, sighs one Milibandite. A pledge to
cut waiting times for doctors’ appoint-
ments was a case in point: unveiled with
great fanfare on May 12th, it was not once
mentioned by Mr Miliband in Prime Min-
ister’s Questions just two days later. Some-
timesmessagesclash. Labour’s response to
UKIP has ranged from cool dismissal to an-
gry denouncement. An execrable electoral
video depicting the Liberal Democrats as
the gullible stooges ofevil Tory toffs collid-
ed head-on with Mr Miliband’s talk of
making politics less petty.

A bigger problem is that Labour’s cen-
tral economic message, that the recovery is
failing to lift living standards, is running
out of road. Real wages are beginning to
emerge from their long slump, making
people feel, ifnot richer, at least not poorer.
And Labour lacks a fall-backargument: the
party has done little over the past years to
dispel the reputation for spendthrift inepti-
tude that it acquired during the financial
crisis. The Tories’ lead over the opposition
on economic competence has grown from
two to 14 points in the past year.

Finally, as the general election ap-
proaches, the main job of the opposition
shifts from holding the government to ac-
count to proposing an alternative. But La-
bour’s messages remain deeply negative
and gloomy. It has repeatedly told people
how much they are being ripped offby en-
ergy firms and other businesses, but has
failed to put forward a hopeful vision of a
prosperous Britain, grumble internal mal-
contents. PatrickDiamond, a formerpolicy
adviser to the party, adds that by taking ad-

vantage of public mistrust of business, La-
bour is at best telling voters what they al-
ready know (that the party cares about the
little guy). At worst it risks alienating those
working in the private sector.

These three problems add up to one big
one: although voters like the party’s indi-
vidual policies, they do not like the overall

image that these convey. Until Labour cor-
rects this, says Deborah Mattinson of Brit-
ain Thinks, a polling outfit, the gush of an-
nouncements may do it more harm than
good. Ifpeople do not trust the party in the
first place, she argues, they just see these as
craven attempts to win their votes. The
Conservatives, by contrast, can trade on
their overall competence. “They are not
out to please people,” one swing voter told
Ms Mattinson, and “that means they can
just get on with it.” 

Many in Labour share this assessment,
citing the example of the Conservative
Party’s unsuccessful electoral campaigns
in 2001 and 2005. People liked the dog-
whistle policies on crime, immigration
and welfare, but taken together these made
the Tories seem callous and nasty. Others
mention Labour’s 1992 defeat, when a
well-liked programme was not enough to
overcome doubts about its competence
and instincts. The lesson of such prece-
dents is clear, observes Robert Philpot of
Progress, a Labourcampaign group: “Popu-
lar policies need to be accompanied by a
belief among voters that a party can actu-
ally deliver them.” 7
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TWO paintings hang unobtrusively in a
small conference room at Marks &

Spencer’s headquarters in Paddington.
One is a Monet riverscape; the other, by L.
S. Lowry, a painter of England’s industrial
north-west, depicts a town square. Marc
Bolland, boss of the venerable retailer
since 2010, sees in them a metaphor. M&S

was coated with dust and yellowing var-
nish when he arrived. His is scraping those
layers away to reveal the beauty beneath.

Many onlookers doubt he can. On May
20th M&S said underlying profit before tax
in the year to March had dropped for the
third year in a row, to £623m ($1 billion).
Next, a rival with fewerstores and just one-
third the sales, made more money in 2013.
M&S’s share of the apparel market in Brit-
ain, still a lofty 11%, has declined steadily
since the mid-1990s. To manyMrBolland, a
Dutchman with a background in super-
markets and beer, looks like the wrong
man to woo shoppers back.

M&S has cultural as well as economic
significance. “It is the British shop, as much
part of our cultural heritage as the Wom-
en’s Institute, the BBC and the queen,” pro-
nounced a column in the Daily Mail news-
paper. That exposes it to the sort of abuse
Britons often mete out to the institutions
closest to them. A Telegraph taste-maker
last year skewered a clothing line as “what
a menopausal trade unionist would have
packed as a delegate to conference in 1973.” 

A style makeover is just the most obvi-
ous task facing Mr Bolland. He is grappling
with what he calls a “15-year legacy of not

investing” in technology and logistics.
M&S employed no information-technol-
ogy engineers and its international team
spoke no foreign languages when he took
over. Those are handicaps when your goal
is to transform a chain ofBritish shops into
an international, multichannel retailer. 

M&S has three problems that it cannot
easily overcome on its own. The first is that
its market share in clothing is still abnor-
mally high. “It is difficult to find another re-
tailer with that much share in its home
market,” says Jamie Merriman of Sanford
C. Bernstein, an equity-research firm. Sec-
ond, shopping habits have changed and
new rivals have sprung up to cater to them.
Primark sells trendy outfits cheap enough
to be worn a fewtimesand then discarded.
M&S’s promise of “quality and style” may
be wasted on fast-fashionistas.

Finally, M&S sells its own sub-brands
rather than labels that every shopper re-
cognises. Lines such as Per Una and Indigo
are supposed broaden M&S’s appeal be-
yond the 50-plus women who are its core
customers. But they “don’t resonate with
the consumer,” saysAna Santi ofDrapers, a
fashion-industry magazine.

Doubters were also gloomy about pros-
pects for the firm’s other main business,
selling food, recalls Mr Bolland. Yet M&S’s
share ofthe grocerymarketand same-store
sales rose for 18 consecutive quarters. It
now gets more than half its revenue from
food. That hints at what it can do in other
merchandise, says the boss.

Yet the rag trade has little in common

with the ragù trade. Bringing clothes from
Asian factories to British stores involves
supply lines that are more complex than
those in the grocery trade, points out Tony
Shiret, an analyst at Espirito Santo Invest-
ment Bank. Fashion trends are harder to
anticipate than appetites. Mr Bolland has
tried to fix how M&S buys and distributes
clothing. A system based on independent
“full-service vendors”, which designed the
garments and held the inventory, is being
scrapped. Now M&S plans to design the
clothing itself and source it directly from
manufacturers. That will help it respond
more quickly to changes in demand, re-
duce markdowns and raise margins.

It is shifting some production from Asia
to factories closer to home, which speeds
up delivery and allows more experimenta-
tion with styles and colours. Dressing
gowns are now made in Turkey rather than
in Sri Lanka. A sprawl of 110 British ware-
houses is to become a sleek set of six, in-
cluding a new one in Leicestershire dedi-
cated to online shopping. This will cut the
time needed to deliver a dress from port to
shop from weeks to days.

Though late to e-commerce, M&S is
now movingmore boldly. It has swapped a
clunky website using Amazon’s technol-
ogy for one that marries merchandise to
magazine-like content. M&S plans to offer
later cut-off times for next-day delivery to
make online shopping more enticing.

There have been hiccups—sales growth
slowed on the new website and a planned
distribution centre near London will now
not be built—but all this should pay off
eventually. Exane BNP Paribas, an invest-
ment bank, reckons that better logistics
and sourcing will lift profit before tax by
£65m a year by 2017. Profits from online op-
erations will rise £100m. The “heavy lift-
ing” is over, Mr Bolland suggested; M&S

can scale backcash-draining investment. 

The emporium’s new clothes
Less certain is whether it can seduce youn-
ger customers without putting off older
ones. Earlier attempts, one of which in-
volved hot pants, fell flat. A new style di-
rector has overhauled the clothing ranges;
to show them off M&S has increased the
mannequin population of its women-
sweardepartments by 50%. It has axed one
sub-brand (so far) and is givingeach a more
distinctive character. Some 60% of space is
now given over to M&S Collection, a range
of basic garments that exploits the pulling
power of the main brand.

Can the old master draw a younger
crowd? Kayleigh Damen, a 28-year-old tele-
vision producer, says that ten years ago she
“wouldn’t have been seen dead” at M&S.
Now, browsing the Pantheon store on Ox-
ford Street, in central London, she spots
“some young and trendy things”, includ-
ing a “really wicked” pink jacket. M&S

needs more like her. 7

Marks & Spencer

Magic or menopausal?

The turnaround ofBritain’s biggest clothing retailerhas far to go  
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THE view from Rory Stewart’s constituency cottage, on a slope
of the Lowther Valley in Cumbria, is of a landscape little

changed in centuries. Asingle splash ofyellow oilseed rape inter-
rupts the green meadows. A lonelybungalowis the onlybuilding
added to this scene, Mr Stewart reckons, since about 1700. The
other scattered houses, whitewashed, slate-roofed and squat to
the ground, remind the Conservative MP for Penrith and the Bor-
der of far-off places: “Sometimes, if I half-close my eyes, I almost
think I’m back in Afghanistan.”

MrStewartwould notdare make thatup; Bagehotand he have
been friends since a time when Mr Stewart liked to claim that
shinning up lampposts was his main skill. He was always irre-
pressible. But if that can get up rivals’ noses—as suggested by a bit-
ter, and fruitless, recent campaign waged by Tory elders to pre-
vent him becomingchairman ofthe House ofCommons defence
committee—the Tory backbencher is worth the candle. A cele-
brated walker, writer and diplomat, he is also a courageous free-
thinker. This is apparent in his views on another country, Scot-
land, a short drive from his cottage door.

During a desultory recent Parliamentary debate on the Scot-
tish independence referendum due in September, Mr Stewart
rose to say what many fear. The arguments for Scottish secession
are thrilling; the argument against, as advanced by the cross-
party Better Together campaign, is anything but. A list of pocket-
bookpoints—based on a belief that most Scots will vote to stay or
go according to which option would leave them a few hundred
pounds a yearbetteroff—it describes the hits to tax, pensions and
the wider economy that secession would entail. Yet gains by the
separatist “Yes” campaign, which stands at around 42% in the
polls, suggest swing voters are dissatisfied with such bloodless
arguments. Mr Stewart proposes to bolster them by rallying a
mass gathering of well-wishers, from England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland, on the Scottish border. “Because in the end
what matters is not the wall that divides us but the human ties
that bind in the name of love.”

Mr Stewart’s idea has received scant backing from Better To-
gether’s leaders. Getting gooey about Britain, they say, would risk
forsaking the solid ground of reason for a boggy nationalist trap.
But that may not be entirely right. What the tight polls suggest,

and Mr Stewart apprehends, is how indispensable shared sym-
pathy and aspiration, expressions of a tribal past and future, are
to all national stories. If Britain cannot compete with Scotland in
that emotional key, it must at least have a story of its own.

For Mr Stewart, a Scot of empire-building stock, that narrative
is in the blood. Part-raised in Hong Kong, he has worked in Iraq,
Pakistan, Afghanistan and other such post-colonial places where
bagpipes are occasionally still played and the strength of Scot-
tish-British identity is accepted as historical fact. The difficulty,
when arguing for its prolongation at home, is that this imperial
legacy is irrelevant to many Britons—and to the most devoted
Scottish nationalists it is abhorrent.

The dominant strain in Scottish nationalism argues for inde-
pendence not to redress some assumed ancestral wrong but to
save Scotland from Britain’s neoliberal consensus. And disap-
proval of Britain’s imperial history is an important element of
this, because Scottish socialists consider Britain itself an imperial
enterprise, to which the once-promising Labour movement has
been co-opted. 

It is an otherworldly argument, which pays little heed to the
great changes in multi-ethnic, modern Britain. Yet through devo-
lution, neglect from Westminster and medical happenstance—
which has prematurely claimed the lives of three formidable
Scottish Labour leaders, John Smith, Donald Dewar and Robin
Cook—the nationalists have thrived to the extent of becoming a
catch-all for other Scottish prejudices.

To be “Old Labour” in Scotland is to be separatist (though Keir
Hardie and other past Scottish Labour giants would strongly
have disapproved ofthis). To want rid ofthe Tories—as the nation-
al leader, Alex Salmond, promises Scotland soon will be for
ever—has similarly become synonymous with nationalism. By
mopping up political allegiances, Mr Salmond has thereby pro-
moted a momentous national aspiration.

In love and war
Against this formidable opponent, David Cameron, the Conser-
vative prime minister, hasbelatedlybegun arguing that secession
would painfully diminish all Britain’s constituent parts. There is
no better case for the union. Yet, entering the contest at this late
stage, Mr Cameron has inevitably become a barn-door target for
the spiky nationalist sentiment that Mr Salmond has stirred. To
mitigate the risk of a public embarrassment, the prime minister’s
two-day trip to Scotland last week was therefore absurdly con-
trolled. It made Scotland seem like a foreign country already—an
outcome more damaging than an unseemly barracking of the
prime minister would have been. That is why Mr Cameron must
persevere. Scots can live with resenting the English—they are
used to it. They cannot abide feeling ignored by them. 

Mr Stewart’s plan to love-bomb the truculent Scots from safe
English ground would make a useful addition to the prime min-
ister’s efforts. By his own example, the Tory backbencher also
combines the intellectual and cautiously sentimental case for the
union that his leader is starting to articulate. He is proudly Scot-
tish, relentlessly internationalist and views the British institu-
tions in which Scots have for so long excelled—the army, the for-
eign office, the union itself—as essential tools for that purpose.
Whether walking across Asia or besting parliamentary rivals, Mr
Stewart also has a record of pulling off unlikely successes. Mr
Cameron should get behind his improbable plan to blow a kiss
across the border forthwith.7

The emotion card

RoryStewart wants to love-bomb the Scots into staying put

Bagehot
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AS TURKEY grieves over 301 miners who
died in its biggest industrial disaster, in

Soma on May13th, another truth is sinking
in. Most of them perished because of ap-
pallingly unsafe conditions, lax govern-
ment inspectors and an operator that put
profit first. Yet Turkey’s prime minister, Re-
cep Tayyip Erdogan, claimed that such trag-
edies were “in the nature” of mining—nev-
er mind that methane leaks had been
reported and ignored. Mobbed by locals
baying for him to resign, Mr Erdogan
slapped one miner and called him an “Is-
raeli spawn.” Photographs ofone ofhis ad-
visers kicking a protester as gendarmes
pinned him to the ground came to stand
for the government’s response. 

In most democracies the disaster
would have cost the jobs of ministers, or
even the prime minister. Mr Erdogan’s crit-
ics gloated that his dreams of being Tur-
key’s first directly elected president in Au-
gust were over. Unlike last year’s Gezi
protests, the victims were not urban
“white Turks” or minority Kurds or Alevis,
but conservative Sunnis whom Mr Erdo-
gan’s Justice and Development (AK) party
has championed during12 years of rule.

Yet Mr Erdogan is still likely to weather
Soma, just as he has survived a corruption
probe into his sons and his inner circle. Al-
though he has promised a thorough inves-
tigation of Soma, few believe him. “A
handful of company officials will be left to
shoulder the blame, the owner, the minis-

tent instability in a key region of the world.
The increasing trend to authoritarianism
of the prime minister is making this in-
creasingly difficult,” says Eric Edelman, a
former American ambassador to Turkey.
Abdullah Gul, the president, was long seen
as the man who might curb the prime min-
ister’s excesses. But Mr Erdogan is said to
have spurned MrGul’s demands to replace
him as prime minister in August. Mr Erdo-
gan wants to control candidates for the
next general election, running AK from the
president’s Cankaya Palace. 

Mr Erdogan’s presidential ambitions
seem safe thanks mainly to support from
the Kurds. He is said to have promised their
leader, Abdullah Ocalan, that he will be
moved from an island prison and put un-
der house arrest, among other conces-
sions. As for economic worries, inflows of
money from Ukraine and the Gulf are
helping to plug the current-account deficit
and Turkey’s energy bill should decline
once cheap Iraqi Kurdish oil comes on
stream. A strong economy remains crucial
for Mr Erdogan’s popularity. 

Ironically, Turkey’s secularist opposi-
tion, which loathes the Gulenists for their
role in defanging the army, now sees them
as the last hope. The Gulenists are believed
to be behind a stream of leaked tape re-
cordings linking Mr Erdogan to corruption.
They are said to be saving “the big one” for
the presidential election. But this could
backfire. Gulenists in the police force and
elsewhere are being purged by the thou-
sand. Businesses accused of backing Mr
Gulen, including Turkey’s biggest com-
pany, Koc Holding, face arbitrary tax in-
spections. One question is how many Gu-
lenists have infiltrated the army’s ranks.
“Gulenist officers drink whisky and their
wiveswearminiskirtsand dance atballs to
avoid detection,” claims a source close to
Mr Erdogan. “But not for long.”7

ters all will walk free,” predicts Huseyin
Candogan, a lobbyist for architects and en-
gineers. Eight Soma employees have been
arrested, but not a single official has gone.
As one Islamic activist says, “the pious
masses who were enslaved by the secular-
ists feel theyare nowthe masters, thanks to
Erdogan; they will overlook Soma as they
overlooked his corruption.” And the oppo-
sition remains weakand divided.

Mr Erdogan’s propaganda machine is
taking no chances. Assorted “Jews” and
“co-conspirators” (followers of Fethullah
Gulen, the Pennsylvania-based cleric and
former AK ally) bent on overthrowing the
government are to blame. Akit, a pro-AK ti-
tle, screamed on its front page that the
mine operator’s son-in-law was a Jew.
“Sadly, the Jewish lobbies have gone after
the prime minister during the Soma disas-
ter,” tweeted Burhan Kuzu, an AK deputy.
The foreign media are another target. Has-
nain Kazim of Der Spiegel has had death
threats and been labelled “a Jew” (he is an
ethnic Punjabi) because he quoted a Soma
resident saying “Go to hell, Erdogan.” Anti-
German diatribes have grown since Ger-
many’s president, Joachim Gauck, criti-
cised the erosion of civil liberties on a visit
in April. The Germans fret that Mr Erdogan
may be inflammatory when he speaks at a
rally in Cologne this weekend.

Indeed, Turkey’s Western friends are
worried. “Turkey should be an important
partnerfor the US duringa period ofpersis-

Turkish politics

Disillusioned and divided

ANKARA

The prime minister’s popularity is taking a knock, but his bedrockofsupport is
strong and his quest forTurkey’s presidency in August continues
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PETRO POROSHENKO, a billionaire
who made his fortune from chocolates,

is so far ahead in the polls that he may win
Ukraine’s presidency on May 25th without
a run-off. If he becomes the first elected of-
ficial since the flight of Viktor Yanukovych
on February 21st, his hardest task will be to
end the conflict in eastern Ukraine. But few
easterners, whether pro- or anti-Ukraine,
will vote for him. 

Indeed, the question in Donetsk and
Luhansk, where separatists have seized
control ofmany buildings and gunmen are
trying to impose the authority of two self-
proclaimed republics, is how many people
will be able to vote at all. The premises of
some election commissions have been at-
tacked, some officials abducted and shot,
and some commissions have collapsed be-
cause their members are terrified or sup-
port the separatists. Rebels have also
seized control of many voters’ rolls and
stamps used to validate results. Denis
Pushilin, their leader in Donetsk, says peo-
ple cannot vote for the president of a
“neighbouring state”.

Yet the Ukrainian authorities say they
are determined that all polling stations
will open, even if not in their normal
places. If that happens many will be large-
ly symbolic, asvoterswill notbe able to get
to them. In Bilovodsk, in the north of Lu-
hansk, Vladimir Nesmiyanov, head of the
regional election commission, said on May
17th that he had not been able to deliver
voting materials to 86 out of197 polling sta-
tions. He had been warned that, ifhe tried,
the separatists were “waiting for him”: in
other words he could be abducted, beaten
or worse. 

There has been no campaigning in the
Donetsk and Luhansk regions, and posters

mainly for only two candidates, one from
Mr Yanukovich’s party. Few people have
cable TV; in Donetsk the rebels turned off
the signal for Ukrainian channels and re-
placed them with Russian ones, so most
viewers cannot follow any election de-
bates or news. The result, says Oleksandr
Kliuzhev, a local analyst, is that his grand-
parents “live in an alternative reality”. 

Another problem for those who want
to vote in the two regions, home to 6.5m
people (15% ofUkraine’s total), is that many
feel they have no candidate. There is also
widespread confusion. Some who voted
“yes” in the recent “referendums” for inde-
pendence for Donetsk and Luhansk still
plan to vote on May 25th. This may be be-
cause they believed, wrongly, that they
were voting only for autonomy.

In the run-up to the election, eastern
Ukraine feels as though it is approaching a
tipping-point, but it is hard to say which

way it will go. The military commander of
Donetsk’s rebels, based in the stronghold
of Sloviansk, has complained that he has
fewer than 1,000 men and not enough vol-
unteers. On May 22nd eleven Ukrainian
soldiers were killed just north of Donetsk.
Across the region, ever more people are
getting fed up with protracted instability. 

One of these is Rinat Akhmetov, Uk-
raine’s richest man, who is based in Do-
netsk and is said to employ some 300,000
people. He has been trying to steer a neu-
tral course, but in the past week has come
down firmly against the separatists, who
are trying to force him to pay them tax. His
workers were told to come out on May
20th in a show of support for him, but the
results were limp. Nastia, a 17-year-old
schoolgirl, speaks for many when she says
that she is “fed up”, does not care much for
either the Ukrainian government or the re-
bels, and above all just wants “no war”.7

Ukraine’s election

Vote late, vote
seldom

DONETSK

Eastern Ukraine will not see much ofa
turnout on May25th 
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THIS week Vladimir Putin said he had
ordered 40,000 of his troops, strung

along the border with Ukraine since
March, backto barracks. Aswith two previ-
ous similar “orders”, there was little sign of
an immediate withdrawal. Russia’s presi-
dent may indeed wish to avoid a ground
invasion. But the deployment of large
numbers of well-equipped, combat-ready
troopshasproved useful, to intimidate and
provide psychological support for the des-
tabilisation of eastern Ukraine by pro-Rus-
sian separatists. For Mr Putin, this amply
justifies the painful and expensive military
modernisation he began nearly seven
years ago. Any illusion that Russia could be
a partner of NATO and the West has gone.
This has brought the realisation that what
kind of forces Mr Putin has and the uses he
might put them to matter.

It is an article of faith for the Russian
president that a great power must be able
to project military force. He sees the mod-
ernisation of Russia’s armed forces as a vi-
tal national interest. Yet it was not until his
second term that reform began. Money
had been found to maintain strategic nuc-
lear forces. But Russia’s conventional
forces were almost useless, based on the
Soviet model of mass mobilisation, top-
heavy with officers and dependent on mis-
erable conscripts stuck in crumbling bar-
racks and equipped with worn-out kit. 

A first step was the appointment as de-
fence minister in early 2007 ofAnatoly Ser-

dyukov, a 45-year-old former furniture
salesman who was once part of Mr Putin’s
St Petersburg clique. Something of a bull-
dozer, Mr Serdyukov was not afraid to take
on the military top brass. But the real cata-
lyst formodernisation was the 2008 war in
Georgia. The briefcampaign confirmed Mr
Putin’s belief that Russia could use hard
power in its near-abroad without risking a
military response from the West. But it also
laid bare the army’s failings. Ian Brzezinski
of the Atlantic Council says: “The sloppy
performance was a ‘come to Jesus’ mo-
ment in the Kremlin.” Russia achieved its
goals, but with difficulty against a tiny foe. 

Mr Serdyukov smashed through the re-
maining resistance. The size of the armed
forces would be cut from 1.2m to about 1m. 

Russia’s military modernisation

Putin’s new model army

Moneyand reform have given Russia armed forces it can use
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2 The bloated officer corps was to be
slimmed byalmost 50%, while the creation
of well-trained NCOs became a priority.
Conscription would stay, but better pay
and conditions would create a more pro-
fessional army. The reforms replaced the
old four-tier command system of military
districts, armies, divisions, and regiments
with a two-tier system of strategic com-
mands and leaner, more mobile combat
brigades. Nikolas Gvosdev of the US Naval
War College says: “The intention was to be
able to throw force around in the region
and create ‘facts on the ground.’ ” 

A fast-rising defence budget provided
more money for maintenance and train-
ing, allowing large-scale exercises to be-
come routine, while funding pensions and
housing for retired officers. Mr Serdyukov
also set out to instil better accountability
and to attackcorruption that, by some esti-
mates, was siphoning off a third of the
equipment budget. But the biggest reform
was a ten-year weapons-modernisation
programme launched in 2010, at a cost of
$720 billion. The aim was to go from only
10% of kit classed as “modern” to 70% by
2020. According to IHS Jane’s, Russia’s de-
fence spending has nearly doubled in
nominal terms since 2007. This year alone
it will rise by18.4%. 

Reform backed by money has trans-
formed Russia’smilitary effectiveness. Pro-
gress has continued even though Mr Serd-
yukov was replaced 18 months ago
(ironically, after a corruption scandal) by
the more emollient Sergei Shoigu. Yet at-
tempts to create a more professional force
and better NCOs have been only partly
successful. There is a big gap between spe-
cial forces, such as the GRU Spetsnaz who
took over Crimea, the elite airborne VDV

troops, and the rest. Conscripts, who only
do a year’s service, cannot handle sophisti-
cated equipment. 

There are also demographic problems
caused by a low birth rate and poor health:
Russia has too few fit young men. The de-
fence ministry likes to talkofa million men
under arms, but the true figure is more like
700,000. Nor is it easy recruiting 60,000
professional soldiers a year. Mr Gvosdev
points to glossy ads offering good pay and
“a great life” but the army will struggle to
meet its target of a force that is 40% profes-
sional. As for the re-equipment plan, the
defence ministry’s definition of “modern”
is slippery, says Keir Giles of the Conflict
Studies Research Centre. It often just
means newer versions of old designs. Bet-
ter planes, helicopters, tanks, missiles and
ships are getting through, but only slowly. 

One reason is that the defence industry
remains quasi-Soviet, inefficient and rid-
dled with corruption. Much of its output is
updated late-Soviet-era stuff. Until the T-50
stealth fighter appears in small numbers
towards the end of the decade, the main-
stay of the air force will remain upgraded

SU-27s and MiG-29s that first flew in the
1970s. The navy is getting new corvettes
and frigates, but the industry cannot pro-
duce bigger vessels: hence the order of two
Mistral ships from France. The army is to
replace Soviet armour with the Armata
family of tracked vehicles, but not yet. 

Mr Serdyukov was keen on buying for-
eign kit, partly to put pressure on the slug-
gish home industry. But when Dmitry Ro-
gozin, a deputy prime minister, was put in
charge ofthe defence and aerospace indus-
try in 2012, that policy seemed to be aban-
doned. MrPutin sees the industry in highly
nationalistic terms and as a way to boost
Russian high-tech manufacturing. But
there is a lost generation of skilled engi-
neers. Many are in their 60s and, although
the industry is now recruiting younger tal-
ent, it lacks people to run big programmes
who understand the digital technologies
modern weapons are built around. 

Do these weaknesses matter? The
Kremlin still sees NATO as an American-
led alliance intent on doing Russia down,
and Mr Putin is determined to prevent its
furtherexpansion. Butbesidesopportunis-
tic “poking around” in the Baltics, which
might involve cyber-attacks and other
forms of 21st-century asymmetric warfare,
reckons Stephen Blank of the American
Foreign Policy Council, taking NATO on di-
rectly is unlikely. Yet with the army Russia
now has, Mr Putin can project and concen-
trate superior force quickly around the
country’s periphery, where he sees him-
self as a “security manager in a zone of
privileged interest”, says Eugene Rumer of
the Carnegie Endowment in Washington.

Russia’s strategic nuclear forces, which
absorb a third of the defence budget, are

still seen as the “trump card” according to
Dmitry Gorenburg of CNA Corporation, a
research outfit, and are critical to preserv-
ing the capacity for autonomous action by
deterring Western interference. The nuc-
lear forces, particularly the huge number
of sub-strategic systems that Russia keeps,
are also a necessary hedge against a rising
China. Russia does not see China as an an-
tagonist. But its fast-growing military clout
and hunger for natural resources worry
the Kremlin. Russian doctrine assumes
that theatre nuclear missiles will compen-
sate for inferior conventional forces.

Judged by the quality of their new
equipment, it is the southern military dis-
trict (one of four) that is the high com-
mand’s greatest concern. There is potential
for instability and jihadist terrorism in the
Caucasus. ItnowincludesCrimea. And it is
near Georgia and the breakaway regions
of South Ossetia and Abkhazia. Georgia,
says Dmitri Trenin of the Carnegie Mos-
cow Centre, could “re-emerge as a thorn
that would have to be dealt with”. 

A big question is whether Russia can af-
ford to devote a rising share of its GDP to
the armed forces. The defence budget ac-
counts for over 20% of all public spending.
A weakening economy, lower energy
prices and an ageing society will lead to
hard choices. But as long as Mr Putin is in
the Kremlin, defence will come first. Rus-
sia’s growing military power announces
that it is backas a serious country; MrPutin
is betting that this still matters to ordinary
Russians, too.7

We’re back

AFTER a dismal result in the local elec-
tions in March, President François Hol-

lande’s Socialists are steeling themselves
for more bad news in the European elec-
tions. Their goal had been to beat the 16%
they got in 2009, barely ahead of the
Greens. Now some have lowered the bar,
hoping merely to do better than in 1994
when, under Michel Rocard, the Socialists
secured just14.5%.

The latest polls suggest that Mr Hol-
lande’s party will come third, with no
more than 16-18%. Few incumbent Euro-
pean governments have a worse rating.
Even the British Conservatives, whom the
polls suggest will also come third, are on
22%. Other governments, notably in Ger-
many and Italy, are in the lead. Why is Mr
Hollande doing so badly?

The answer is a mix ofeconomic disap-

France and Europe

Shocks ahead

PARIS

Three pieces on the European elections
on May22nd-25th, starting with France 
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2 pointment and political error. Growth
stalled in the first quarter, dragged down
by a 0.5% drop in consumer spending. This
is worse than the euro average, and con-
trasts with a strong quarter in Germany
and Britain. Unemployment remains high,
at 10%. Another 23,600 private-sector jobs
were lost in the first quarter. Such eco-
nomic fragility has sapped confidence, the
more so since Mr Hollande keeps telling
voters that recovery is just around the cor-
ner. In 2012 he promised to bring down un-
employment by the end of 2013; it kept
inchingup. Lastmonth he said he had spot-
ted an economic turnaround; growth
turned out to be zero.

He has not done much better on taxes.
In 2012 his government vowed that the
richest 10% would pay for almost all its tax
increases; yet last year, 840,000 extra
households started to pay tax. The govern-
ment now promises that it will exempt
1.8m of low earners this year. At a cost of€1
billion ($1.4 billion), this attempt to defuse
a potential tax revolt is at once a relief for
those concerned, and baffling: in effect, Mr
Hollande is seeking to reduce the burden
ofmeasures that he was responsible for in-
troducing in the first place. 

Mr Hollande has tried to give himself a
fresh start by appointing a new, dynamic
prime minister, Manuel Valls. Mr Valls has
given the government a sharper, more de-
cisive tone. Yet the president’s popularity
remains at18%, a record low in the Fifth Re-
public, according to Ifop, a pollster—and
fully 38 points below Mr Valls. The prime
minister’s unusually high rating is partly
down to support from the centre and even
the right. His problem is his party’s left
wing, which considers him too moderate.
They see his recently announced €50 bil-
lion ofspendingcuts in 2015-17 as a betrayal

of Socialist values. When Mr Valls put the
plan to parliament, 41 of his own party’s
deputies abstained.

Yet the biggest fallout from the Euro-
pean elections will come not from Mr Hol-
lande’s poor showing but from the success
of Marine Le Pen’s National Front. Eight

out of nine polls taken this month put her
on top, with about 23% against 21% for the
centre-right UMP—and up from just 6% in
2009. She is capitalising on rising Euro-
scepticism, with promises to take France
out of the euro and Schengen, explode the
pro-European consensus and end diktats
from Brussels. (Nicolas Sarkozy, the former
president, has also called for powers to be
returned from Brussels to national govern-
ments.) Ms Le Pen’s efforts to recast the
Front as a party of power not protest have
been carefully plotted. In the local elec-
tions the party won 12 town halls.

IfMs Le Pen comes first, however much
that has been forecast, it will be a huge
shock. It will knock the UMP sideways, ex-
posing its difficulty in hanging on as the
main opposition. And it will be a deep em-
barrassment to Mr Hollande. The National
Front emerged in the early 1980s, thanks to
the introduction of proportional voting
and a Socialist promise—unfulfilled—to
give foreigners the right to vote. The mas-
termind behind the idea? Mr Hollande’s
mentor, President François Mitterrand.7

Le Pen sends a message to Europe

Czech Euroscepticism

The unloved union

ADIGITALLYanimated snake slithers
out ofan EU flag into a montage of

images ofsupposed threats to Czech
identity, such as the Israeli flag, smiling
Orthodox Jews, a vaccination and a €500
note. The serpent is eventually slain by a
knight holding a shield that bears a fork-
tailed lion crest, the Czech symbol. “Let’s
kill the snake,” cheers the voiceover. The
advertisement, which was banned by the
Czech public broadcaster, is the handi-
workofAdam Bartos, leader of the “No
to Brussels—National Democracy” party
in the European elections this weekend.
A former journalist, he is fighting against
what he says is a malign superstate in
Brussels by appealing to nationalism and
anti-Semitism. He keeps a list of220
prominent Jews whom he accuses of
dominating Czech public life.

Mr Bartos is a marginal figure, whose
party (one of38) has no chance ofwin-
ning any of the 21Czech seats in the
European Parliament. But he reflects a
trend in parts ofcentral Europe of parties
appealing to voters who feel they have
lost out in the transition from commu-
nism to liberal democracy, and who tend
to blame the EU, foreigners and global-
isation. In Hungary, for instance, Jobbik, a
Eurosceptic far-right party that uses
anti-Semitic and anti-Roma rhetoric, got
21% in April’s general election. 

Having just celebrated ten years of EU

membership, nearly all Czech parties are
campaigning in the European election
with an anti-EU subtext. The centre-right
Civic Democrats (ODS) have made rejec-
tion ofeuro membership a main theme.
Usvit (Dawn), a populist party that some
call “proto-fascist”, is advocating closure
of the country’s borders to the Roma.
ANO (Czech for “yes”), a pro-business
party, sends mixed messages, but coun-
tering threats from Brussels is one of
them. The Christian Democrats promise
the “protection ofCzech interests”. Even
the pro-European Social Democrats of
Bohuslav Sobotka, the prime minister,
reject EU-inspired austerity. Only TOP 09,
the centre-right party led by Karel
Schwarzenberg, a former foreign min-
ister, wants greater Czech involvement in
the EU and supports fiscal austerity. 

ANO, which surpassed expectations
by finishing a close second in last year’s
general election, is expected to come first
in the European election, followed by the
Social Democrats. The Communist Party
may win a couple ofseats. ODS, weak-
ened by scandals, is unlikely to keep all
its nine seats. TOP 09, a party founded in
2009, will probably send its first MEPs to
Strasbourg. Its slogan, “Don’t bother
about Europe”, was meant as a joke.
Unfortunately, Czech voters will take it
all too literally. Turnout is expected to be
less than 30% ofeligible voters.

Ten years after joining the European Union, most Czech parties are anti-EU

Correction. Last week’s briefing on the European
Parliament said it was unlikely to be scrapped as that
required a treaty change which the parliament itself
would have to ratify. This is wrong: treaty changes are
ratified nationally—although some governments
promised not to ratify the Lisbon treaty if the European
Parliament was against it.
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German humour

Get thee to an Institute

EVA ULLMANN tookher master’s
degree in 2002 on the part that hu-

mour has to play in psychotherapy, and
became hooked on the subject. In 2005
she founded the German Institute for
Humour in Leipzig. It is dedicated to “the
combination ofseriousness and hu-
mour”. She offers lectures, seminars and
personal coaching to managers, from
small firms to such corporate giants as
Deutsche Bankand Telekom. Her latest
project is to help train medical students
and doctors.

There is nothing peculiarly German
about humour training. It was John Mor-
reall, an American, who showed that
humour is a market segment in the ever-
expanding American genre ofself-help.
In the past two decades, humour has
gone global. An International Humour
Congress was held in Amsterdam in
2000. And yet Germans know that the

rest of the world considers them to be at a
particular disadvantage.

The issue is not comedy, ofwhich
Germany has plenty. The late Vicco von
Bülow, alias Loriot, delighted the elite
with his mockery ofGerman pretension
and stiffness. Rhenish, Swabian and
other regional flavours thrive—Gerhard
Polt, a Bavarian curmudgeon, now 72, is a
Shakespeare among them. There is low-
brow talent too, including Otto Waalkes,
a Frisian buffoon. Most of this, however,
is as foreigners always suspected: more
embarrassing than funny. 

Germans can often be observed
laughing, uproariously. And they try
hard. “They cannot produce good hu-
mour, but they can consume it,” says
James Parsons, an Englishman teaching
business English in Leipzig. He once
rented a theatre and got students, in-
cluding Mrs Ullmann, to act out Monty
Python skits, which they did with enthu-
siasm. The trouble, he says, is that where-
as the English wait deadpan for the pen-
ny to drop, Germans invariably explain
their punchline.

At a deeper level, the problem has
nothing do with jokes. What is missing is
the trifecta of irony, overstatement and
understatement in workaday conversa-
tions. Expats in Germany share soul-
crushing stories ofattempting a non-
literal turn ofphrase, to evoke a horrified
expression in their German interlocutors
and a detailed explanation of the literal
meaning, followed by a retreat into awk-
ward politeness.

Irony is not on the curriculum in Mrs
Ullmann’s classes. Instead she focuses
mostly on the basics ofhumorous spon-
taneity and surprise. Demand is strong,
she says. It is a typical German answer to
a shortcoming: workharder at it.

BERLIN

Germans concede that in humourtheyneed professional help

IF THE insults that are hurled at a politi-
cian gauge the fear that he inspires in his

adversaries, Beppe Grillo, the ex-comedian
and co-founder of the Five Star Movement
(M5S), must still be a grave threat. Martin
Schulz, the Socialist president of the Euro-
pean Parliament, has likened him to Hitler.
Silvio Berlusconi, leader of the conserva-
tive Forza Italia party, has said that Mr
Grillo and his associate, Gianroberto Casa-
leggio, remind him of Robespierre, Stalin
and Pol Pot.

Since M5S burst into the Italian parlia-
ment last year with a quarter of the vote, it
has repeatedly been written offas a protest
movement past its peak. Fourteen of its 54
senators and five of its 108 deputies have
quit or been expelled (mainly because of
objections to Mr Grillo’s autocratic leader-
ship or his refusal to co-operate with other
parties). But the European election offers
Italians a risk-free chance to register dis-
gruntlement. They have much to be dis-
gruntled about. The economy, which
seemed to be recovering from recession,
shrank again in the first quarter. Youth un-
employment is over 40%. And a seemingly
endless stream of politicians are being led
away in handcuffs.

The election nowlooks like a two-horse
race between the M5S and the left-leaning
Democratic Party (PD) of the prime minis-
ter, Matteo Renzi. Before a ban on poll pub-
lication two weeks before the vote, the
M5S had almost reached 25%, closing in on
the PD, which was around 33%. But Forza
Italia was in decline, below 20%.

Mr Berlusconi has had a rotten cam-
paign. On May 8th police arrested Claudio
Scajola, for 13 years the organisational
head of his party. Mr Scajola denies help-
ing a former Forza Italia lawmaker convict-
ed of links with the ’Ndrangheta, the Cala-
bria mafia, to escape abroad. On May 9th
the Supreme Court threw out a final ap-
peal by Forza Italia’s co-founder, Marcello
Dell’Utri, against a seven-year prison sen-
tence for collaborating with the Sicilian
mafia (Mr Dell’Utri is in Lebanon awaiting
extradition proceedings). The same day, Mr
Berlusconi began his community service
at a clinic near Milan after his conviction
for tax fraud. The billionaire’s campaign
has lacked its usual sparkle: at 77, he has
looked and sounded tired.

Perhaps sensing Mr Berlusconi’s vul-
nerability, Mr Grillo has reversed his refus-
al to go on television shows, in what ap-
pears to be a drive for centre-right votes.

Support for his party has so far been built
largely on the internet, which is eschewed
by many older, more conservative Italians.
On May19th the former comedian was the
guest of a presenter whom he had previ-
ously reviled. He tried to persuade viewers
that his campaign rants were not evidence
of tyrannical instincts, but of the rage that
he shared with many of them. Some will
remain unconvinced: Mr Grillo still talks
of holding trials for politicians and jour-
nalists (on the web) if the M5S comes to
power. Senator Luis Alberto Orellana,
who left the M5S in February, thinks Mr
Grillo’s harangues deter potential M5S vot-
ers. But he concedes that “others appreci-

ate the simplicity of his message”. A poll
has found that the M5S is the most popular
choice for Italians below the age of44.

How close Mr Grillo runs the 39-year-
old Mr Renzi will be crucial for Italy’s fu-
ture. The prime minister is no mean show-
man himself. One reason why the PD’s
kingmakers accepted him as leader was a
hope that he could see offMrGrillo, whose
success last year forced the mainstream
parties into an uncomfortable left-right al-
liance. A strong M5S showing would un-
dermine both Mr Renzi and his reform
agenda, which has been well received by
financial markets. A victory for Mr Grillo
and his party might even doom both.7

Italian politics

Five stars back

ROME

Howwell Beppe Grillo does will affect
the solidityofItaly’s government
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WHAT language does Europe speak? France has lost its battle
for French. Europeans now overwhelmingly opt for Eng-

lish. The Eurovision song contest, won this month by an Austrian
cross-dresser, is mostly English-speaking, even if the votes are
translated into French. The European Union conducts ever more
business in English. Interpreters sometimes feel they are speak-
ing to themselves. Last year Germany’s president, Joachim
Gauck, argued for an English-speaking Europe: national lan-
guages would be cherished for spirituality and poetry alongside
“a workable English for all of life’s situations and all age groups”.

Some detect a European form ofglobal English (globish): a pa-
tois with English physiognomy, cross-dressed with continental
cadences and syntax, a train of EU institutional jargon and se-
quins of linguistic false friends (mostly French). In Brussels “to as-
sist” means to be present, not to help; “to control” means to check,
rather than to exercise power; “adequate” means appropriate or
suitable, rather than (barely) sufficient; and mass nouns are
countable, such as advices, informations and aids. “Anglo-Sax-
on” is not a historical term referring to Germanic tribes in Britain,
but a political insult followed by “capitalism” or even “press”.

Ordinary Europeans got a first taste ofEuro-globish in the tele-
vised debates among leading contenders for the European elec-
tion on May 22nd-25th. The idea of the main European political
groups picking “Spitzenkandidaten” to become the president of
the European Commission is a novelty (and has created Brus-
sels’s first German neologism in years). It is meant to close the
democratic deficit, stir excitement, arrest the fall in turnout and
check the rise ofanti-EU parties.

In contrast with popular music, though, Euro-globish has a
long way to go before it dominates electoral politics. Of the five
Spitzenkandidaten debating in Brussels on May 15th, Alexis Tsi-
pras, champion of a far-left alliance, insisted on speaking Greek.
Jean-Claude Juncker, Luxembourg’s standard-bearer for the
Christian Democrats, chose French. The three others gamely
abided by the request to speak English: two Germans, Martin
Schulz and Ska Keller from the Social Democrats and Greens, re-
spectively, and a Belgian, Guy Verhofstadt, for the Liberals.

As they replied to the Italian moderator’s questions about
growth, austerity, the euro, economic integration, free trade with

America and much else, the politicians showed remarkable forti-
tude in trying to reach out to voters in what was often their sec-
ond language. And spare a thought for the viewers who, for the
most part, were not native English-speakers (many broadcasters
provided simultaneous interpretation). Inevitably, it made for a
stiff and stilted exchange. The candidates were uninspiring and
hard to tell apart in their desire for “more Europe”. But language
barriers added to a sense of strange remoteness. Europhiles are
pleased that the final debate stimulated more than 100,000 mes-
sages on Twitter. But contrast that with the 5m tweets around the
Eurovision contest, and it is plain that European-level democracy
has not gripped the public.

Politics is surely best conducted in the vernacular. John Stuart
Mill, for one, thought multilingual democracy a nonsense be-
cause “the united public opinion, necessary to the working of a
representative government, cannot exist.” Yet, as Switzerland
shows, a country can have more than one vernacular. In theory
that might work for Europe. Mr Schulz and Mr Juncker got more
prime-time attention when they debated separately on French
and German TV in the local tongue. However, even the finest po-
lyglot would struggle to reach voters in 24 official languages.

Philippe Van Parijs, a professor at Louvain University, argues
that European-level democracy does not require a homogenous
culture, or ethnos; a common political community, or demos,
needs only a lingua franca. Was Nelson Mandela less democratic
for speaking English in multi-ethnic and multilingual South Afri-
ca? English is spreading fast, with more than 40% of young Euro-
peans claiming to be able to speak it in some form. The answer to
Europe’s democratic deficit, says MrVan Parijs, is to accelerate the
process so that English is not just the language of an elite but also
the meansforpoorerEuropeans to be heard. An approximate ver-
sion of English, with a limited vocabulary of just a few hundred
words, would suffice.

Yet European politics remains firmly national. There is often a
gap between the Spitzenkandidaten and the national parties they
supposedly represent. The Christian Democrat, Social Democrat-
ic and Liberal Spitzenkandidaten may believe in Eurobonds, but
their German colleagues do not. Mr Schulz was told by Britain’s
Labour Party not to show his face there. Mr Juncker has no real
ally from his European People’s Party in Britain (the Tories left in
2009) and the wrongsort in Italy (Silvio Berlusconi’sForza Italia is
waging an embarrassing anti-German campaign).

And the English problem
The experiment with Spitzenkandidaten will probably end badly.
If one of them wins, it will be seen as a power-grab by MEPs to
take from elected national leaders the right to choose who runs
the commission; if they all fail, the EU-wide democratic contest
will look a sham. It also poses a dilemma for the British prime
minister, David Cameron. He finds all the Spitzenkandidaten un-
acceptably federalist (Britain vetoed Mr Verhofstadt’s bid for the
commission in 2004). But he cannot blockanybody alone. Sever-
al leaders, includingAngela Merkel, the German chancellor, have
more or less endorsed Spitzenkandidaten, and few have criticised
the idea openly. If Mr Cameron is isolated and an arch-federalist
is chosen, that will increase the risk that Britain may leave. How
strange if Europe were to become an English-speaking union
without its largest English-speaking country.7

The globish-speaking union
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SERVING in America’s Congress is one of
the few jobs for which applicants trum-

pet their inexperience. Running against
Washington while simultaneously asking
voters to send you there makes sense
when Congress is as popular as a porcu-
pine in a bag ofpopcorn.

Of the five states with Senate primaries
on May 20th, only one had no political
novices on the ballot. That was Arkansas,
where Mark Pryor, a sitting Democratic
senator, and Tom Cotton, a Republican
member of the House of Representatives,
both ran unopposed. Arkansas is usually
Republican and Mr Pryor is believed to be
vulnerable in the general election, though
recent polls show him ahead.

In Oregon’sRepublican primary, a new-
comer triumphed. Monica Wehby, a pae-
diatric neurosurgeon in her first campaign
for office, defeated Jason Conger, a state
representative, 50%-37%. Ms Wehby had a
rough final week: police reports surfaced
showing that she had been accused of
stalking an ex-boyfriend, though the ex-
boyfriend in question now says this is

failed to oblige. 
The only plausible pick-ups for Demo-

crats are Georgia and Kentucky. In Georgia,
the number of non-whites is swelling and
the retirement of Saxby Chambliss, a Re-
publican, has left the seat open. Kentucky
has a Democratic governor, more regis-
tered Democrats than Republicans and an
incumbent Republican senator, Mitch
McConnell, with the charisma ofa halibut.

In both states, Democrats with familiar
surnames cruised to easy primary victo-
ries: in Georgia, Michelle Nunn, the daugh-
ter of a fondly remembered senator; in
Kentucky, Alison Lundergan Grimes, Ken-
tucky’s secretary of state and the daughter
ofa former state party chairman. 

Seven Republicans ran to succeed Mr
Chambliss. The field included three sitting
congressmen (Paul Broun, Phil Gingrey
and JackKingston), a former Georgia secre-
tary of state and three men who have nev-
er held public office. 

One of these, David Perdue, taunted his
opponents for being career politicians
(though Mr Perdue is a cousin of a former
governor). In an amusingly vicious ad, he
also called them babies (see picture). And
he painted himself as a can-do business-
man who can get spending under control
and boostgrowth. (He is the ex-bossof Ree-
bok, a shoemaker, and Dollar General, a
discount store.) He traversed the state in a
red-white-and-blue RV emblazoned with
“The Outsider”. At a campaign stop in Dal-
ton on May12th he explained to around 30
prospective voters why “an outsider like
me” was leading in the polls (in his telling it
was because of frustration with Washing-
ton, not the large sums of his own cash he
had spenton advertising). Afterhisappear-
ance, several voters said that Mr Perdue’s

overblown. In any case, Oregonians vote
by mail and many ballots had already
been cast when the story broke. 

In the general election Ms Wehby will
face Jeff Merkley, a Democrat running for
his second term. Oregon is staunchly
Democratic, but the rollout of the state’s
Obamacare website was such a mess that
some pundits give Ms Wehby a chance, al-
beit a small one. Larry Sabato of the Uni-
versity of Virginia says that “If you’re a Re-
publican in Oregon you have to run a
perfect race in a perfect year [to win].”

Democrats on the defensive
Nationally, however, Democrats are in
trouble. Only a third of Senate seats come
up for grabs every two years, and this year
the battleground favours Republicans.
They need a net gain of six seats to take
control of the upper chamber, with five
Democrats retiring and another four de-
fending states that Barack Obama lost in
2012. Democrats were really hoping that
Republicans would pick some frothing
zealots as candidates, but so far they have

The Senate primaries
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This week’s Senate Republican primaries
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State Winner Comments

Arkansas Tom Cotton Young conservative congressman with fair chance to oust sitting Democrat

Georgia David Perdue* Former boss of Reebok; narrow favourite to win in November

Kentucky Mitch McConnell Senate Minority Leader; thrashed Tea-Party challenger

Oregon Monica Wehby Political novice with outside chance to win deep blue state

Idaho Jim Risch Junior senator poised to cruise to re-election
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2 not having held office before was the main
reason he appealed to them.

Mr Perdue finished with 31% of the
vote—more than anyone else but not
enough to avoid a runoffon July 22nd with
MrKingston, who came second. MrPerdue
is likely to win this, since he will retain his
outsider advantage against a sitting Con-
gressman. Democrats had hoped that Re-
publicans would pick Mr Broun, who ac-
cuses Mr Obama of wanting to uphold the
Soviet constitution—one of several re-
marks that might baffle swing voters. 

In Kentucky Matt Bevin, another politi-
cal novice, challenged Mr McConnell from
the right. He derided “elite politicians in
Washington who have lost touch with the
people they are supposed to represent”,
and like Mr Perdue promised to limit him-
self to two terms. Despite endorsements
from stalwarts of the insurgent right such
Mark Levin and Glenn Beck (two pundits),
and Tea-Party groups such as Freedom-
Works and the Senate Conservatives Fund,
Mr Bevin lost, 35%-60%.

His campaign started strong but fizzled.
When chided for having given a speech at
a pro-cockfighting rally, he defended him-
selfby saying that “many” of the Founding
Fathers were “very actively involved” in
the sport. This sounded great but happens
to be untrue. Mr McConnell ran a cam-
paign that other Republican incumbents
facing a primary challenge would do well
to study. He won an early endorsement
from Rand Paul, his fellow Kentucky sena-
torand a Tea-Party favourite. He spent free-
ly. And his researchers dug up juicy facts
about Mr Bevin, such as that he praised the
bankbail-outs before he opposed them. 

Republicans seem to have learned the
lessons of 2010 and 2012, when they lost
winnable seats by nominating extreme
candidates such as Christine O’Donnell in
Delaware and Richard Mourdock in Indi-
ana. Some might be tempted to read this
week’s results as a defeat for the Tea Party.
That is only half-true: the zealots may have
lost, but the Tea-Party influence almost cer-
tainly caused Messrs McConnell, Kingston
and Perdue to tack further right than they
otherwise would have.

The campaign is still in its early stages,
of course. The polls in Kentucky and Geor-
gia are tight. MsGrimesand MrMcConnell
are effectively tied, while Ms Nunn barely
trails Mr Perdue and barely leads Mr Kings-
ton. All of that could change. Mr McCon-
nell is a fearsome and well-funded cam-
paigner, and Mr Obama is wildly
unpopular in Kentucky. Democrats may
like the wayGeorgia’sdemography is shift-
ing, but Republican Senate candidates still
garnered nearly twice as many votes as
Democrats this week. As Republicans bat-
tled each other, Ms Nunn and Ms Grimes
could raise money, kiss babies and remain
genially vague. That luxury is gone. Now
they face real fights.7

TO WIN elected office in Idaho it helps
to have a memorable moniker, as Go-

vernor Butch Otter, Senator Mike Crapo
and Congressman Raúl Labrador can tes-
tify. Mike Simpson (pictured), an eight-
term congressman who this weeksailed to
victory over a Tea-Party challenger in the
Republican primary for Idaho’s second
district, is an exception to that rule, and to
others. For while some moderate Republi-
cans have been tugged rightward by con-
servative insurgencies, Mr Simpson does
not hide his establishment credentials,
merrily celebrating the value of compro-
mise and bipartisanship. His success, and
that of mainstream Republicans else-
where, will comfort party elders.

In this solid Republican district, it is vic-
tory in the primary that counts. Mr Simp-
son’s opponent, Bryan Smith, a lawyer
with no political experience to speak of,
sought to portrayhim asa spineless liberal.
Television commercials bashed him for
backing the 2008 bail-out, for insufficient
hostility to ACORN, a left-wing pressure
group, and for voting to fund a small park
in the San Francisco district of Nancy Pe-
losi, a Democratic congresswoman be-
lieved by Republicans to lurk underneath
their beds at night.

MrSmith doesn’t go to Washington
The contest became a proxy war between
national Republican factions. Scenting Mr
Simpson’s blood, last July the Club for
Growth, a Washington, DC-based advoca-
cygroup thatbacksanti-taxcandidates, de-
clared for Mr Smith. Establishment outfits
like the US Chamber ofCommerce piled in
on Mr Simpson’s behalf, working with lo-
cal business groups. The Centre for Re-
sponsive Politics, a watchdog, calculates
that $5m was spent by the campaigns and
their backers, far more than in a typical
House primary–and a dollar goes a long
way in sparsely populated Idaho.

Polished and competent, for a time Mr
Smith looked like a contender. But he slow-
ly ran out ofwind. Last month the Club for
Growth withdrew from the campaign, ap-
parently deciding its resources could be
better employed elsewhere. Mr Simpson
ended with 62% of the vote—a convincing
margin ofvictory. Whydid MrSmith fizzle?
Partly because Mr Simpson and his back-
ers ran a spirited, well-prepared campaign
(an endorsement from MittRomney, a hero
to many in this Mormon district, helped). 

But it was also because, as Jasper Licalzi

at the College of Idaho puts it, Mr Simpson
“did not just fall off the potato truck”. Affa-
ble and approachable, with a weakness for
cigarettes that belies his Mormon faith, he
has earned admirers during his 15 years in
office. Businessfolk speak warmly of his
ability to get things done (he sits on the
mighty appropriations committee of the
House of Representatives). He has tireless-
ly championed the Idaho National Labora-
tory, a nuclear-research facility in the
state’s south-east that directly employs
4,000 and provides work for many more.
The Club for Growth, says Todd Cranney,
an adviser to Mr Simpson’s campaign,
“tried to set something on fire that didn’t
exist.”

The campaign in the second district at-
tracted national attention and money. But
similar political dynamics were on display
in most other Idaho races this week. Tea-
Partiers took over the state Republican
Party years ago. Many ofthem were fans of
Ron Paul, a libertarian Texas congressman.
They set about remaking the party plat-
form, inserting flaky provisions about the
gold standard and scrapping direct elec-
tion of US senators. In 2010 they notched
up a win when Mr Labrador, one of their
own, won election in the first district. They
managed to close primaries to non-Repub-
licans. But most oftheir candidates, includ-
ing a state senator who took on the prag-
matic Mr Otter, lost this week.

Having an “R” next to your name was
once enough to win in Idaho, says Wayne
Hoffman of the Idaho Freedom Founda-
tion, a libertarian think-tank. Not any
more; even Republican precinct commit-
tee elections have become hard-fought.
Forcing incumbents to prove themselves
to voters is no bad thing, even if debates
sometimes degenerated into macho scraps
over the meaning of “conservative”. This
week the Republican establishment
learned that it can win those fights. “The
pendulum swings,” says Mr Simpson,
“and it swings back.” 7

Idaho’s congressional primary

Main Street’s
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The Republican establishment piles in
to defend one of its own

Eat my shorts, says Simpson
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SHE rides a Harley Davidson, carries a
gun in her handbag and grew up castrat-

ing hogs on the family farm. In her pitch to
Republican primary voters in Iowa, Joni
Ernst says: “When I get to Washington, I’ll
know how to cut pork,” adding: “Let’s
make ’em squeal.” 

Mrs Ernst’s online video, “Squeal”, has
been watched more than half a million
times. It has helped propel the formerly
unknown state senator to the head of a
crowded field vying for the Republican
nomination for a US Senate seat this No-
vember. The race was triggered when Sen-
ator Tom Harkin, a Democrat, said he
would retire after 40 years in Congress.
Voters will choose between five Republi-
cans on June 3rd. Local congressman Bruce
Braley is the only Democratic candidate. 

The Republican race was unremarkable
until March 24th, when Mrs Ernst’s cash-
strapped campaign released its ballsy
$9,000 video. Since then she has been
making the previousRepublican front-run-
ner, a retired energy-firm boss called Mark
Jacobs, wince. Mr Jacobs has spent at least
$2.4m (much of it his own) to Mrs Ernst’s
$740,000, without setting Republican
pulses racing. Tim Hagle, a professor ofpo-
litical science at the University of Iowa,
says Mr Jacobs may have been so sure he
would win the primary that he pitched his
message at general-election voters. 

If so, this was a mistake. A poll in early
April had Mrs Ernst tied with Mr Jacobs.
The most recent one put her 11 points
ahead. She needs only 35% to win. (If any
candidate fails to reach this threshold, the
nominee is decided at a special conven-
tion.) It probably won’t come to that. She
has won some useful endorsements, in-
cluding from the Chamber of Commerce
and Senator Marco Rubio of Florida, a po-
tential presidential candidate who craves
allies in this early-voting state. 

Mrs Ernst ticks the main conservative
boxes. Another ad shows her pull a gun (a
lieutenant-colonel in the Iowa National
Guard, she served in Kuwait and Iraq) and
“take aim at wasteful spending”. But that
apparently does not include handouts to
farmers. Earlier this month she said that al-
though she was “philosophically” op-
posed to the subsidies in the farm bill, she
supports the biggest one—subsidised crop
insurance. Presumably her youthful pork-
cutting experience was less theoretical. 

If Mrs Ernst wins the Republican nomi-
nation, she still has a tough road ahead.

Iowa has voted Democratic in six of the
past seven presidential elections, albeit of-
ten by narrow margins. Her presumed op-
ponent, Mr Braley, a veteran congressman,
will probably try to make her looknaïve on
foreign policy. Democrats have already
pounced on her remark that “There were
weaponsofmassdestruction in Iraq.” (Mrs
Ernst says she does not think that there

were WMD in Iraq at the time ofthe Ameri-
can invasion, only that Saddam Hussein
had used them in the past.) Mr Braley re-
mains slightly ahead in the polls. 

LuckilyforMrsErnst, MrBraley insulted
a large portion of the electorate earlier this
year. A former trial lawyer, he told his fel-
low lawyers at a fundraising event in Texas
that they should bankroll his campaign be-
cause if the seat, and the Senate, were lost
to the Republicans, “You might have a
farmer from Iowa, who never went to law
school.…serving as the next chair of the
Senate Judiciary Committee.” (He was re-
ferring to Charles Grassley, Iowa’s other
senator.) Using “farmer” to mean “stupid”
is unwise in Iowa, where the word is syn-
onymous with “voter”. 

Mr Braley quickly apologised, but the
damage had been done. Iowa was not pre-
viously on the national Republican Party’s
list of winnable Senate seats; now it is. The
National Republican Senate Committee
has been quick to make hay from Mr Bra-
ley’s gaffe. It points out that Mr Braley has
misspelled the farming words “detassel-
ing” and “baling”, and is now offering free
bumper-stickers that read: “Sorry Bruce
Braley, I’m proud to be a farmer.” Perfect for
the backofone’s tractor. 7

Iowa’s Senate race

Farmer v lawyer
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Joni Ernst shows that sometimes balls
mattermore than money

If pigs could vote...

The VA scandal

“We are all dishonoured”

WHEN America fails to keep faith
with its veterans, BarackObama

declared while campaigning for the
White House, “we are all dishonoured”.
Candidate Obama vowed to appoint
additional staffto the Veterans’ Adminis-
tration (VA) to reduce the backlog of
claims. Speaking after revelations in 2007
ofpatient neglect at the army’s flagship
hospital in Washington, DC, Mr Obama
promised that ifelected he would im-
prove the “shameful” care offered to
some “wounded warriors”.

It is thus mortifying for the president
that he now finds himselfengulfed in a
fresh scandal involving at least 26 VA

facilities, this time involving allegations
that managers falsified records and kept
secret waiting lists to conceal delays in
providing veterans with care. Some died
while they were waiting.

Mr Obama told reporters on May 21st
that if the allegations were true, they
were “disgraceful” and those responsible
would be punished. But the VA remains
in the grip ofa chronic crisis, with nearly
300,000 veterans’ disabilities claims
backlogged for more than 125 days.

Not for the first time, Mr Obama’s first
response seemed oddly detached. He

offered tepid support for Eric Shinseki, a
former four-star general who serves as
his secretary for veterans’ affairs, calling
him a great public servant who “cares
deeply about veterans”, before noting
that, ifMr Shinseki were to conclude that
he had let veterans down, “then I’m sure
that he is not going to be interested in
continuing to serve.” With that out of the
way, the president then explained how
hard it is to run the VA, an agency that has
endured backlogs for decades and now
faces an influx of troops wounded in Iraq
and Afghanistan, as well as claims from
newly-eligible veterans after rules were
relaxed for those exposed to Agent
Orange in Vietnam or suffering from
post-traumatic stress.

Republicans quickly charged that this
was just the latest example ofMr
Obama’s inability to manage the big-
government projects in which he places
such faith. Democrats with experience of
war struggle to disagree. Tammy Duck-
worth, a Democratic congresswoman
from Illinois who lost her legs while
serving as a helicopter pilot in Iraq, told
the Washington Post that the crisis needed
Mr Obama’s “personal attention at this
point.” It certainly has it now.

WASHINGTON, DC

Shoddy care forveterans embarrasses the White House
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Same-sex marriage: legal legalised by court but ruling stayed not legal in:
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This week federal judges overturned
gay-marriage bans in Oregon and Penn-
sylvania. Nineteen states, covering 43%
of the population, now allow such unions;
bans in seven more have been scrapped,
but the rulings have been stayed pending
appeals. Last June the Supreme Court
overturned part of the federal Defence of
Marriage Act (DOMA); since then judges
across the country have applied the legal
reasoning in that case, which said DOMA

“demeans” gay couples, to state bans.
The chart shows states with gay marriage
by the date they legalised it and the
proportion of residents who say they are
conservative. Early movers were mostly
liberal, but by no means all. The holdouts
are all fairly conservative (see the right-
hand side of the chart). With so many
lawsuits pending, it is a fair bet that gay
marriage will be back at the Supreme
Court before long. 

Plotting gay marriage

THE e-mails sent to workers at five com-
panies and one trade union appeared

to come from their superiors, and con-
tained files and links that looked impor-
tant. In one case a board member seemed
to be circulating the agenda for a share-
holders’ meeting. Once opened, the e-
mails allowed their actual senders, who
were sitting in a tower-block in Shanghai,
to install software allowing them to peruse
confidential information. Some of the e-
mails contained links to domains with a
curious ring, like marsbrother.com or pur-
pledaily.com. But the in-box of the office
worker can be a chaotic place, and all that
was required for success was for one per-
son at each firm to be distracted or in-
trigued enough to click.

On March 19th the Justice Department
unveiled 31 charges against five members
of China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA),
involving breaking six laws, from relative-
ly minor counts of identity theft to eco-
nomic espionage, which carries a maxi-
mum sentence of 15 years. This is the first
time the government has charged employ-
ees of a foreign government with cyber-
crime. The accused are unlikely ever to
stand trial. Even so, the Justice Department
produced posters with mugshots of the
men beneath the legend “wanted by the
FBI”. Theymayneverbe punished, but that

is not the point. Google any of their names
and the mugshots now appear, the online
equivalent ofa perp walk.

That China’s government spies on the
commercial activities of companies in
America is not news in itself. Last year
Mandiant, a cyber-security firm based in
Virginia, released a report that identified
Unit61398 ofthe PLA as the source ofcyber-
attacks against 140 companies since 2006.
But the indictment does reveal more de-
tailsaboutwhat sortsofthings the Chinese
cybersnoops have been snaffling.

Hackers stole designs for pipes from
Westinghouse, an American firm, when it
was building four nuclear power stations
in China, and also took e-mails from exec-
utives who were negotiating with a state-
owned company. They took financial in-
formation from SolarWorld, a maker of so-
lar panels; gained access to computers
owned by US Steel while it was in a trade
dispute with a state-owned company; and
took files from Alcoa, an aluminium pro-
ducer, while it was in a joint venture with
anotherChinese government-backed firm.
ATI, another metal firm, and the United
Steelworkers union were hacked, too.

American firms that do business in Chi-
na have long lobbied behind closed doors
for Uncle Sam to do something about Chi-
nese hackers. America’s government has

hitherto followed a similar logic, pressing
China in private. The decision to make a
fuss reflects the failure of that approach.
When the existence of Unit 61398 became
public its troops paused for a while, then
continued as before. 

Confronting the PLA’s hackers comes at
a cost. China has pulled out of a bilateral
working group on cyber-security in re-
sponse to the indictments. Global Times, a
Chinese English-language daily, de-
nounced America as: “a mincing rascal”.
But doing nothing has a cost, too. Compa-
nies like Westinghouse and US Steel have a
hard enough time competing with Chi-
nese firms, without having their business
plans and designs pinched by thieves in
uniform. Nor is the spying limited to
manufacturers: tech companies have been
targeted by the same group. 

China’s foreign ministry, meanwhile,
says that to suggest its government steals
information from American companies is
“extremely ridiculous”. This is disingenu-
ous. China’s willingness to engage in in-
dustrial espionage reflects three things that
will not quickly change. The first is that the
line America drawsbetween spyingfor na-
tional security and spying for commercial
advantage makes no sense in a country
where the state-owned enterprise is king.
Second, America’s spying on Huawei, a
Chinese maker of telecoms and network-
ing equipment, makes China’s govern-
ment doubt that America follows its own
rules. Third, saysRobertDalyofthe Wilson
Centre, a think-tank, China’s obsession
with past humiliations by foreigners
means that, as far as Beijing is concerned,
“the moral balance will be tilted in China’s
favour for some time between the foresee-
able future and for ever.” 7

Chinese spying

Cybersnoops and mincing rascals

BEIJING AND WASHINGTON, DC

The government accuses members of the Chinese armyofstealing secrets
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BEFORE the Clean Air Act was passed in
1970 many Americans led shorter, sick-

er lives because of pollution. White-collar
workers in Gary, Indiana, a steel town, of-
ten went to work with an extra shirt be-
cause the first one looked too dirty by mid-
day. Between 1980 and 2012 total emissions
of six common air pollutants in America
dropped by 67%, according to the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA). This hap-
pened even as the country’s population
grew by 38% and Americans consumed
27% more energy. New cars and light trucks
are even greener than federal standards re-
quire, says a new EPA report. And new
measures promise to make the air cleaner
still: the Supreme Court recently upheld
the EPA’s so-called “Good Neighbour”
rule, which regulates air pollution that
crosses state lines. 

Black, white and grey
Yetdespite these gains, around 142m Amer-
icansstill live in countieswith dangerously
polluted air, says the EPA. The problem is
especially serious for those who are poor
and not white. It is no surprise that the
poor are more likely than the rich to live in
polluted neighbourhoods: rents are lower
in such places. What is striking is that non-
whites are more likely to breathe foul air
than whites, even after correcting for in-
come, according to a recent study. 

Lara Clark, Dylan Millet and Julian Mar-
shall of the University of Minnesota ana-
lyse the relationship between census data
and outdoor nitrogen-dioxide (NO2) con-
centration. Theirs is the first study to offer a
detailed map of a pollutant’s distribution
across the country. NO2 comes primarily
from vehicles and power plants, and is
most concentrated in cities. The study
found that the difference in exposures be-
tween whites and nonwhites is 38%, and
this gap is largely constant at every income
level. In big cities, poor white people in-
hale slightly less NO2 than affluent non-
whites. 

“Race matters more,” says Mr Marshall.
The study does not address why this might
be. A possible explanation is that many
Americans prefer to live among people
who look like themselves. For example,
well-off urban blacks may be choosing to
live in traditionally blackneighbourhoods,
despite the worse air and the fact that they
could afford to live elsewhere. (In rural ar-
eas there ismuch lessNO2 and distinctions
between rich and poor are more modest).

The authors suggest that reducing the
amount of NO2 inhaled by non-whites to
white levels would avert 7,000 deaths a
year from heart disease. That is only likely
to happen as part of a broader tightening
of air-quality rules. Such rules are always
controversial, since they tend to be expen-
sive, but studies have often found them to
be cost-effective. A cap-and-trade pro-
gramme for nitrogen oxides in eastern and

midwestern states between 2003 and 2007
cost as much as $3.4 billion but generated
benefits in lives saved and reduced drug
expenditures of $7.9 billion, according to
OlivierDeschênesofthe Universityof Cal-
ifornia, Santa Barbara, Michael Green-
stone ofMIT and Joseph Shapiro ofYale. In
June the EPA will issue stricter rules on
emissions from existing power plants,
which may help.7

Air quality and race

The colour of
pollution

WASHINGTON, DC

The air is getting cleaner, but less so for
non-whites

Food trucks

Moveable feasts

FOOD is risky. You can choke on a hot
dog, be poisoned by a pizza or die

slowly from years ofeating too much.
Clearly, businesses that sell food are
suspect. And what could be more suspi-
cious than an outlet that sells food—and
then drives away before its customers
expire? Small wonder that so many
American cities frown on food trucks. 

Miami makes it extremely hard for
them to operate, as do Baltimore and
Chicago. Rochester, Pittsburgh and San
Diego are nearly as stern. In New York
City, a cap on the number offood-truck
licences available has created a black
market, pushing up prices into the thou-
sands ofdollars. 

How bad can food trucks be? Your
intrepid correspondent sampled injera
with tilapia from one serving Ethiopian
nosh in Washington, DC. As The Econo-
mist went to press, it had not yet killed
her. Perhaps this is unsurprising: food
trucks are typically required to cook their
food in inspected commercial kitchens.

Nonetheless, they stir up fury. Local
restaurants complain that they steal
customers and pay no rent. Officials
worry that their garishness will lower the
local tone. Many thinkthey are just dirty
(“roach coaches” is the sneer).

After years of legal wrangling, Alexan-
dria’s city council in Virginia has at last

decided to allow food trucks in parks and
parking lots. Not in the streets, mind. The
experiment starts in July, and the typical-
ly mean-spirited conditions are there to
protect the immobile restaurant trade. 

Such rules are misguided. Not only is
street vending an important step for
aspiring entrepreneurs, but food trucks
have enlivened the gastronomic scene
and generated new business—and local
taxes—wherever they have been allowed
to roam. 

At Farragut Square, the centre of the
food-truckscene in Washington, DC, no
fewer than 15 trucks dish up tasty, cheap
lunchtime grub to wage slaves every
weekday. The buzz they create has been
good for local businesses; four new res-
taurants have opened round the square
in the past two years. Having forged a
loyal customer base, at least 20 local food
trucks are opening brick-and-mortar
outposts, says Che Ruddell-Tabisola,
head of the DC Food TruckAssociation. 

Mike Lenard is a prime example. He
rolled out his TaKorean food truck in
August 2010 with $65,000 of investment,
a newly remodelled Ford step-van and a
vision for Korean BBQ tacos. By this
summer he will be employing around 30
people, with a taco stand at Union Mar-
ket (a chic artisan food court) and a new
full-scale restaurant. Chow down on that. 

ALEXANDRIA

Howregulators keep cheap food out ofhungrymouths
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SOMETHING curious is happening on the right of American
politics: immigration is losing its potency as a driver of voter

anger. Just ask Chris McDaniel, a Mississippi Republican who
represents the Tea Party’s last, best hope of toppling an establish-
ment grandee in 2014. Mr McDaniel hopes that grassroots Repub-
licans will ditch Senator Thad Cochran, a four-decade Washing-
ton veteran, and instead choose him as the party’s Senate
candidate for mid-term elections in November.

Fiery conservative groups have spent heavily on pro-McDa-
niel TV ads. Mr McDaniel, a member of the state legislature, has
been endorsed by Sarah Palin, former governor of Alaska, and
Glenn Beck, an angry radio host. Such folk loathe Mr Cochran, a
low-key Republican senator of the old school, devoted to extract-
ing millions from federal coffers and sending them gift-wrapped
to Mississippi. Polls differ on who is ahead: the 76-year-old in-
cumbent or his challenger. The primary on June 3rd is, by com-
mon consent, Mr Cochran’s first competitive race since 1984.

Seeking to rally support, Mr McDaniel has signed an anti-im-
migration pledge, created in April by the Federation for American
Immigration Reform (FAIR). Signersvowto oppose an “amnesty”
for migrants in the country without the right papers, defined by
FAIR as any plan that would let “illegal aliens” work legally. That
is hardline stuff: other immigration hawks are mostly concerned
with blocking paths to full citizenship, or ensuring that legalisa-
tion goes hand-in-hand with tougher border controls. The FAIR

pledge goes much further. It attacks legal migration, on which
America was founded. It demands that candidates oppose any
increase in residence permits or guest-worker visas—supposedly
to protect American jobs.

Mr Cochran is hardly a migrant-hugger: he has opposed every
broad immigration reform sent to the Senate in his time. But Mr
McDaniel calls him “silent” in the fight against immigration and
challenges him to sign the FAIR pledge. McDaniel campaign fly-
ers boast of his record as an immigration foe, co-authoring laws
that would have turned traffic cops and other local officials into
immigration enforcement agents (some egregious bills were
killed by the state’s mighty farm lobbies and business allies).

Yet at a packed McDaniel meeting at a rural diner on May 19th,
immigration felt like an afterthought. While the mostly silver-

haired crowd munched on fried catfish, the candidate talked of a
nation imperilled by government spending. He charged Mr
Cochran with failing to fight BarackObama, “the worst president
in this country’s history”. Diners then asked Mr McDaniel about
such issues as school prayer (he is pro), spending on the elderly
(he sidestepped that one), funds for military veterans (there
should be more) and why so few voters know that the United Na-
tions is plotting to control America’s oceans through a treaty on
maritime law(MrCochran hasa bad record on international trea-
ties, the candidate replied carefully).

The primary has seen enough mud fly to dam the Mississippi
Delta, and that came up, too. Supporters asked about a lurid
Cochran-campaign TV ad that accuses Mr McDaniel ofbeing soft
on crystal meth, a nasty narcotic (untrue, said the candidate). Lo-
cal reporters waited, eager to ask about a scandal involving a
McDaniel supporterwho sneaked into a nursinghome to film Mr
Cochran’s ailingwife (the McDaniel camp denies all knowledge). 

Only in an eighth round ofquestions was immigration finally
raised. MrMcDaniel declared himselfanti-amnesty, and attacked
the Chamber of Commerce, a business lobby that has been run-
ning pro-Cochran TV ads. The chamber wants more immigrants
to drive down wages, he asserted: that iswhytheyare against me.
The room applauded but, interviewed later, Mr McDaniel con-
ceded that immigration has fallen down the list of voter con-
cerns. “If you’d asked me back in 2007 or 2008, it would have
been one of the biggest issues in the state,” he mused. 

Nearly every Republican member of Congress has signed a
pledge never to raise income taxes. Few prominent Republicans
have signed the FAIR pledge. To cheers from talk-radio, a candi-
date in Nebraska’s recent Senate primary used the pledge to paint
the Republican front-runner as weak on immigration. The front-
runner, Ben Sasse, won anyway. Mike Simpson, a Republican
congressman in Idaho, won his primary on May 20th despite TV

adscallinghim pro-amnesty. Nationwide pollsfind that mostvot-
ers back giving undocumented residents a pathway to legal sta-
tus, so long as they pay back-taxes, border controls are tightened
and so on. A poll released on May 12th found that three-quarters
ofTea-Partysupporters could live with some form oflegalisation.

Immigrants are stealing ourburgers
Back at Mr McDaniel’s catfish fry, views were slightly flintier. The
lunch meeting was organised by Jeppie Barbour, a veteran activ-
ist whose son Henry and younger brother Haley (a former gover-
nor of Mississippi) are pillars of the Republican establishment
and Cochran allies. The elder Barbour offered a parable to ex-
plain local views about “violators of the border”. Imagine cook-
ing burgers in a backyard when an intruder “crawled under the
fence” to eat one, he ventured. “Would you offer him a second
one, and later maybe invite him to stay the night? I don’t thinkso.
You’d set the dogs on him, or call the cops.” That said, other issues
worry Mississippians more just now, Mr Barbour agreed. 

Mississippi is an unusually conservative place. Yet its primary
offers broader lessons. Immigration is not at the top of people’s
minds: most voters want more and better-paid jobs. Those trying
to blame immigration for America’s economic ills, touting
pledges to close the borders to legal jobseekers, are not getting
veryfar. And ifeven Republican primaryvoters in Mississippi are
not spitting with fury about migrants, that suggests that a big, bi-
partisan immigration reform is actually possible. If Congressio-
nal leaders balkagain, shame on them.7

Taxes, no; migrants, maybe

Even in a vicious primary in Mississippi, anti-immigrant rhetorichas lost its sting 

Lexington
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ON MAY 9th American customs and
border-protection officials launched

an aerostat—a fat, tethered balloon—above
the coast of Puerto Rico. Its job is to use ra-
dar to detect low-flying aircraft, ships and
smaller vessels carrying drugs across the
seas to the south. This is not the first time
the island, a territory of the United States,
has been home to an aerostat: an earlier
one crashed in a storm in 2011. Now it
needs one again.

William Brownfield, the State Depart-
ment’s senior anti-drugs official, says that
16% of cocaine imports into the United
States came through the Caribbean islands
last year. That is up from 4% in 2011. For
European cocaine imports, the propor-
tions are even higher. 

The rising volume of drugs coming
through the Caribbean is an example of
whatdrugswonkscall the “balloon effect”,
the idea that increased pressure on one
drug route produces a bulge elsewhere.
Until recently, the favoured northbound
route for cocaine from South America—
principally via Venezuela, after Colom-
bia’s interdiction efforts in the 1990s—was
by small aircraft to Honduras. Planes fly a
dogleg path—first north, then west—to
avoid Colombian airspace; the drugs then
move by land or other means via Central
America and Mexico.

Last year Honduras stepped up its
counter-narcotics pressure. Drug flights to

cross the Atlantic, where European con-
trols on arriving yachts are lax; a few sail
north. Boat-to-boat transfers create confu-
sion; customs checks are often lax. Cruise
ships are attractive because screening is a
nightmare. More than 6,000 passengers
may board a single vessel after a busy day
in port, some laden with shopping. There
are also supplies, offloaded rubbish and
crew to check. 

Drugsare also concealed in commercial
cargo. Big container ships call at transship-
ment ports such as Kingston in Jamaica or
Freeport on Grand Bahama. In the Domin-
ican Republic only one port, Caucedo, is
certified under the Container Security Ini-
tiative that allows United States’ officials to
examine cargoes. Smaller vessels of a few
hundred tonnes chug from the mainland
to the Dutch islands of Aruba or Curaçao,
or from Guyana to the eastern Caribbean. 

The final destination is likely to be
North America or Europe, sometimes via
West Africa. Puerto Rico is a way-station,
physically in the Caribbean butwithin Un-
ited States’ customs barriers. The French
territories of Martinique, Guadeloupe and
French Guiana do the same for Europe.

Backtrack
The uptick in volumes is nothing but bad
news for the Caribbean. International
gangs, from Mexico’s Sinaloa group to the
Italian ’Ndrangheta, are becoming more
entrenched. They workwith local counter-
parts who may be paid in kind with a per-
centage of the shipment and perhaps a few
guns. Local demand for cocaine is low; the
main intra-island trade is in marijuana. But
multiplying shipments mean more gang
members and more officials to bribe. The
Caribbean alreadyhassome ofthe world’s
highest murder rates. The trafficking reviv-
al will do nothing to bring them down. 7

Central America dropped by a third and
traffickerswere pushed east to the Caribbe-
an islands. That brings a chunk of the drug
trade full circle, back to the 1980s when the
likes of Pablo Escobar, a Colombian king-
pin, used the islands as their route to mar-
ket. It is “likely to get worse before it gets
better”, Mr Brownfield told a group of Ca-
ribbean police commissioners in April.

Traffickers often work with small pack-
ages, moving them in several jumps (see
map). Some embark directly from the Ven-
ezuelan coast; others go overland through
sparsely populated rainforest in Guyana
and Suriname, where borders are virtually
uncontrolled and small aircraft can land
on remote roads or interior airstrips. 

The first hop from the mainland is often
by “go-fast” speedboat, laden for long trips
with drums of fuel as well as cocaine.
Sometimes the cargo is just 50kg, some-
times more than a tonne. The shortest hop
from Venezuela is just a matter of minutes
to Trinidad. The busiest route is due north
to the Dominican Republic (Haiti wins
some business, but is chaotic even for traf-
fickers). There are also well-established
trails up the eastern Caribbean island
chain and westward via Jamaica.

For the next leg of the journey, another
option is to use drugs mules and swallow-
ers of cocaine-filled condoms. A steady
stream of yachts and pleasure craft ply the
blue waters between the islands. A few

Drugs trafficking in the Caribbean

Full circle

PORT OF SPAIN

An old route regains popularity with drugs gangs
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HER right-wing opponents have ac-
cused Michelle Bachelet of a multi-

tude ofsins in recent weeks, but sloth is not
among them. Even her critics accept that
the Chilean president began her term, on
March 11th, at breakneckspeed. Since then,
hardly a day passes without a new initia-
tive. When she took office Ms Bachelet an-
nounced 56 measures lined up for her first
100 days in power. She reckons she has al-
ready ticked 41offthe list.

The policies are ambitious, too. Ms Ba-
chelet, a Socialist at the head of a broad
centre-left coalition, has asked the legisla-
ture to approve the biggest shake-up of the
tax system since the early 1990s. Another
bill has been sent to Congress to scrap
Chile’s stifling “binomial” electoral sys-
tem, a legacy of the Pinochet dictatorship.
On May 15th she outlined energy policies
designed to tackle Chile’s chronic shortage
of cheap fuel. And this week Ms Bachelet
announced changes to the way the coun-
try’s schools are funded and run. “The
speed with which we’re working reflects
our conviction that keeping your promises
is one of the best ways of enhancing the
view that the public has of politics,” the
president said on May 21st in her annual
state-of-the-nation address.

Some describe the pace of change as
reckless, especially at a time when the
Chilean economy is slowing. Just eight
months ago, the government was forecast-
ing growth of 4.9% for this year, but now
the figure has shrunk to 3.4%. “Driving a
steamroller through Congress” is how one
conservative congressman described the
government’s agenda. One of Ms Bache-
let’s senators responded that what the gov-
ernment needed was “a bulldozer, to de-
stroy the antiquated foundations of the
dictatorship’s neoliberal model.” 

Talkof that sort has set alarm bells ring-
ing among business types. For a quarter of
a century, the neoliberal model has served
Chile’s economy rather well. It has grown
by around 5% a year since the late 1980s.
The poverty rate has dropped sharply, for-
eign investment has poured in, inflation is
under control and Chile’s sovereign-
wealth funds are flush. If the system
works, why overhaul it?

The president is keen to allay fears.
“We’re notabout to undo all the good work
that’s gone before,” she says. “We’re still
committed to public-private partnerships
and the free market, we’re still open to for-
eign investment and free-trade agree-

ments. None ofthat isgoingto change.” But
something needs to be done, she insists.
The student protests of 2011 laid bare dis-
content with a model that has brought
prosperity but done little for inequality. 

The most contentious of Ms Bachelet’s
proposals to date is the tax reform, which
would increase Chile’s tax burden by
about three percentage points. Excluding
social-security contributions, it would
stand at around 23% of GDP, not too far off
the OECD average of 25%. Eduardo Engel, a
professor of economics at the University
of Chile, describes the tax rise as “signifi-
cant but reasonable...It puts Chile’s taxbur-
den at the average level of countries at a
similar stage ofdevelopment.” 

Others are unconvinced, in particular
about the government’splan to abolish the
Taxable Profits Fund, or FUT, a mechanism
set up by the military government in 1984
to encourage investment. It allows compa-
nies indefinitely to defer payment of some
tax on their retained profits. Since its incep-
tion, says Ms Bachelet, it has deprived the
state of around $50 billion in tax. But her
opponents say the FUT has been a vital
component ofChile’s success. 

It is hard to believe that a reform of this
magnitude will have no impact on invest-
ment and growth, as the government
claims. The real question is not whether
the economy will suffer for a bit, but
whether the long-term rewards justify it.
Mr Engel says the tax-reform plans will
probably lower the level of savings in
Chile by around 1%. “But that money won’t
be thrown into the sea,” he says. “If it is
spent correctly, the gains will outweigh the
negative impact on savings.” 

That “if” will determine howMsBache-
let’s second term is judged. She plans to
spend most of the $8.2 billion proceeds of
the tax rise on education. In her May 21st
speech she confirmed that state-subsidised
for-profit secondary schools will be ob-

liged to turn themselves into not-for-profit
foundations. The co-financing of voucher
schools will be phased out: parents will no
longer be expected to pay tuition fees to
top up state funding. Only 17% of toddlers
attend nurseries; Ms Bachelet said she will
raise that figure to 30% by the end of her
term. More reforms are due later this year
so that university is free at the point ofuse.

Making education more affordable is
undoubtedly popular. But the more press-
ing issue is the poor quality of tuition. A
study carried out last year found that half
the teachers in Chile lacked an adequate
grasp of the material they were supposed
to teach. Shake up the teaching profession
and Ms Bachelet will have earned the af-
fection she widely inspires. 7

Reform in Chile

The lady’s for
turning

Santiago

Is Michelle Bachelet putting her
country’s growth model at risk? 

Dash in a sash

SO FAR this year Mexico’s government
has resembled one of the country’s

many devotees of St Jude, patron saint of
lost causes. It has doggedly stuck to a 3.9%
2014 growth forecast, even though its main
export market, the United States, has been
sluggish, and the twin pillars of its domes-
tic economy—buying and building—have
fared even worse.

On May 21st the central bank revised its
growth prediction down to 2.3-3.3%, from
3-4% previously. The government was ex-
pected finally to follow suit on May 23rd,
when first-quarter GDP figures were due to
be released. Even so, officials are con-
vinced that within months the benefits of
its plans to modernise the economy will
start to show up in the numbers.

Mexicans have good reason to be scep-
tical. In President Enrique Peña Nieto’s first
year, when he launched an impressive vol-
ley ofconstitutional reforms, the economy
grew by a meagre 1.1%. His government
said it would reinvigorate growth this year
with a slug of deficit spending. Sure
enough, public spending rose by 13.2% in
the first quarter compared with the same
period in 2013. But there has been a plunge
in construction activity—including grandi-
ose infrastructure projects supposedly
kick-started by public money. Even govern-
ment officials seem puzzled by how long it
is taking for the spending to register.

In the shops, news is even worse. An-
tad, the organisation that represents super-
markets and convenience stores, says that
in the first four months of 2014, total sales
fell for the first time in 30 years. Manufac-
turing was brighter. Non-oil exports rose 

Mexico’s economy

Jam mañana

MEXICO CITY

Afrustrating start to the year  
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BRAZIL likes to thinkofitselfas o país do
futebol—the football country. So it is

extraordinary that just three weeks before
the World Cup kicks off in São Paulo, a re-
cent poll found less than halfofBrazilians
saying they were happy to host it. True,
this may change once the tournament
gets going, especially if fears of transport
chaos prove misplaced. Yet that poll result
betrays not just public anger at the inflat-
ed cost of the tournament, but also wider
grumpiness.

Although the cup will doubtless see a
few protests—some have already begun—
the publicmood will be tested more clear-
ly in the presidential election on October
5th. Many pundits, especially outsiders,
take it for granted that Dilma Rousseff, the
president, will win a second term. That is
what the polls have long suggested.

Certainly, Ms Rousseff has some for-
midable electoral assets. She will be able
to point to full employment, a continuing
(albeit now small) rise in real wages and
the exit from poverty of some 40m Brazil-
ians in the close-to-12 years of rule by her
centre-left Workers’ Party (PT). Because
she presides over a broad coalition, she
will have more free television time than
her opponents when campaigning starts
in earnest in August, aswell asmore mon-
ey. In Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, her prede-
cessorand ally, she has the country’smost
potent political campaigner. And incum-
bency is a bigadvantage in Latin America:
only two sitting presidents have lost re-
election bids in the region since 1985.

Even so, Ms Rousseffand the PT are on
the defensive. The economy is lacklustre;
inflation is stubbornly around 6%; con-
sumer and business confidence are fall-
ing. Ms Rousseff is an exemplary demo-
crat and a tough, determined fighter, but
she lacks Lula’s political touch. Her term
in the Planalto Palace has produced nei-

ther great achievements nor a compelling
narrative. She has had to see offa push by a
minority within the PT to ditch her and
draft Lula in as its candidate (something he
has rightly rejected). This month the party
aired a backward-looking television com-
mercial warning voters not to allow “the
ghosts of the past” to threaten progress—a
reference to the centre-right Brazilian So-
cial Democratic Party (PSDB) of Aécio Ne-
ves, her closest rival. The PSDB governed in
tougher economic times in 1995-2002 (and
laid the foundations of later prosperity).

The PT won the past two elections by
championing those striving to leave pover-
ty—helped by Bolsa Família, a trademark
cash-transferprogramme received by14.1m
families—while tagging the PSDB as heart-
less “neo-liberals”. This electoral success
led André Singer, a political scientist who
worked in Lula’s government, to claim that
“Lulismo” had created a lasting political re-
alignment in the country.

But the terms of the political debate in
Brazil are changing—partly as a result of
Lula’s achievements. Health care has re-
placed employment as the main public
concern. Brazilians want faster growth

and, above all, better public services and
less corruption. Such issues brought more
than a million people on to the streets in
spontaneous protests last June. “Lulismo”
has no clear answer to their problems. 

This year’s race will also be harder to
portray as a straight fight between PT and
PSDB, thanks to the presence of Eduardo
Campos. He is a centrist whose running
mate, Marina Silva, an environmentalist,
is a former PT leader who can make a
plausible claim to be Lula’s true heir. 

Crucially, around 70% of those asked
by pollsters say they want change, not
continuity. The government’s approval
rating plunged from 65% to 30% after the
June protests; after recovering somewhat,
it is now back down to 35%, according to
Datafolha, a polling firm. Mr Singer con-
ceded in a recent column in Folha de São
Paulo, a newspaper, that an “amber light
is flashing” for Ms Rousseff. 

If she is on course to lose the election,
neither of her opponents is yet close to
winning it. But both Mr Neves and Mr
Campos are starting to rise in the polls
(see chart). Both are former state gover-
nors who are not yet national political fig-
ures. They are counting on the campaign
to make them so—perhaps helped by ad-
ditional television time from last-minute
defections from the governing coalition.

Ms Rousseff looks certain to be forced
into a run-off. To win a second round, her
opponent, whoever he is, must convince
the mass of poorer Brazilians that he
would not threaten Bolsa Família or the
social gains Lula brought about. Having
banished the “ghosts of the past” he must
also persuade the voters—and especially
the record number of potential abstain-
ers—that on the issues that now matter
most he is a more plausible standard-
bearer of change than she is. That is not
easy, but it is far from impossible.

The political tide turns

Race for the Planalto

Source: CNT/MDA *Includes blank and spoiled votes
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Brazilians want change. That could deprive Dilma Rousseffofa second term

by 5.2% in the first three months, mainly to
the United States. But recovery north ofthe
border is not yet robust enough to rely on.

Perversely, Mr Peña Nieto’s reforms ap-
pear to weigh on growth in the short run,
even if they promise eventual benefits.
Take tax. A fiscal reform has raised income
tax, affecting the well off. Policy has also
disproportionately hurt the poor through
an anti-obesity levy on soft drinks and
snacks. As Jonathan Heath, an economist,
puts it: “The government is spending more,
but it took that money away from house-
holds.”

Investment is another example. Many

firms have put expansion plans on hold
until they see how the secondary legisla-
tion detailing the government’s constitu-
tional changes turns out in Congress. This
is particularly true in energy and telecoms,
the two most important industries it has
overhauled. 

They may not have long to wait, thanks
to two political breakthroughs. On May
16th lawmakers passed a reform aimed at
increasing federal oversight of state elec-
tions. Though itsown meritsare debatable,
the bill’s passage broke a long impasse in
Congress, enabling discussions on energy
and telecoms to resume. And on May 18th

Gustavo Madero won re-election as head
ofthe opposition National Action Party. He
is a strong advocate of reform.

On the economy, Ernesto Revilla, the fi-
nance ministry’s chief economist, says
green shoots are now emerging and that
even the most gloomy forecasters predict a
pickup in the second half of the year. Put-
ting a brave face on things, he likens Mexi-
co’s reform process to a house being re-
modelled. At the outset there is excitement.
Then there is anger and frustration be-
cause it takes so long. That is the phase
Mexico is now in. “But,” he says, “when it’s
over everyone will be happier.” 7
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LITTLE mystery shrouds the outcome of
Egypt’s presidential elections on May

26th and 27th. On the streets ofCairo, post-
ers for one contestant outnumber his sole
rival’s by at least ten to one, a proportion
reflected in the official results of early vot-
ing by Egyptians living abroad. On May
21st these showed that 93% of313,000 valid
voteshad gone to Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, a for-
merfield-marshal who asdefence minister
led the coup that toppled Egypt’s last elect-
ed head ofstate, Muhammad Morsi, in July
2013. The results are likely to be similarly
skewed when the ballots of the other 50m-
plus voters are counted.

In the immediate wake of the coup Mr
Sisi denied any ambition to become presi-
dent. Whatever his intentions, the 59-year-
old career officer would have found it hard
to resist the tide of support wafting him
into office. His backers include not just
Egypt’s powerful army and lumbering,
7m-strong civil service, but rich business-
men who own much of its press; minority
groups made anxious during the brief rule
of the Muslim Brotherhood ended by the
coup; and a dominant bloc ofordinary citi-
zens who, after three years of turbulence
following Egypt’s revolution, seek a return
to strongman rule.

Despite a post-coup crackdown on the
Brotherhood that has left hundreds dead
and thousands in prison, Mr Sisi has also
been endorsed by Islamist rivals of the
Brothers. The Nour Party, a puritan Salafist
group that gained a quarter of the votes in

Acting presidentially during the cam-
paign, Mr Sisi avoided public debate with
his rival, shunned public appearances cit-
ing security fears, and issued only vague
bullet points in lieu of an electoral pro-
gramme. Aside from his military circle, it
remains unclear who his advisers are. But
in a series of extended, albeit carefully
edited, television interviews, the soft-spo-
ken former field-marshal revealed a mix of
stark realism about the economy’s weak-
ness, misty-eyed reverence for Egyptian
womanhood, Egypt’s state and its army,
and a prickly impatience with reporters. 

Asked at one point to provide specifics
about his plans for alternative energy, Mr
Sisi, who headed military intelligence be-
fore becoming defence minister, respond-
ed that it might be “dangerous” to reveal
details, implying that national security
was at stake. Prodded by a fawning report-
er to reveal the extent ofAmerican plotting
in support of the Muslim Brotherhood, a
theory much harped on by Egypt’s xeno-
phobic post-coup media, Mr Sisi disarm-
ingly confessed that the only interference
he could recall was when the American
ambassador requested that last year’s
coup should be delayed for a day.

Reputed for his piety, Mr Sisi has insist-
ed that a leader bears responsibility for
moral values and religion. The role of the
press, he says, is to forge national unity.
During his term as defence minister,
Egypt’s armed forces further entrenched
their role in the civilian economy, adding
giant infrastructure and housing projects
to an already sprawling portfolio. Such
deeply conservative instincts, reflecting
the enduring legacy of decades of dictator-
ship and a state-led economy, play well
with many Egyptians. How they will play
out in practice is less certain.

Mr Sisi himself has pointed out that
Egypt’s national debt has reached a daunt-
ing $240 billion and that the government, 

the general election two years ago, has
staged rallies and even released a song,
stripped of“un-Islamic” musical accompa-
niment, in praise of Mr Sisi. All the same,
many Nour members may join the boycott
called by the Brothers. Its leaders privately
admit to qualms, but say theywould rather
ride the train than be crushed by it. 

Mr Sisi’s rival, Hamdeen Sabahi, a sea-
soned left-winger, has struggled sportingly
hard. Focusing on the issues of social jus-
tice and political exclusion that sparked
the uprising of 2011, his bold contention
that Egypt’s soldiers should stay in their
barracks has played well with younger
Egyptians. But his calls for more state inter-
vention, his strident nationalism and op-
position to the Brotherhood differ little
from Mr Sisi’s. 

Egypt’s election

The new man’s daunting challenge

CAIRO

Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, almost certain soon to be president, is still fairlypopular. But
does he have what it takes to rebuild his decrepit country?
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2 with a budget deficit ofclose to 14% ofGDP,
is spending a quarter of its budget on ener-
gy and food subsidies. By his own figure,
12m ofEgypt’s 85m people are jobless.

To his credit, Mr Sisi has consistently
stressed the economic difficulties facing
his people. Fulsomely thanking friendly
Arab countries for keeping Egypt afloat in
the past year, he promises that by address-
ing security concerns, a revival of tourism
and foreign investment will start to boost
household incomes within two years.

Since a burst of violent unrest in the af-
termath of the coup, drastic policing meth-
ods and harsh prison sentences have re-
duced the scale of attacks on the security
forces. But Mr Sisi has so far appeared un-
aware that the crackdown, on secular cam-
paigners and unlucky bystanders as well
as Muslim Brothers, has steadily chipped
away his own support. Asurvey published

on May 22nd by the Pew Research Centre,
an American pollster, found that while
54% of Egyptians approved of Mr Sisi, a
not-insignificant 42% still had a “favour-
able opinion” ofMr Morsi. Moreover, until
the government curbs human-rights
abuses, corruption and the excesses of an
erratic and punitive legal system, big inves-
tors will stay away.

Responding to the gloom that now pre-
vails among the young, secular-minded
Egyptians who spearheaded the revolt of
2011 and who largely view Mr Sisi as the
leader of a counter-revolution, one well-
known blogger offers a ray of hope. If Mr
Sisi succeeds, says Mahmoud Salem in a
recent column, well and good. And if he
fails, then maybe Egypt, having rejected
the Islamist Brothers and been cured of its
adulation for the army as well, may at last
be ready for a real revolution. 7

AS THE weak elected government in Tri-
poli proves unable to assert its author-

ity over a proliferation of unruly militias,
two camps are emerging. Broadly speak-
ing, one represents Islamist factions of va-
ried stripes, from hardened jihadists to
suit-and-tie-wearing businessmen. The
otherunitesa range ofanti-Islamist nation-
alists, federalists and tribal militias, includ-
ing rump elements of the Qaddafi-era na-
tional army. At the head of this loose
nationalist alliance is a retired general,
Khalifa Haftar, who defected from Qaddafi
in the 1980s and spent years in America,
where he is often said to have co-operated
with the CIA.

Rising tension between the clashing vi-
sions of the two camps burst into open
fighting on May 16th, when the anti-Islam-
ist faction launched ground and air attacks
on Islamist militia bases in Benghazi, east-
ern Libya’s main city, leaving around 70
people dead. Two days later, allied militias
ransacked the headquarters in Tripoli of
the Islamist-dominated national congress,
Libya’s proto-parliament, killing two and
leaving dozens injured. The fighting has
since sputtered into sporadic skirmishes. 

The hasty announcement of June 25th
as the date for fresh elections to the con-
gress, whose term officially expired in Feb-
ruary, may provide a breathing space. But
as declarations of support for the national-
ists multiply and fears grow among Islam-
ists of an Egyptian-style, “eradicationist”
military coup, civil war on a wider scale

could be in the offing. 
“The choice is clear: it’s either us or

them,” said a senior army officer in Ben-
ghazi, whose forces have increasingly
clashed with Islamist fighters. He was an-
nouncinghis backing forMrHaftar. The 65-
year-old ex-general is charging the weak
central government with failing to stem a
string ofassassinations ofarmy and police
officers across eastern Libya. He has also
vowed to uproot Islamist factions which,
he claims, are trying to hijack Libya’s wob-
bly democracy and have been infiltrated
by foreign jihadists. The first to be hit in

Benghazi was Ansar al-Sharia. This group,
designated a terrorist organisation by
America in January, is widely blamed for
the attack on an American diplomatic
compound in 2012 that resulted in the
deaths of the ambassador and three other
Americans.

Mr Haftar had been biding his time. In
February Libyan officials accused him of
attempting a coup and demanded his ar-
rest after he called for the suspension of
government. Buthe slipped away to his na-
tive eastern Libya, where he spent months
drumming up support from disaffected
army officers, tribal militiamen, and feder-
alists seeking regional autonomy. What
they shared was the sense of a common
enemy in the formidable Islamist militias
and their suspected political backers, who
emerged during the uprising of2011.

Mr Haftar’s campaign, which he dubs
“Operation Dignity”, appears to have
chimed with the Tripoli-based militias
linked to the western mountain city of Zin-
tan and with armed separatists who have
blockaded oil ports in the east for nearly a
year. Senior air-force and police officers, as
well as Ali Zidan, Libya’s prime minister
before the congress controversially sacked
him in March, have also declared for the
former general. Though sounding neutral
in public, the military-backed govern-
ments of neighbouring Egypt and Algeria
are also keen in private to support him.

Lining up against him are the interim
government and congress, buttressed by
an array of armed Islamist-leaning groups.
The powerful militias of Misrata, Libya’s
third-largest city, may lean towards the Is-
lamists but have yet to show their hand.

Mr Haftar and his forces have exploited
rising discontent with the feeble central
government over its failure to improve se-
curity, fix a limping economy, or rein in the
fractious militias on its payroll. The former
general says that the congress has lost its le-
gitimacy since it extended its mandate. He
insists he is not trying to seize power but to
“fight terrorists”, a message that has struck
a chord with Libyans wearied by lawless-
ness, particularly in the east.

Not everyone, however, is cheering
him. Some point to his chequered history,
including his part in Qaddafi’s disastrous
war in Chad in the 1980s, and cite former
allies who accuse him of opportunism.
“We support the campaign but not the
man,” saysone eastern activist. “People are
desperate.”

Others in Benghazi, where Ansar al-
Sharia has widened its footprint through
charitable works and preaching, fear that
MrHaftar’s approach may make a bad situ-
ation worse. Libyans have long debated
whether home-grown extremists are best
tackled through dialogue or force. Now Mr
Haftar has tipped the scales, raising the
prospectofan all-outwar that could divide
both city and country. 7

Libya

Another hard man

TRIPOLI

As the country polarises, a formergeneral may be bidding forpower

Haftar offers a firmer hand
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FOR Jerusalem’s Jewish municipality,
the photograph of a merry pope in a

white skullcap waving at passing crowds
from the walls of the Christian Informa-
tion Centre was a step too far. Officials
asked the Franciscan fathers who run the
place to take it down. The monks said they
could not in good conscience oblige, and
invited the police to do it themselves. The
police diplomatically stayed away. The
municipal authorities did not opine.

Pope Francis’svisit to Israel on May 25th
is stirring ambivalence, if not soul-search-
ing, about the Israeli state’s attitude to oth-
er religions, particularly Christianity. The
education ministry shows scant interest in
the teaching of other religions to Jews. But
ahead of the pope’s visit it has prepared
material for schools highlighting Pope
John XXIII’s intervention, as a wartime pa-
pal nuncio in Istanbul, to save Jews from
the Holocaust by issuing false baptismal
certificates. “Normally we learn about
Christianity only in the context of the per-
secution of the Crusades, the Inquisition
and the Holocaust,” says an official in the
education ministry. “This will be a differ-
ent approach entirely.”

A ceremony was recently held in the
Knesset, Israel’s parliament, to honour
John XXIII, which organisers said was the
first commemoration there of a non-Jew.
He was praised for enabling thousands of
Jews to flee from Nazi-occupied Europe. It
was also noted that he was the nuncio to
France who promoted the UN resolution in
1947, creating Jewish and Arab states in Pal-
estine. And he was the architect of the sec-
ond Vatican council which overturned the
church’s doctrine blaming Jews for reject-
ing and killing Christ.

Parliamentarians from national-reli-
gious and ultra-Orthodox parties boycott-
ed the event to show their displeasure. The
prime minister, Binyamin Netanyahu,
who stayed away with most members of
the government, wants to change Israel’s
Basic Law to define the country as a Jewish
state, which the opposition says will turn
the one-in-four Israelis who are not of Jew-
ish descent into second-class citizens.

Jews tend to agree with Judaism’s great-
est medieval scholar, Moses Maimonides,
that Christianity, but not Islam, is idola-
trous. A survey in 2008 found that 37%
thought they were forbidden to enter
churches. The Jerusalem Centre for Jewish-
Christian Relations, which promotes inter-
faith harmony, says it still refrains from tak-

ing Jewish children into churches.
In the earlier years of the Israeli state Is-

rael’s archaeologists excavated Byzantine
churches in the Old City’s Jewish Quarter,
and built visitors’ centres to give people an
idea of what they were like. Now they are
padlocked; a guard blocks the stairwell to
the ruins of Nea Ekklesia, a church whose
golden roofand marble wallsonce rivalled
Constantinople’s Hagia Sophia. The Jew-
ish Quarter’s officials, who hold the key,
are loth to open up. “The government
doesn’t want anyone to hearabout the div-
ersity of the Jewish Quarter,” says Yoni
Mizrahi, who runs EmekShaveh, an Israeli
organisation that promotes a pluralist ap-
proach to religious archaeology. “Israel
wants to emphasise that it belongs to us.”

Such feelings colour attitudes towards
the pope’s visit. Jerusalem’s Jewish mu-
nicipality says it is welcoming him with a
1,000 flagsand banners. But tourguidesad-
vise visitors to the Jewish Quarter to hide
their crucifixes; a former city councillor
wants to ban wearing them there. 

Some religious scholars offer gentler al-
ternative narratives. Israel’s former chief
rabbi, Isaac Herzog, and his predecessor,
Avraham Kook, both opposed Maimoni-
des’s ruling. They based their argument on
Menachem HaMeiri, a 13th-century rabbi ,
who ruled that the Talmud’s prohibition of
idolatrydid notapply to Christians. Others
say that the Talmudic principle of nishtanu

hatva’im (circumstances change) calls for a
reappraisal. “Christianity is not the same
Christianity as 500 years ago,” says Rabbi
David Rosen, who hasbeen an emissary of
the chief rabbi to the Vatican.

The greater frequency of recent papal
visits to Israel is proof of a sea-change in
the Vatican. The restoration of Jewish
sovereignty over Israel in 1948 came as
something of a jolt to a church whose fa-
thers condemned Jews to wander until
they accepted the true Messiah. So tongue-
tied was the first pope to visit, Paul VI, 50
years ago, that he is said to have addressed
his host as “President ofTel Aviv”.

Subsequent visits went better. Three
decades later Pope John Paul II established
diplomatic relations, and stuck a kvitel, or
note, into the Western Wall. “We are deep-
ly saddened by the behaviour of those
who, in the course of history, have caused
these children ofyours to suffer,” it read.

Yair Tsaban, a minister two decades
ago, suggests that Israel’s rabbis should
launch their own “Vatican II” and soften
the Jewish canon. The Passover prayer
book, the Haggadah, which calls on God to
pour his wrath onto the nations, may, he
suggests, be a good place to start. Perish the
thought, says a man in the chief rabbinate.
“Judaism has nothing to erase,” he says.
“We never massacred Christians.” 7

Israel and the pope

Still an awkward
relationship

JERUSALEM

The pope’s visit should improve
Jewish-Christian relations: no easy task

Try not to look up to him

THE Red Cross ispoised to air-drop relief
supplies to hundreds of thousands of

South Sudanese in the first operation of its
kind anywhere in the world for nearly 20
years. As seasonal rains cut off supply
routes by road to swathes of the world’s
youngestnation, manyofthe displaced are
surviving—if at all—by eating leaves. Fields
have been unploughed and unplanted, as
fighting rages backand forth across a coun-
try the size of France. In a population of
12m or so, around 1.3m people have fled
their homes. A new generation of South
Sudanese huddle in the same camps in
Kenya and Ethiopia, just across the bor-
ders, where refugees from the last civil war,
which lasted off and on for half a century,
came to be known as “the lost boys”. 

The ghosts of Sudan’s wars past are be-
ing revisited. With them come aid agencies 

South Sudan

Catastrophe looms

NAIROBI

Ifcivil warpersists, a grave famine may
be inevitable
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2 warning of the spectre of a massive fam-
ine. Even before a shot was fired that start-
ed the current five-month war between
supporters of Salva Kiir, the president, and
Riek Machar, his sacked deputy, the coun-
try could not feed itself. Now the UN says
that as many as one-third of its people are
on the brink of starvation. Foreign donors
are being called on to provide $1.8 billion
before the end of the year to avert disaster.
On May 20th Toby Lanzer, the UN’s top hu-
manitarian official in South Sudan, told a
gathering in Norway that there was a “last
best chance” to raise the sum required to
stave off disaster. The American, British
and Norwegian governments agreed to
find more than $600m on top of $536m al-
ready pledged. That still left a shortfall of
more than $600m.

Meanwhile few peacemakers were
confident that a ceasefire agreed to on May
10th between Mr Kiir and Mr Machar
would hold steadily enough to let relief be
widely distributed. The fragile truce had
been arranged under the aegis of John Ker-
ry, the American secretary of state, when
he visited Addis Ababa, capital of neigh-
bouring Ethiopia. It was the first time the
two rivals had seen each other since De-
cember, when Mr Machar had fled South
Sudan’s capital, Juba; what started as a po-
litical row led to an ethnic war, pitting Mr
Kiir’s Dinka against Mr Machar’s Nuer.

But the pair spent only four hours to-
gether in Addis Ababa. There was no pub-
lic handshake and little progress towards a
long-term deal. “No real peacemaking has
taken place,” says a Western diplomat
close to the talks. Within 24 hourseach side
was accusing the other of violating the
truce. Fightingaround the northern oil hub
of Bentiu, where terrible massacres have
taken place, has continued intermittently. 

The agreement, made under foreign
pressure, lacks the necessary detail. It fails,
for instance, to lay out the military posi-
tions of the two sides and to draw ceasefire
lines clearly—a vital aspect of any truce
that is likely to hold. It also calls for a transi-
tional government, but both sides inter-
pret this differently. Mr Kiir has since said
he will serve the rest ofhis mandate before
elections that had been due in 2015. But the
prospect of such a poll taking place is re-
mote. Mr Machar says Mr Kiir must stand
down forthwith.

Worse still, a group of 11 influential fig-
ures who were jailed by Mr Kiir at the be-
ginning of the conflict in December and
have recently been released was not al-
lowed to join the talks in Addis Ababa in
an official capacity. One of the 11, Pagan
Amum, has been mooted as a possible
compromise leader, partly because he
hails from the Shilluk tribe, which is small-
er than the Dinka or Nuer. Meanwhile, as
political deadlock persists and wholesale
fighting threatens to resume, famine and
catastrophe loom. 7

ON A plot next to the ultra-modern par-
liament building in Lilongwe is a

shrine to Hastings Kamuzu Banda, who
ruled Malawi for its first 33 years after inde-
pendence from Britain. Baskets of flowers
line the steps leading up to a replica of his
tomb. The mausoleum is watched over by
a portrait from around the time, in 1971,
when he declared himself president for
life. It shows him in a smart suit and tie,
holding a fly-whisk. 

Hastings Banda’s spectre also seemed
to haunt Malawi’s elections held on May
20th. In a tight first-past-the-post race, each
of the four main presidential candidates
could trace a line to him. The youngest,
Atupele Muluzi, is a son of Bakili Muluzi,
who served in Hastings Banda’s cabinet
and defeated him in elections in 1994. Peter
Mutharika is the brother of Bingu Mutha-
rika, who was Bakili Muluzi’s handpicked
successor. Joyce Banda (no relation of the
old man) was Bingu’s vice-president, suc-
ceeding him as president on his death in
2012; by then they had fallen out and she
had formed a rival People’s Party. Lazarus
Chakwera, a pastor, was the candidate of
the Malawi Congress Party, Hastings Ban-
da’s own outfit. As The Economist went to
press, the result was too close to call. Early
indications put Mr Mutharika and Mr
Chakwera ahead of the incumbent. 

Ms Banda, Africa’s second female presi-
dent after Liberia’s Ellen Johnson Sirleaf, at

first won plaudits from the West for her
economic reforms. The kwacha had been
fixed at a rate that was above its true value
and led to shortages of foreign exchange
with which to buy fuel and essentials. Ms
Banda let it fall (there are now 395 kwacha
to an American dollar) and phased out
costly fuel subsidies at the same time. As
the shortages eased, the economy recov-
ered. Foreign aid began to flow back. GDP

growth rose by 2% in 2012 to 5% last year. 
Much of this good workwas undone by

a corruption scandal that came into the
open in September. Sacks of cash were
found in the cars of civil servants and in
their newly built homes. It soon transpired
that billions of kwacha had been looted
from the state in a fraud, known as “Cash-
gate”, which involved hacking into govern-
ment accounts and making bogus pay-
ments to shell firms. Foreign support for
Malawi’s budget was suspended; donors
would not put money into a leaky pot.

Ms Banda claimed the scam began be-
fore she was president. It probably did, but
the tempo of theft seemed to speed up on
her watch. A report in February by Baker
Tilly, a British accountancy firm, found that
the state was defrauded of $32m between
April and September last year, equivalent
to almost1% ofannual GDP. 

Her opponents charged that the Cash-
gate loot was intended to finance the elec-
tion campaign of her party. The scandal
seems to have cost her votes in the big cit-
ies, Lilongwe and Blantyre, the commer-
cial capital. Yet of her three challengers
only Mr Chakwera, a preacher-turned-pol-
itician, hasa strongclaim to have no associ-
ation with past misdeeds. The familiar
names on the ballot sheet expose the thin-
ness of Malawi’s elite. Only a few thou-
sand, in a population of 16m, graduate
from university every year. The big em-
ployers are government and aid agencies.

Malawi is a tough place to do business.
It is ranked 171 out of 189 countries by the
World Bank. The $500m invested in a ura-
nium mine by Paladin Energy, an Austra-
lian company, was a rare example of a big
foreign investment. The plant is now
mothballed because a collapse in the price
of uranium meant its revenues could not
match the high cost ofmining in Malawi.

Whoever is confirmed as president
faces immediate challenges. The aid dol-
lars chased away by Cashgate have shrunk
the budget. Unpaid bills are piling up.The
population isexpandingbymore than 3% a
year, so rapid economic growth is needed
just for living standards to stand still.

Two windfalls may help. The Millenni-
um Challenge Corporation, an aid agency
backed by the American government, is
spending $350m to fix Malawi’s electricity.
Vale, a Brazilian mining firm, is building a
railway from Beira, in Mozambique, that
juts into Malawi. The new president has at
least some foundations to build on. 7

Malawi’s election

What a job

LILONGWE

Voters annoyed by a corruption scandal
may have ousted Joyce Banda

Joyce Banda: her vote may not be enough
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WHAT had begun as the imposition of
martial law on May 20th grew into a

full-blown coup by the army as The Econo-
mist went to press. On television the army
commander, General Prayuth Chan-ocha,
announced that the armed forces would
restore order and enact political reforms—
though quite what that means is unclear.

Even before his statement, the army
had shut down a dozen television stations
and thousands of community radio sta-
tions, and itordered the restofthe media to
suspend critical thinking—banning jour-
nalists, for instance, from interviewing
anyone not holding an official position. At
that point General Prayuth had indicated
that the last thing on his mind was a coup.
On Bangkok’s streets the troop presence
was light. The commander called a meet-
ing for May 21st of all sides of the stand-off
that has paralysed Thai politics for
months. They nearly all turned up at the
Army Club: senior members of the ruling
Pheu Thai party; the head of their grass-
roots movement, the red shirts; the opposi-
tion (but establishment) Democrats; and
Suthep Thaugsuban, the establishment-
backed leader of the street protests that
since November have attempted to topple
the government.

The aim seemed to be to find a path to
electoral democracy. They met again at the
club the following day. But, though troops
sealed off the premises to concentrate
minds, it appears that a political deal to the

decade ago Thailand was often held up as
a South-East Asian showcase combining
growth and democracy.

What happens next is hard to predict.
Just possibly the coup could end with a po-
litical settlement in which normal demo-
cratic politics resumes. More probably, it
will lead to a framework allowing the his-
torical elites to continue in charge of the
country. Either way, it will not be up to
General Prayuth. In Thailand the real deci-
sions are made in the privy council and at
the royal palace. 

Charting a path out of economic stag-
nation, social failure and now yet another
coup is greatly complicated by the immi-
nentend ofan era, the 64-year reign ofKing
Bhumibol. He is revered and popular, un-
like his son, Prince Maha Vajiralongkorn.
The 61-year-old crown prince appears to be
eccentric. A curious video once did the
rounds showing the prince with his third
wife, in a state ofundress, at a party for Foo
Foo, his poodle. The dogcarried the rank of
air chiefmarshal. Now that the king’s reign
is in its twilight, questions over the royal
succession are factors in the polarisation of
Thai politics. It threatens to divide society,
the army and the palace. 

The twilight is rendered silent by draco-
nian lèse-majesté laws. But the army, the
force defending the throne, has recently
had unpalatable news. In late November
the king signed a decree mandating that all
decisions by the powerful defence council
were subject to veto by the crown prince.
The council includes the service heads and
the permanent defence secretary. The heir
apparent is now, in effect, their boss.

This will make it even harder for any-
one thinking of subverting the royal suc-
cession. Mr Suthep’s sponsors, like many
Thais, have long prayed for a miracle that
gives the throne to the crown prince’s sis-
ter, PrincessSirindhorn. Involved with roy-

impasse was no nearer. At that point, the
army detained the faction leaders. Of
course, the notable absentee was Thaksin
Shinawatra. In self-imposed exile in Du-
bai, he is the founder of Pheu Thai and the
other parties that have won all the elec-
tions since 2001 when they have been al-
lowed to take place. It is Mr Thaksin’s influ-
ence that the establishment wants to
expunge from politics.

The coup will have swift ramifications.
Thailand risks financial markets taking
fright, cutting it offfrom international capi-
tal. It also guarantees more violence. The
red shirts have long threatened to rise up
against a coup. The idea of an appointed
government—Mr Suthep’s plan that the
army might conceivably back—will also
meet red-shirt resistance. As it is, since No-
vember, 28 people have died in the conflict
and hundreds have been injured.

The army will probably now clear the
rally sites of both anti- and pro-govern-
ment protesters. But Mr Suthep, the street-
level embodiment of the civil service, the
army, the judiciary and the court sur-
rounding the frail King Bhumibol Adulya-
dej, had declared to his supporters that the
fight to eradicate Mr Thaksin and his fam-
ily from the body politic was still on.

The cost of the country’s political crisis
and lack of economic direction is fast be-
coming clear. On the eve of the coup, the
state planning agency said that the Thai
economy had tipped into recession. Only a
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The path to the throne

Asudden move bythe armybrings onlynear-term calm
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2 al charity, she enjoys a saintly image. Some
troops on the streets this week wore a pur-
ple ribbon, the princess’s colour. 

Another royal decree, on April 4th,
spelled out greatly expanded powers for
Prince Vajiralongkorn’s own special army:
the Royal Guard 904 Corps, or Ratchawal-
lop, an infantry regiment under the
prince’s command since 1978. The corps
will now protect anyone the prince
choosesand engage in anymission he feels
necessary to protect national security.
Commanding your own army carries
risks. King Vajiravudh (Rama VI) formed
the Wild Tiger Corps on his accession to
the throne in 1910. Two years later resentful
army officers attempted a coup. 

The prince’s troops are better paid than
regular soldiers. Increasingly, they are re-
cruited in Thailand’s rural north and
north-east—heartland of the Shinawatra
clan. That may be no coincidence. To rule,
the crown prince may feel he needs to tap
into Mr Thaksin’s popular legitimacy. Like-
wise, to become prime minister again Mr
Thaksin may need the crown prince. He is
thought in the past to have paid off the
prince’s gambling debts.

Whether the crown prince and Mr
Thaksin are working in concert is unclear.
Earlier this year, when the army was slow
to provide protection for Yingluck Shina-
watra, Mr Thaksin’s sister and prime min-
ister at the time, the crown prince sent her
soldiers. The courts remain part of the old
establishment and have since kicked Ms
Yingluckout ofoffice. The elite may reckon
that clawing back power from an elected
government it dislikes—which this coup is
clearly intended to do—may be easier now
than after the king’s death. The risks to
Thailand only mount.7

HE STILL trails in the race to become In-
donesia’s next president, but lately

Prabowo Subianto has started to look
more cheery. Earlier this month the former
special-forces general enlisted as his vice-
presidential running mate Hatta Rajasa,
the chiefeconomics minister until recently
in the government of the outgoing presi-
dent, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono. And on
May 20th Golkar, the party of Suharto, In-
donesia’s late strongman, signalled that it
would back Mr Prabowo. Even Rhoma
Irama, an ageing crooner of dangdut songs
who claims to be a formidable political
campaigner, has chosen to side with him. 

Only two candidates will contest the
presidential election on July 9th, meaning
no run-off in September. Joko Widodo, the
popular governor of Jakarta, Indonesia’s
capital, still leads. This week Jokowi, the
nickname by which he is universally
known, announced his own running
mate: Jusuf Kalla, a former vice-president.
Some 51% ofrespondents to a recent survey
by Indikator Politik, a local pollster, said
theywould vote for Jokowi and MrKalla in
the election on July 9th, versus 32.4% back-
ing Mr Prabowo and Mr Rajasa. Still, Jo-
kowi’s lead has fallen by nearly half since
March. Mr Prabowo must hope that his
high-profile endorsements, which include
a former chief justice, religious leaders and
a trade-union boss, will help him to close
the gap further. 

Securing the support of Golkar, which
came second in April’s parliamentary poll
with 14.7% ofthe popularvote, isa coup. Mr
Prabowo can credibly claim that his co-
alition, which also includes his own Great
Indonesia Movement Party, or Gerindra,
plus three Islamic parties, can command
the support of the legislature should he be-
come president. It controls 52% of the in-
coming House of Representatives, com-
pared with only 37% for the rival
Jokowi-led coalition. Golkar also has a
reach in the vast archipelago’s outer is-
lands that no other party can match—use-
ful for getting out the vote in July. 

Still, candidates matter more to voters
than the parties backing them. The Jokowi-
Kalla ticket appeals not only because ofthe
Jakarta’s governor’s man-of-the-people
style. Mr Kalla, a 72-year-old veteran of In-
donesian politics from the eastern island
of Sulawesi, was Golkar’s chairman from
2004 to 2009. He remains popular among
rank-and-file Golkar members. Many
would have liked him to have been their

own presidential hopeful instead of the
party’s current chairman, Aburizal Bakrie,
a billionaire businessman. He failed even
to secure a spot as a vice-presidential can-
didate, despite the party’s decent showing
in April’s parliamentary elections. Even if
many Golkar supporters vote for the Jo-
kowi-Kalla ticket, it may not hurt the party,
which may yet be brought into govern-
ment if Jokowi wins.

The Jokowi camp should not panic
about Mr Prabowo’s boost, but neither
should it be complacent. Golkar’s decision
to endorse Mr Prabowo was not its first
choice—Mr Bakrie had earlier tried to
clinch deals with Jokowi and then with Mr
Yudhoyono’s Democrat Party. Golkar end-
ed up with Mr Prabowo after the other
overtures came to naught, and even then
only amid much infighting. Yet Golkar’s
endorsement has given the impression
that Mr Prabowo’s campaign has some
momentum behind it.

By contrast, Jokowi’s campaign has ap-
peared lacklustre. It has still not rallied
after the disappointing performance in
April’s elections by the Indonesian Demo-
cratic Party of Struggle or PDI-P, to which
Jokowi belongs. Polling suggests that
choosing Mr Kalla as Jokowi’s running
mate will be popular with voters. At the
very least, it counters concerns about Jo-
kowi’s lackofexperience when it comes to
the big national and foreign-policy issues.
Jokowi and his supporters hope that it is
enough to wrestbackthe momentum from
Mr Prabowo.7

Indonesia’s presidential race

A Hatta trick
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Prabowo Subianto narrows the
favourite’s lead

Prabowo taps special forces

FOR its fans, Pakistan’s biggest, brashest
television station is like a curry made ir-

resistible by the sheer mix of spices loaded
into the dish. On Geo Newsboth conserva-
tive and liberal commentators have a pul-
pit; sensationalist news is leavened with
variety shows and political satire. But
some of the most powerful people in the
land find the station increasingly indigest-
ible. The army, religious conservatives and
Imran Khan, the leader of the country’s
third-largest party, have all rounded on
Geo, calling for it to be shut down.

Once the darlingofthe army and the re-
ligious right, Geo got its broadcasting li-
cence in 2002, during the rule of a former
general, Pervez Musharraf. But recently, un-
der a Dubai-based mogul, Mir Shakil-ur-
Rahman, it has turned for the worse—so far
as early admirers are concerned. It has 

Media freedom in Pakistan

Assailed from all

sides

LAHORE

The army, the mullahs and Imran Khan
try to close a popular television station
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2 even teamed up with the Times of India,
campaigning vigorously for peace and
trade with its giant neighbour. The gener-
als regard India with eternal suspicion.

Geo’s journalists, particularly its star
anchorman, Hamid Mir, have also dared to
criticise the army for human-rights abuses
in its counterinsurgency campaign in Balo-
chistan. On April 19th a gunman on a
motorbike pumped Mr Mir with bullets as
he was being driven through Karachi. (He
survived.) The channel responded with
coverage denouncing the army’s spy direc-
torate, the Inter-Services Intelligence, for
being behind the attack. High-profile Geo
journalists have also angered the army by
backing the government’s effort to avoid a
military confrontation with the Pakistani
Taliban, as well as supporting the trial of
Mr Musharraf for high treason.

Yet the armyestablishment is struggling
to take down the channel, which is backed
by a government embroiled in its own
spats with the armed forces. In a show of
support soon after the attackon MrMir, the
prime minister, NawazSharif, rushed to his
bedside. His party, the Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz, and the opposition Paki-
stan Peoples Party both vow to protect
press freedom.

Geo’s fate is in the hands ofthe Pakistan
Electronic Media Regulatory Authority. On
May 20th five members of the 12-man
board announced the suspension of Geo’s
licence. Farcically, the authority swiftly de-
clared the decision null, since there was no
quorum when the government-appointed
members refused to show up.

Now the army is resorting to cruder
methods. Groups with army ties have
staged demonstrations denouncing Geo’s
slurs. Some cable operators, particularly
those in army-cantonment areas, have
dropped Geo. Its commercial rivals have
stirred the pot by accusing the channel of
being in the pay of foreign powers. Mr
Khan has also taken up the theme. And he
brought 25,000 supporters onto the streets
of the capital, Islamabad, accusing Geo of
complicity in vote-rigging.

But the most serious challenge to Geo
came last week when the station was de-
nounced for airing supposedly blasphe-
mous material. That is a dangerous escala-
tion in a country where mob violence is
easily incited. Even by the standards of
Pakistan’s highly developed sense of reli-
gious outrage, the claim is a stretch. The
channel had staged a mock marriage be-
tween two celebrities, including a perfor-
mance ofa Sufi song about the wedding of
the ProphetMuhammad’sdaughter, a pop-
ular element in many weddings but appar-
ently beyond the pale for hardliners. 

Geo’s president, Imran Aslam, says that
he cannot prove that all the attacks are part
ofan orchestrated campaign. But it certain-
ly looks that way. “It is as if someone is
writing a script,” he says. 7

IN THE mid-1990s posters plastered on the
subway in Seoul, South Korea’s capital,

exhorted local girls to marry farmers.
Young women had left their villages in
droves since the 1960s for a better life in the
booming city. Sons, however, stayed be-
hind to tend family farms and fisheries. 

The campaign was futile. Last year over
a fifth of South Korean farmers and fisher-
men who tied the knot did so with a for-
eigner. The province ofSouth Jeolla has the
highest concentration of international
marriages in the country—halfofthose get-
ting married at the peak a decade ago. In
those days, the business of broking unions
with Chinese or South-East Asian women
boomed, with matches made in the space
of a few days. Not long ago placards in the
provinces sang the praises of Vietnamese
wives “who never run away”. Now, on the
Seoul subway, banners encourage accep-
tance ofmulticultural families. 

They are expected to exceed 1.5m by
2020, in a population of 50m. That is re-
markable for a country that has long prid-
ed itselfon its ethnic uniformity. But a pref-
erence for sons has led to a serious
imbalance of the sexes. In 2010 half of all
middle-aged men in South Korea were sin-
gle, a fivefold increase since 1995. The birth
rate has fallen to 1.3 children per woman of
childbearing age, down from six in 1960. It
is one of the lowest fertility rates in the
world. Without immigration, the country’s

labour force will shrinkdrastically. 
The government is the biggest enthusi-

ast for a multi-ethnic country. Its budget for
multicultural families has shot up 24-fold
since 2007, to 107 billion won ($105m).
Some 200 support centres offer interpret-
ing services, language classes, child care
and counselling. School textbooks now in-
clude a section on mixed-race families.
And in 2012 mixed-race Koreans could join
the armyfor the first time. When four Mon-
golians working illegally in South Korea
pulled a dozen Korean colleagues from a
fire in 2007, locals urged the government to
grant them residency (it did).

Still, assimilation remains elusive. Four
in ten mixed-race marriages breakdown in
the first five years, according to a survey by
the Korean Women’s Development Insti-
tute, a think-tank. In 2009 almost a fifth of
children from mixed-race householdswho
should have been in school were not.
Many mothers have limited Korean. And
discrimination lurks.

The government is now tightening up
the marriage rules. Last month two new re-
quirements came into force: a foreign bride
must speak Korean, and a Korean groom
must support her financially. Koreans are
now limited to a single marriage-visa re-
quest every five years. 

Critics say making marriage more diffi-
cult will only serve to speed up the greying
of the workforce. The pool of eligible
women will shrink, says Lee In-su, a mar-
riage broker in Daegu in the south-east.
Most foreign brides come from rural areas
lacking language schools. Meanwhile,
competition for brides from China, where
men also outnumber women, is fierce.

In fact, the number of Korean men tak-
ing foreign brides is dropping, from 31,000
a year in 2005 to 18,000 last year. And nine-
tenths of matches are now urban, says Mr
Lee. Vietnamese girls no longer want to
languish in the Korean countryside, says
Kim Young-shin of the Korea-Vietnam Cul-
tural Centre in Hanoi, Vietnam’s capital.
They like watching Korean dramas and lis-
tening to K-pop—urban pursuits.

As for Korean clients, says Lee Chang-
min, a broker in Seoul, they are increasing-
ly better educated and better-off; some are
amongthe country’s top earners. Manyare
simplyon lowerrungsofthe eligibility lad-
der in a culture captivated by credentials,
whether in looks, age or family connec-
tions. Others, Mr Lee says, are wary of the
stereotype of the doenjangnyeo (a dispar-
aging term for a class of Korean women
seen as latte-loving gold-diggers). They
prefera wife who can assume a more tradi-
tional role than one many Korean women
are nowadays willing to play. These men,
the brokers lament, are now more likely to
be introduced to their foreign wives
through friends than through brokers. Per-
haps a modest win for melting-pot Korea
after all.7

South Korea’s foreign brides
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Korean men are marrying foreigners
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FOR a man leading a country castigated in the official Chinese
press as America’s “paranoid junior ally”, President Benigno

“Noynoy” Aquino of the Philippines seems both remarkably re-
laxed and surprisingly conciliatory. Territorial disputes in the
South China Sea, which prompted China Daily’s scolding, are
not, Mr Aquino says, the “be-all and end-all” ofhis country’s rela-
tions with China. He has to manage the “tension between being
asforthrightaspossible and weighingwhetherornot I am tweak-
ing their nose”. As he spoke to Banyan this week in the presiden-
tial palace in Manila, the non-nose-tweaking side ofMr Aquino’s
internal debate seemed to be winning: bilateral trade and tou-
rism are booming, both sides are trying to “isolate” the complex
row from the broader relationship, and Mr Aquino has tried not
to respond to “provocative statements”.

Yet recent weeks have seen China engage in behaviour in the
South China Sea that shows total disregard for the noses of its
neighbours. In the northern part of the sea, near the Paracel is-
lands, which it disputes with Vietnam, China has moved a mas-
sive oil rig, defended by a large flotilla, into waters Vietnam re-
gards as within the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) it is entitled to
under the international law of the sea. Anger at this in Vietnam
sparked rioting in which hundreds of factories were looted and
torched and six Chinese died. China has since evacuated thou-
sands of its expatriate workers and demanded compensation.
Few of the ravaged factories were in fact Chinese-owned. Most
were investments from Taiwan. So the destruction has both lost
Vietnam any moral advantage and suggested more may be going
on than simple patriotism turned on a historical enemy.

Farther to the south, photographs have shown China engaged
in filling in the sea at the Johnson South Reef, in the Spratly chain
of islands. Some analysts suggest that China intends to build an
airstrip there. The Philippines has protested. It regards the reef as
within its EEZ. And a declaration signed in 2002 by the ten-mem-
ber Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and China
bars new building on disputed rocks.

Perhaps most outrageous, China does not even deign to ex-
plain the basisofits claims. In the case ofthe oil rig, forexample, it
might regard the area where it is operating as part of the EEZ at-
tached to Hainan province, an undisputed part of its territory. Or

perhaps it belongs to the Paracels, from which China expelled the
former South Vietnam in 1974. Or perhaps it is just encompassed
by the “nine-dash line”, a lolling tongue of passive cartographic
aggression that China says gives it historical rights over almost
the entire South China Sea. The nine-dash line is itself ambigu-
ous. Chinese scholars say that it probably implies a claim to the
land features inside the line, an interpretation which could in the-
ory be squared with the law of the sea. But even they are not sure
that it does not assert sovereignty over the water as well.

In the face ofall this Mr Aquino tempers his outrage with real-
ism. “They are 1.3 billion people and we are 98m”, he says. This
echoes the words of the then Chinese foreign minister in 2010,
who reminded ASEAN that “China is a big country and other
countries are small countries and that is just a fact.” A sober as-
sessment suggests that none of the three approaches the Philip-
pines has adopted to resist Chinese encroachment stands much
hope ofsuccess—though they have certainly annoyed China.

The first approach is a legal avenue. The Philippines has taken
the Chinese claim in the sea to an international tribunal under
the law of the sea. This will take months, and it is not certain the
tribunal will accept that it has jurisdiction, nor that, if it does, it
will rule in the Philippines’ favour. And even if the Philippines
wins the case, the court has no power to enforce the judgment;
China will simply ignore it. A moral defeat may serve only to
make China more hostile to Mr Aquino and his government.

The second approach is a united front against Chinese expan-
sionism in the sea. MrAquino has likened the world’s acceptance
of China’s creeping expansionism to the appeasement of Nazi
Germany in the 1930s. He says he was pleased an ASEAN summit
in Myanmar this month agreed on a strong expression ofconcern
about recent events. It was too much to hope that the summit
might make clear China was causing the concern. Its actions may
have pushed the Philippines and Indonesia to announce an
agreement this week on their maritime boundary, after two de-
cades of on-off negotiations. But although the nine-dash line en-
croaches on its EEZ, Indonesia has no territorial claim in the sea.
Reaching agreement with other claimants seems impossible.
Vietnam, for example, claims all the Spratlys and in 1988 lost over
70 lives in a skirmish with China at the Johnson South Reef.

The third approach is to invoke the might of the Philippines’
“senior” treaty ally, America. As BarackObama toured the region
last month, America and the Philippines signed an “enhanced”
security agreement. But America claims to take no sides in the
South China Sea’s territorial squabbles. It is not likely to go to war
with China over reefs and shoals claimed by the Philippines, let
alone by Vietnam, which is not a treaty ally.

Living with it
That leaves two other ways of dealing with China’s claims, or at
leastofmitigatingthe damage. One is to turn the 2002 declaration
into a binding code of conduct, in which the countries with over-
lapping claims (the others are Brunei, Malaysia and Taiwan)
agree to avoid the sorts of provocations seen this month. Such a
code is, in theory, in negotiation, though nothing suggests China
wants an agreement. The other hope is that China realises, in Mr
Aquino’s words, that its “ability to carry on growing depends on
the goodwill of the rest of the world”—ie, that it should restrain it-
self. But since its recent aggression seems to have had little impact
on its economic interests, it is hard to see why it should. Being
feared and resented does not have to be bad for the economy.7
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In the contested waters of the South China Sea, China seems able to do whatever it wants
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THERE had been plenty of time to nego-
tiate a deal—more than a decade, in fact.

What Russia and China needed was the
right amount of pressure to seal it. That
came in the form of Western sanctions on
Russia over Ukraine. Eager to show Ameri-
ca and Europe that he has other friends to
turn to, Russia’s president, Vladimir Putin,
on May 21st in Shanghai, secured a long-
term agreement for Gazprom, a state-
owned Russian firm, to sell natural gas to
CNPC, a state-owned Chinese one. The fi-
nal details of pricing—the main sticking
point—were not released but the deal is
thought to be worth about $400 billion
over 30 years. It gives Mr Putin a much-
needed strategic boost as he confronts
those sanctions and suffers increasing iso-
lation from the West.

China had reasons of its own to strike a
deal. It needs as many energy sources as it
can find, especially clean energy, so that
the Communist Party can show its people
that it is dealing with air pollution across
the country, much of it caused by a reliance
on coal. China’s prime minister, Li Ke-
qiang, said earlier this year that the govern-
ment had “declared war” on air pollution. 

So both sides wanted to emerge from
Mr Putin’s visit with an agreement, and to
put a friendly stamp on their meeting. Chi-
na’s president, Xi Jinping, praised the part-
nership between their two countries. Mr
Putin told Chinese journalists that the rela-
tionship was at “the highest level in all its

Services Institute, a London think-tank.
China’s energy and transport investments,
he says, are “rewiring the region so all
roads lead to Urumqi”, in north-western
China. Just before he met the Russian
leader, Mr Xi welcomed the presidents of
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. 

Mr Xi’s meeting with Mr Putin was not
the first time that leaders of the two neigh-
bouring powers had met at a dramatic
juncture. Twenty-five years ago this month
Mikhail Gorbachev came to China as a dy-
namic communist reformer reshaping the
Soviet Union, just when the Chinese
leader, Deng Xiaoping, with inflation spi-
ralling and protests mounting, seemed iso-
lated and in need of a friend. It was to be a
historic summit, marking a thaw in rela-
tions after a split between the two that had
lasted almost 30 years. But Deng was pub-
licly embarrassed as protesters disrupted
Mr Gorbachev’s visit; after the Soviet
leader left, Deng imposed martial law, and
became more isolated than ever.

Turned upside down
Mr Putin arrived in China on the anniver-
sary of the imposition of martial law, and
found the historical roles reversed. Mr Xi is
the dynamic reformer now (though point-
edly not a political reformer like Mr Gorb-
achev), and Mr Putin is the isolated (for-
mer) communist in search ofallies.

Although China is Russia’s largest sin-
gle tradingpartner, the $90 billion ofannu-
al trade between them barely registers
compared with China’s trade with Ameri-
ca and Europe. Andrei Piontkovsky, a Rus-
sian political analyst, hascompared an alli-
ance between Russia and China to one
between “a rabbit and a boa constrictor”.
Under the newdeal, says IHS Energy, a con-
sultancy, CNPC is expected to squeeze out
more than $1billion a year in profits selling
Russian gas in China. 7

centuries-long history”. The two countries
signed economic agreements, held mili-
tary exercises offshore, and agreed on a
joint statement of “concern” about Uk-
raine, which by implication might seem to
absolve Mr Putin of his role in stirring un-
rest there. 

This veneer of amity makes sense for
both leaders. ForMrXi there isvalue in bol-
stering regional relationships, especially
after angering another neighbour in the
South China Sea with the recent place-
mentofan oil rig in waters claimed by Viet-
nam. His meeting with Mr Putin tookplace
on the sidelinesofthe Conference on Inter-
action and Confidence Building Measures
in Asia (CICA), the sort ofobscure multilat-
eral bodyChina tries to fosterasan alterna-
tive to more established Western-domin-
ated organisations. 

Some observers suggested that China
needed a deal less, as its main suppliers of
piped natural gas will continue to be in
Central Asia, where it has already secured
a series of long-term deals (about 80% of
the gas piped into China now comes by
pipeline from the ex-Soviet region). China
and Russia have avoided open antagonism
in Central Asia, but while Russia is leaning
hard on former Soviet satellites to back it
over Ukraine, China is playing a softer, lon-
gergame of“dollardiplomacy” there. “The
Chinese are clearly the coming power and
the ones with the money” in the region,
says Raffaello Pantucci of the Royal United
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TAOBAO, a large online retail platform,
has become increasingly important to

rural economies across China. Establish-
ing online stores on Taobao requires little
more than decent internet linksand a logis-
tics chain (often motorcycle delivery), so
millions have been able to start selling
goods at low cost. The trend has reversed
the fortunes ofmany rural people. 

In the typical narrative ofwhathave be-
come known as “Taobao villages”, a group
of locals starts selling handicrafts online
and taps into a lucrative consumer market,
bringing money and success to the village.
Some villages near to factories also sell
mass-produced manufactured goods. 

Alibaba, the conglomerate that owns
the platform, says a Taobao village is any
place where 10% of the population is en-
gaged in online retailing. It says such activi-
ty is growing fast and that there are already
20 such villages across China, each gener-
ating at least 10m yuan ($1.6m) in Taobao-
driven revenue. In some rural areas, the
ability to set up Taobao shops has meant
there is no need to leave home to work in a
factory or on a building site in a big city. 

One village in the southern province of
Guangdong has now taken the concept to
the next level, opening a “Taobao universi-
ty” where people come to learn how to sell
online. The local government of Junpu de-
cided early on to support the Taobao con-
cept with free wireless internet for resi-
dents, tax credits and an informal plan to
give free store space to anyone—even peo-
ple from outside Junpu—who wants to set
up a physical shop for their inventory.

At the same time, local officials went a
step further by opening a professional
school with dozens of teachers to spread
the art of Taobao selling—everything from
beginner-level computer skills to master-
ing customer service. Nearly 300 students
are enrolled in the school, which is free to
all.

Julie Zhang teaches entry-level comput-
ing at the school. She says students are mo-
tivated because they have seen the wealth
amassed by Taobao sellers in the village.
“They need to work on learning basic
things, but most students develop their
skills very fast,” she says. 

Junpu was previously home to a heavi-
ly polluting food-processing industry. Its
switch to progressive online business has
been impressively swift. One reason was
the success of a hometown boy, Xu
Zhuangbing. Mr Xu, now 27, started a suc-
cessful shop on Taobao in 2011, when he
was living in Guangzhou, the provincial
capital 450km (280 miles) away. He soon
realised he could just as easily be working
from his home village, so the following
year he moved back to Junpu, paid off his
entire family debt within a year and hired
15 employees. His next plan is to start his
own fashion label.

Even Mr Xu was surprised that the local
governmentwanted to support the Taobao
village concept. But he agreed to help train
people, build up the school and give ad-
vice to others wanting to get rich online. Of
the 3,000 residents in this tight-knit com-
munity, more than half make their living
on Taobao, most of them selling clothes
made in nearby factories. Last month a
group of 20 prospective online retailers
came from several African countries to
study Junpu for three weeks. The official
Xinhua news agency carried an article in
April about the international training, not-
ing how the “African friends” had learned
tremendous skills. In most villages in Chi-
na, people leave to find work. In Junpu, the
flow is the other way. 7

Learning to sell online

Cash cow, Taobao

JUNPU VILLAGE, GUANGDONG PROVINCE

One small hamlet is teaching people
howto sell online

ON MAY 21st China’s finance ministry
released detailsofa newscheme to al-

low ten wealthy localities in China—
Shanghai, Beijing and Guangdong among
them—to issue bonds directly for the first
time in two decades. Although a small pi-
lot scheme has allowed a few cities and
provinces to issue bonds in the past, in
practice the federal government issued
them on their behalf. So the new scheme
ofmunicipal bonds is a radical departure. 

The shift comes as China’s leaders in-
creasingly fret about the mountains of lo-
cal debt that have built up despite the re-
strictions put in place 20 years ago. Back
then party leaders in Beijing were con-
cerned about how recklessly municipal
governments were borrowing. Local lead-
ers had binged on bonds and bank lending
to such an extent that a crisis loomed. Fed
up with the resultant scandals and ex-
cesses, the federal government decided to
solve the problem by banning local bor-
rowing.

Alas, the ban did not stop the profligacy.
Five years ago, worried about the potential
impact at home of the global financial cri-
sis, China’s leaders resolved to stimulate
their economy. They encouraged local gov-
ernments to pursue costly infrastructure
projects all over the country—but failed to
give them sufficient money to do so. In-
stead, enterprising party officials found
plenty of devious ways to borrow money
“offbalance-sheet”. 

The 10,000 or so local-government fi-
nancingvehicles (LGFVs) that were created
carry a staggering debt load of something
like $3 trillion. That includes lots of murky
shadow-banking products and short-term
loans unsuitable for financing long-term
projects like bridge-building. Worried
about this debt, federal officials have de-
cided it might be better to let locals borrow
directly from the markets, after all. 

The move is being widely welcomed.
The hope is that by offering access to
bonds, local governments will reduce their
reliance on risky forms of shadow bank-
ing. Because these bonds must be rated by
agencies and will be priced by the market,
Goldman Sachs, an investment bank, ar-
gues they may lead to more transparency
in local-government accounts. The size
and maturity of the offerings will be limit-
ed at first, and only a handful of localities
are involved. Even so, this looks like an im-
portant step in fixing the parlous finances
ofChina’s local governments. 7

Municipal bonds

Back to the future

SHANGHAI

Local governments will once again be
allowed to sell bonds

The authorities tightened security in
Urumqi, capital of the north-western
region of Xinjiang, after attackers drove
two cars into a market. Xinhua, the official
news agency, said the drivers threw
explosives, killing 31 people and injuring
90. China’s public-security ministry called
it a “violent terrorist incident”. It is the
latest in a string of attacks that leaders
have blamed on separatists from the
Muslim Uighur minority, some of whom
want independence for Xinjiang. Many
Uighurs are angry at the influx of Han
Chinese and controls upon their religion
and culture. In April a bomb attack killed
three people in Urumqi. In March a group
of Uighurs stabbed 29 people to death in
the south-western city of Kunming. 

More attacks in Xinjiang
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“WHEN he first sees her, Raf is sitting
on a washing machine about to

swallow an eighth of a gram of what is ap-
parently a mixture of speed, monosodium
glutamate and an experimental social
anxiety disorder medication for dogs.” So
begins “Glow”, the latest novel by Ned
Beauman, a British author. The scene cap-
tures a global reality: in much of the world,
traditional mood-altering substances such
as cocaine and heroin are in decline. But a
pharmacopoeia ofsyntheticdrugs is rapid-
ly taking their place. 

That is also the conclusion to be drawn
from the latest report of the UN Office on
Drugs and Crime, published on May 20th.
By 2013, 348 new psychoactive substances
had been reported to the agency, almost all
of them since 2008 (see chart on next
page). They include 110 synthetic cannabi-
noids (which are supposed to mimic the ef-
fects of smoking marijuana) and many
more little-understood stimulants. Be-
tween 2010 and 2012 seizures of older syn-
thetic amphetamine-style drugs, mostly
methamphetamine, or “crystal meth”,
doubled, largely because of demand in Af-
rica, Asia and South America. 

In America and Britain, where the au-
thorities conduct regular surveys of drug-
taking, cocaine use has fallen steeply since
around 2008. In most of Europe heroin ad-
diction is becoming rare. Wholesale co-
caine prices have risen sharply over the
past decade, partly thanks to eradication

into their muscles up to 20 times a day.
Another drug with the wide appeal of

mephedrone is yet to emerge, but hun-
dreds more synthetic “legal highs” have
appeared, manufactured by chemists who
often share molecular diagrams and reci-
pes online, and sold with weaselly labels
reading “not for human consumption” or
“novelty collector’s item”. New substances
emerge and are banned so quickly that
sellers may become illegal-drug dealers
without realising it. They distribute their
wares by post, typically in vacuum pack-
ages. This has helped change the market in
traditional drugs, too. In Australia, where
geographical isolation has long made it ex-
pensive to get high, drugs are increasingly
being imported from Europe, sometimes
by standard mail.

In parts of the developing world keta-
mine is the latest poison of choice. Among
those imprisoned for drug use in Macau,
18% have used it, second only to metham-
phetamine. Seizures of ketamine in China
made up almost 60% of the global total be-
tween 2008 and 2011. A recent survey of
drug-taking among the young in Argentina
suggests the drug may now be more popu-
lar than cocaine. There it is often labelled
as ecstasy, as is LSD, which users in rich
countries have all but abandoned.

In poorer countries methamphetamine
remains the rage. In Central and South Asia
it seems to be taking the place of heroin as
the product of choice for drug gangs. Be-
tween 2011 and 2012 the quantity of meth-
amphetamine seized in Myanmar more
than tripled. In Iran seizures have climbed
from almost nothing in 2005 to 4,000kg
last year. Meth labs have even been found
in Afghanistan, where the poppy crop has
long sustained farmers. The pills go to a
growing number of addicts in the Philip-
pines and Thailand, as well as in Arab
countries, where traditional amphet-

efforts in Colombia and elsewhere squeez-
ing supply, pushing up prices and hitting
quality. In Europe much cocaine is now
laced with levamisole, a cattle-deworming
drug. Heroin, too, is pricier and of worse
quality; some batches in Europe appear to
have been infected with anthrax.

But such victories in the global drug
war have been decidedly partial. Though
most drug takers prefer traditional fare,
says Fiona Measham of the University of
Durham, who studies the drug-taking and
drinking habits of young people, if they
cannot get hold of it many will try other
white powders, even unidentifiable ones.
In 2010, when ecstasy (MDMA) was partic-
ularly scarce, 4.4% of British 16- to 24-year-
olds tried mephedrone, an ecstasy-like
drug, and 2.1% tried ketamine, a powerful
tranquiliser used most often in veterinary
medicine. One in nine Americans in their
last year of high school now report having
tried a synthetic form of cannabis. All of
these were unknown a decade ago.

Mephedrone, which arrived in Europe
around 2009, could be ordered online ex-
tremely cheaply from manufacturers in
China who described it as “plant food” or
“research chemicals”. It was quickly
banned, yet consumption has continued.
Dealers who used to sell ecstasy and co-
caine now sell mephedrone, says Niamh
Eastwood of Release, a British drugs chari-
ty. It has attracted heavy users, including
some former heroin addicts, who inject it

Recreational drug use

New highs

As traditional drugs lose their lure, novel ones are filling the gap in the market
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2 amines also remain popular.
Government attempts to crack down

on one new drug after another bring to
mind a game of whack-a-mole, says one
expert. Each new drug brings new harms
to users, too. Ketamine hasproven far more
addictive and physically damaging than
ecstasy, and some synthetic cannabinoids
have worse side-effects than real cannabis.
And though theiruse still seems to be fairly
limited, 52 people in England and Wales
died in 2012 after taking new psychoactive
substances, up from a handful a few years
earlier. That is more than died after taking
amphetamines or ecstasy.

Old war, new fronts
The production of new drugs is no less da-
maging. Mexican and Burmese gangs have
diversified from cocaine to the production
and sale of methamphetamine, and re-
main just as violent. In eastern Europe
methamphetamine production has spread
from the Czech Republic, where addiction
to the drug has been a problem since com-
munist times, to neighbouring countries,
including Austria and Germany. Such
trade routes are no easier to police than
those that brought in heroin and cocaine.
The number of Europeans treated for use
of methamphetamine, though still small,
is rising quickly.

In New Zealand, where synthetic drugs
are particularly popular, the government
has committed itself to testing and regulat-
ing new drugs, rather than banning them.
So far the practical effecthasbeen to ban all
of them, as no testing regime is yet in place,
which may be helping the illegal market.
But the long-term aspiration is wise. Not all
drug-taking is harmful, but trying to stop it
has proved extremely so. 7

Higher and higher
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WITH his eye-patch, prosthetic hook-
hands, praise of Osama bin Laden

and rants against infidels, there was some-
thing of the pantomime villain about Abu
Hamza. On May 19th the jury in a federal
court in Manhattan decided that, beneath
the theatrics, the villainy was deadly: Mr
Hamza was found guilty of 11 terrorism-
related charges. His tortuous case has cast
light on justice and attitudes to terrorism
on both sides of the Atlantic.

Mr Hamza, originally called Mustafa
Kamel Mustafa, was born in Egypt but
moved to Britain in 1979. He once worked
as a nightclub bouncer. In the late 1990s he
became infamous as the imam ofFinsbury
Park mosque in London, preaching photo-
genically outside during police raids. As
authorities in Britain and elsewhere
groped for the line between free speech
and incitement, and sought to avoid alien-
ating law-abiding Muslims, he remained at
liberty despite his bilious views. He
helped his adoptive home earn the sobri-
quet “Londonistan”, conferred for what
many saw as indulgence towards Islamic
radicals. Even the queen is said to have
asked why he hadn’t been collared. 

Finally, in 2004, Mr Hamza was, when
America requested his extradition. Ameri-
can prosecutors accused him of playing a
part in the takingof16 hostages in Yemen in
1998, during which four died; ofconspiring
to establish an al-Qaeda camp in Oregon;
and ofdispatching a follower to train in Af-
ghanistan. In 2006, during protracted
wrangling over his extradition, a British
court convicted him on separate charges of
soliciting murder and inciting racial ha-
tred; he was finally flown to America in
2012. His career has been a parable of the
evolving fight against Islamic terrorism:
the difficulty of tracking conspiracies
across shifting diasporas, and the harden-
ing ofpolicies on extremism.

Mr Hamza also became an emblem of
Britain’s testy relations with Europe, when
appeals to the European Court of Human
Rights, focusing on his putative treatment
in America, delayed his removal—to the ire
of tabloid newspapers and government
ministers. David Cameron, the prime min-
ister, thisweekpointed out that the govern-
ment recently tweaked the law to expedite
extraditions; he wants to reform Britain’s
relationship with the European court.
Some also wonder why the crimes tried in
New York were not prosecuted in London.
The Crown Prosecution Service says it

found insufficient evidence to proceed on
the Yemen allegations, and cites differing
rules on admissibility ofevidence. 

The case has implications for America’s
prosecution of terrorism, too. Like the re-
cent conviction in New Yorkofbin Laden’s
son-in-law, Sulaiman Abu Ghaith, it shows
that terrorist cases can be tried successfully
in American civilian courts, rather than in
the controversial, scandal-prone military
commissions of Guantánamo Bay. Andrea
Prasow of Human Rights Watch, a lobby
group, notes that Mr Hamza’s trial in-
volved an infamous suspect, grave but his-
torical offences and sensitive evidence: the
kind of complexities that, according to
Guantánamo’s boosters, would confound
civilian courts. Compared with the cases
of the five men accused of involvement in
the September 11th attacks—in custody for
over a decade, and still awaiting trial at
Guantánamo—Mr Hamza’s case proceed-
ed speedily after his extradition.

He denied the charges against him (dur-
ing the trial he claimed to have lost his
hands in an accident in Pakistan rather
than, as had been believed, in Afghani-
stan). His American lawyers say that the
jury in New York was too swayed by his
noxious rhetoric. After the judge passes
sentence on September 9th, they will ap-
peal. If that fails, this transatlantic saga,
and probably Mr Hamza’s eventful life,
will end in an American prison. 7

Abu Hamza

Reeled in

Atangled, telling legal saga concludes in a NewYorkcourt

An end to the rabble-rousing
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“LENOVO is the best company in the
world at balancing innovation and

efficiency.” So declares Yang Yuanqing, the
chairman of the Chinese computer-maker.
The boast is at least half right. The firm has
certainly displayed its ruthless efficiency
of late, by keeping costs down and grab-
bing market share from its big Western ri-
vals. Lenovo has recently bested HP to be-
come the top peddler of desktop com-
puters worldwide. From a negligible share
a few years ago, it is rising fast in the global
smartphone market too.

It has managed this expansion while re-
maining in rude financial health. On May
21st Lenovo announced its full-year results
(its fiscal year runs to the end of March) in
Hong Kong, where it has been listed since
1994. Its revenues were 14% higher than in
the previous year, at $38.7 billion. For the
first time, pre-tax profits topped $1 billion,
risingby 27% on a yearearlier. The firm had
a cash pile of $3.5 billion at the end of
March—and at the end of April it raised an-
other $1.5 billion in its first bond offering. 

This news will cheer investors, who
have raised some questions about the
firm’s strategy of late. For a number of
years, Western institutional investors have
favoured its shares. This is partly because
Lenovo has, unusually among Chinese
companies, strong corporate governance.
It was also because MrYanghas had a clear
growth strategy and his firm has delivered

ing skills. Big Blue’s former PC division is
now a cash cow, Mr Yang declares, smiling
broadly. So too is the Chinese market,
where the firm has a vast distribution net-
work and universal brand awareness: “We
have two cash cows.” 

The firm’s recent financial performance
is impressive, but two big questions still
hang over Lenovo’s future. First, how can it
keep making money as demand for PCs
shrinks? Second, how can it keep up with
the formidable Samsung and Apple in
smartphones? The answer to both ques-
tions springs from the other half of Mr
Yang’s boast: innovation.

Most industry experts think the mobile
revolution means that desktops and lap-
tops are headed for the dustbin of history.
Mr Yang disagrees: “This is still a very big
industry, and with innovation there will
be further growth.” He reels off a long list
of features his firm is working on: longer
battery life, “always on” modes, thinner
and lighter designs, better touchscreens
and so on. He points to the runaway suc-
cess of the Yoga, his firm’s touch-screen PC,
whose screen folds completely back to
transform it into a tablet computer.

Hand-to-handset combat
The firm’s challenge in handsets is even
more daunting. Chinese rivals offering
smartphones for less than $100 are nipping
at its heels even as Apple and Samsung
surge ahead with ever whizzier offerings.
Mr Yang is not worried about the cut-price
rivals—not even Xiaomi, a fast-growing
Chinese firm offering cheapish but clever
handsets. None of those will be profitable
over the long run, he insists, whereas Le-
novo’s handsets are already profitable out-
side China. He points out that it beat back
similar challenges from low-end Chinese
PC-makers with unsustainable business 

predictable earnings. But at the end of Jan-
uary there was a heart-stopping moment,
when the firm announced two startling ac-
quisitions in the space ofa few days. 

The first deal, worth $2.3 billion, in-
volves Lenovo buying the part of IBM that
makes low-end computer servers. These
servers should bolster Lenovo’s efforts to
appeal to corporate clients. The other,
more controversial, deal is a $2.9 billion
purchase from Google of Motorola Mobil-
ity, a pioneer in mobile phones that has
fallen on hard times. If regulators ap-
prove—America’s are sure to scrutinise the
IBM deal carefully, since its government
agencies buy those servers—both deals
should close by the end of the year.

The size and suddenness of these pur-
chases, and concerns about them turning
sour, upset even loyal investors. Pressed to
defend hisbuyingbinge, MrYangpromises
no more big acquisitions for the foresee-
able future. But he defends his firm’s abili-
ty to make a go of these two. “We have a
good track record turning money-losing
businesses into treasure,” he says. 

He points to Lenovo’s first big foray
overseas, when it bought IBM’s unprofit-
able PC business in 2005. Many doubted
that an obscure Chinese firm could save a
Western premium brand in trouble, but
that is precisely what Lenovo has done. In-
deed, it is perhaps the only Chinese firm so
far to have developed world-class market-

Lenovo 

The rise of the frugal innovator

HONG KONG

Having conquered the global market forpersonal computers, China’s Lenovo is
setting its sights higher
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2 models years ago. 
Fine, but how will he catch up with the

innovative global giants? At the moment,
most of Lenovo’s handsets are of middling
sophistication and it has not penetrated
America. It has come up with high-end of-
ferings, but when it tried to sell them in ad-
vanced markets it was forced to pay 25% of
revenues to patent holders. Such pay-
ments are the “club fees” to enter the elite
fraternity of global smartphone firms, ex-
plains Alberto Moel of Sanford C. Bern-
stein, a research firm. This is not such a pro-
blem in emerging markets, where patent
enforcement is spotty: in China, it spends
barely 2% of revenues on licensing. 

So, over the past couple of months, the
firm has scooped up thousands of smart-
phone patents from NEC, a Japanese elec-
tronics firm, and Unwired Planet, a patent-
gathering “troll”. The Motorola deal gives

Lenovo royalty-free access to Motorola pat-
ents retained by Google; it also makes Le-
novo party to useful licensing deals Moto-
rola had struck with others. Now, says Mr
Yang, entering America should cost a more
manageable 10% ofhandset revenues. 

That pragmatic approach offers a clue
as to how Lenovo really innovates. Last
month, at a black-tie event attended by the
leading lights of Silicon Valley, Mr Yang
won an award for championing innova-
tion at Lenovo. But MrMoel argues that the
Chinese firm is not an imaginative innova-
tor like Apple, whose radical designs trans-
form whole markets. Rather, its ability to
turn firms around deftly, execute strategies
economically and overcome obstacles
nimbly suggests that a better description
of its strength would be “frugal innova-
tion”, an ideal that has been much touted
in recent years but seldom achieved. 7

Chinese patents

Ever more inventive

CHINA’S leaders see patents as rungs
on the ladder to becoming an in-

novation powerhouse. So in five-year
plans and through subsidies and official
exhortations, they have encouraged
locals to file patents. And locals have
responded with gusto. Two years ago
China’s patent office became the world’s
busiest. Sceptics have scoffed that most
of those filed are “utility model” patents—
short-term ones granted for relatively
trivial ideas, as opposed to proper “in-
vention” patents—and that few Chinese
inventors have won patents in countries
where standards are higher. 

Many patents, it is also argued, are
exercises in quota-filling by academics,
with no hope ofcommercialisation. In
short, these patents are a sham. Not quite,
argues the UN’s World Intellectual Prop-
erty Organisation (WIPO). A new study

scrutinises Chinese patents and con-
cludes that a small but rapidly growing
proportion are up to world standards. 

The WIPO included only patents filed
by Chinese residents—that is, those with
a Chinese address—who filed their pat-
ents first on the mainland. So, inventions
by the Shanghai labs ofGE or Philips are
not included, since Western multination-
als typically file first in America or Eu-
rope. Foxconn, a manufacturing goliath
controlled by Hon Hai ofTaiwan, is in-
cluded in the study because, unlike other
Taiwanese firms, it resides in China and
files its patents first on the mainland. 

The findings challenge conventional
wisdom in several ways. Not only do
they show that the number ofChinese
patents filed abroad is rising sharply (see
chart). They also show that, since 2003,
most of these have been invention pat-
ents, not utility-model ones.

Finally, the firms topping the rankings
of foreign patent applications are also
revealing. Some, like Huawei and ZTE, are
unsurprising: 29% ofall foreign filings
from 2005 to 2009 were in information
and communications technology. Le-
novo comes in at16th. Others, like Sino-
pec in oil and gas, and BYD in batteries,
suggest the energy industry is rising. 

The surprise is that three of the top
five spots are held by divisions of Fox-
conn. By 2012 it had filed more than
12,000 patents abroad, in areas from
electrical machinery to computer tech-
nology to audio-video technology. A firm
some scorn as a low-tech sweatshop
turns out to be a model of invention.

SHANGHAI

Mainland companies are building up their intellectual property

Patently catching up

Source: WIPO

*Groups of patents to protect one invention,
filed in at least one country other than

the applicant’s home country
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THE merger wave in the telecoms and
television industries rolls on. On May

20th AT&T, America’s second-biggest sup-
plier of both mobile-phone and fixed-line-
broadband services, agreed to buy
DirecTV, the country’s leading satellite-TV

distributor, for $48.5 billion in cash and
shares. Two words can sum up why AT&T

was so keen to buy DirecTV and why its
owners were happy to sell: bundles and
bulk. They also help to explain why, after
years of talk that telecoms and television
would eventually melt into one industry,
reality is catching up with conjecture.

Telecoms and television companies
everywhere are desperate to sell custom-
ers bundles of mobile telephony, fixed
lines, broadband and television, rather
than individual services. Those that do not
are vulnerable to losing trade to rivals that
do. “These deals are all about churn reduc-
tion,” says Rajeev Chand of Rutberg & Co,
an investment bank. Keeping customers is
far cheaper than winning them.

AT&T already streams TV shows over
the internet, but in only 22 American states
and to only 5.7m subscribers. DirecTV

brings another 20.3m customers and na-

AT&T buys DirecTV

Bundles and bulk

Abig mergerbrings telecoms and
television closer together
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2 tional coverage (which AT&T has in mo-
bile). DirecTV has valuable content, too:
the deal depends on its renewing a con-
tract with the National Football League to
show Sunday afternoon games. However,
AT&T may struggle to add many more sat-
ellite viewers. MoffettNathanson, a re-
search firm, notes that the annual growth
rate of subscriptions to DirecTV has
dropped from more than 6% in 2009 to less
than 1%.

Extra bulk promises extra bargaining
power with programme-makers: a similar
logic underlies a proposed $45 billion
tie-up between America’s two biggest
cable-TV companies, Comcast and Time
Warner Cable (which also rank first and
third in broadband). AT&T and DirecTV

should be able to share sales channels, too.
In all, claims Randall Stephenson, AT&T’s
boss, the deal should yield annual savings
of $1.6 billion within three years. By be-
coming a bigger company with a wider
range of services and content, AT&T may
also be hoping to squeeze the life out of
Sprint and T-Mobile USA, America’s third-
and fourth-placed mobile operators,
thinks Robin Bienenstock of Sanford C.
Bernstein, another research firm.

This all means workfor America’s regu-
lators, who have balked at bumper tele-
coms mergers before: in 2011 the Depart-
ment of Justice rejected AT&T’s proposed
$39 billion purchase of T-Mobile USA. This
time AT&T has made several promises in
the hope of satisfying the authorities—for
instance, to expand high-speed broadband
access, especially in rural areas. As well as
AT&T’s and Comcast’s deals, watchdogs
may yet have to answer Masayoshi Son,
boss of Softbank, the Japanese parent of
Sprint, who has his eye on T-Mobile USA.
Mr Son has not bid, but the authorities
have been cool about reducingthe number
of big mobile operators from four to three.
AT&T’s purchase may strengthen his case:
would it still make sense to assess the mo-
bile market in isolation? 

Regulators are not the only people with
awkward questions to consider. One is
Carlos Slim, who controls América Móvil,
a Mexican mobile operator with interests
throughout Latin America, where DirecTV

is also a force. AT&T is raising some of the
cash for its purchase by selling its 8% stake
in América Móvil. Mr Slim and Mr Ste-
phenson, who have long been friends, will
become competitors. Another is Charlie
Ergen, the boss of Dish, a rival American
satellite company that had seemed a likely
partner for DirecTV. Now Dish looks lone-
ly: the notion that Verizon, America’s big-
gest mobile network, might buy it, has
been dismissed as “fantasy” by Lowell
McAdam, Verizon’s chief executive. Mr
Chand muses that Sprint, T-Mobile USA

and Dish might yet combine, regulators
permitting. That may not come to pass, but
the dealmaking is far from done.7

IAN READ, the chief executive of Pfizer, is
not a man easily rebuffed. His attempt to

woo AstraZeneca, a British drugs firm, in-
cluded politesse—appearances before Par-
liament, web videos on Pfizer’s strategy—
and, more importantly, a sweetened offer
on May 18th worth around £70 billion
($120 billion). However, AstraZeneca’s
board has rejected the bid and, as we went
to press, it seemed dead in the water. 

British politicians had cast Pfizer as a
ruthless cost-cutter, out to gut British inno-
vators. A rejected deal would therefore
seem good for AstraZeneca and good for
Britain. This reasoning, however, skirts
two basic facts. First, AstraZeneca faces a
rocky path on its own. The firm’s share
price plunged by 12% on May 19th. The
company will struggle to meet its goals of
expanding revenue by 75% by 2023. More
importantly, any relief at having saved a
“national champion” ignoreshowmodern
pharmaceutical companies work. 

Drugs firms are global, with operations
distributed around the world. AstraZe-
neca, for example, has three main research
centres. One is in Britain, but the others are
in Sweden and America. The company has
about as many staff in the Asia-Pacific re-
gion as in Europe. Drugs companies have
also had to become ever more reliant on
external partners in recent years. The
change follows a treacherous period. As
firms headed inexorably towards the “pat-
ent cliff”, the point at which they would

lose intellectual-property rights over their
bestselling drugs, investors doubted their
ability to turn out new blockbusters. Bu-
reaucratic in-house research departments
inspired little confidence, trudging on with
mediocre drugs that failed, expensively, in
clinical trials. 

Now, much ofthe workofdiscovering a
medicine and testing, making it and selling
it is done in partnership. For example, one
way to cut the cost of drug trials is to hire
clinical-research organisations. One such
firm, Quintiles, of America, works in 100
countries. The company’s network helps it
deal with regulators, find patients to take
part in trials and recruit doctors to oversee
them. Morningstar, an investment-re-
search firm, reports that 33% ofglobal com-
panies’ drug development was outsourced
to clinical-research firms in 2012. By 2022 it
expects that share to reach 50%.

Firms’ changes to their research depart-
ments have been even more dramatic.
Many have made deep cuts in those de-
partments’ budgets. (AstraZeneca spent
16% less on research last year than it did in
2007.) They have not entirely given up in-
vestigating promising routes to potential
new drugs, but the burden is increasingly
left with outsiders. 

Profitable new treatments can be “dis-
covered” through mergers—many of Astra-
Zeneca’s most promising drugs are thanks
to the 2007 purchase of an American com-
pany. Or through licensing: Sanofi, a
French giant, has a deal to sell drugs devel-
oped by Regeneron, an American biotech
firm. Pharma firms cluster near universi-
ties—GlaxoSmithKline has more than
1,700 research deals with academia. And
governments, which have long invested in
the earliest stages of research, are now go-
ing further. On May 6th the European Un-
ion’s leaders approved the next phase of
the Innovative Medicines Initiative, a pub-
lic-private partnership to speed the devel-
opment of new drugs. In February Ameri-
ca’s National Institutes of Health and ten
drugs companies announced an effort to
accelerate research on intractable ail-
ments, such as Alzheimer’s disease. 

This does not mean that big drug-
makers, and where they put their head-
quarters, are irrelevant. But the most suc-
cessful ones will look ever less like the
national champions of yore. For a hint of
the future, take Index Ventures, a venture-
capital firm. It invests in drug firms which
each have a tiny staff, who oversee a drug’s
development but hire outside labs and
manufacturers to do most of the work.
With little money sunk in fixed infrastruc-
ture, their executives are more likely to
abandon unfruitful drugs earlier, diverting
resources to more promising ones. This
seems like a winningmodel not just to ven-
ture capitalists but to big pharma firms: In-
dex’s investors include GlaxoSmithKline
and Johnson & Johnson. 7

Decentralising drug research

Pharmed out
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Whythe rowovergiant drug-company
takeovers misses the point
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NEWSPAPERS once lived in a pre-Co-
pernican world, with the print edition

at the centre of their cosmos. Today they
are questioning long-held beliefs about
what should orbit what. A leaked internal
review by the New York Times provides a
remarkable glimpse of an industry in the
midst ofa revolution.

Every paper is rethinking its business
strategy as readers keep abandoning print
for digital, and in particular mobile, de-
vices. However, the report, revealed by an
online rival, BuzzFeed, offers a brutally
honest assessment of the difficult deci-
sions this will entail. It was compiled by a
team of young employees, including Ar-
thur Gregg Sulzberger, son and presumed
heir of the Times’s publisher. Its signifi-
cance is amplified by the firing this month
ofJill Abramson aseditor, to be replaced by
Dean Baquet, her number two. As the re-
port notes, it is hard to leap into the digital
age, and retain digital talent, when the top
jobs go to those with traditional, inky-fin-
gered backgrounds. Such self-criticism is
especially striking since the Times is wide-
ly seen asa leaderamongtraditional news-
papers in many things digital.

The report identifies several areas in
which the Times must modernise its
worldview. Competition is one. In recent
years it has concentrated its fire on Rupert
Murdoch’s Wall Street Journal, which
launched a New York section to compete
head-on with the Times. But now it finds it-
self in a multi-front, journalistic equivalent
of “The Hunger Games”, battling stealthy
youngsters such as BuzzFeed, the Huffing-
ton Post, Business Insider and Quartz. These
firms pride themselves in being digitally
“native”. They pay attention to data and
promote their articles skilfully on social
networks, helping their audiences rise
against the Times’s (see chart). Sometimes
their articles commenting on or linking to
Times stories win them more traffic than
the Times articles themselves.

Tomorrow’s Times may have to look,
walkand talkdifferently than it does today.
There is vigorous debate within newspa-
pers everywhere over the “wall” that sepa-
rates their editorial and business sides. It
has long been seen as essential to spare
journalists from commercial pressures, but
it can stymie opportunities for collaborat-
ing to reach readers more effectively, notes
the Times report. 

It concludes that the wall may need to
move, so journalists can work with those

on the business side who interact with
readers and analyse their consumption,
even as they maintain their distance from
those who sell advertising space and spon-
sorship. Even before filinga story, reporters
could take part in a discussion of how to
present, package and promote it to reach
the greatest number of readers. 

Editors may also have to start resisting
the print edition’s gravitational pull. They

spend hours each day discussing what to
put on page one of the paper, with much
less discussion about digital distribution.
Since the Times newsroom runs to the
print edition’s timetable, many articles go
up online in the evening, whereas more
people browse for news in the morning.

Nearly 60% of those reading Times arti-
cles now do so on smartphones and tab-
lets, often receiving them via Twitter, Face-
book and other social networks, search
engines and apps. That means fewer of
them encounter the full package ofreading
that editors so painstakingly put together.
Traffic to the Times’s home-page has fallen
by half from its peak in 2011; only a third of
readers of Times articles ever visit it. This
makes it a lot harder to persuade them to
consume a broader range of the paper’s
content, and to charge them for it. 

Othernewspapers regard the Times as a
farsighted digital pioneer. It now claims
760,000 digital subscribers, and in recent
months ithascompleted a sleekonline ma-
keover and launched new mobile apps. So
if the Times is anxious, they should be too.
The authors of its internal review are right
to worry about losing readers. It is true that
some of its new rivals barely make money,
and others, such as Business Insider and
Quartz, are believed to be losing it, where-
as last year the Times had more than $150m
in profits. But the times are changing fast
and the Times must change with them. 7

The newspaper business

Read it and leap

The NewYorkTimes ponders the bold
changes needed for the digital age

Ahead of the times
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THE world has a thirst for liquefied natu-
ral gas (LNG) and Egypt, with its copi-

ous gas reserves, was by now supposed to
be helping to slake it. Big foreign compa-
nies have invested in gasfields and lique-
faction plants but they have been unable
to export much because the government,
struggling to meet surging domestic de-
mand, has swiped most of the gas. 

Keeping the lights on—or rather, the air-
conditioning—will be one of the myriad
problems awaiting Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, the
leaderoflast year’s military coup, when he
is (almost certainly) elected president in
pollingon May26th and 27th. Anotherwill
be reforming the extravagant subsidies
that cause the domestic shortages of gas
and hence ofthe electricity generated from
it, and which undermine Egypt’s attempts
to increase its energy exports. 

In March GasNatural Fenosa, a Spanish
energy giant, launched international arbi-
tration proceedings against the Egyptian

government over the suspension of an
LNG plant it part-owns. Two months earli-
er BG Group of Britain declared force ma-
jeure over its inability to meet its obliga-
tions to customers of its Egyptian LNG

facilities. The government is also not pay-
ing its bills: oil- and gas-company execu-
tives grumble, quietly, that it owes them
$5.9 billion, of which $4.9 billion is due to
BG Group and another British firm, BP.

Foreign energy companies generally
operate under joint ventures with the
Egyptian government, investing capital
and expertise in return for getting a share
of the gas to export. But over the past few
years Egypt has been taking ever more of
its agreed share, which it appears to have
the right to do (the terms of its agreements
with the foreign firms are not fully public).
Since 2012 the Damietta liquefaction plant,
80% owned by Union Fenosa, a joint ven-
ture between Gas Natural Fenosa and Ita-
ly’s ENI, has sat idle as Egypt, which owns 

Energy in Egypt

Fuelling unhappiness

CAIRO

Heavy subsidies are undermining foreign investment in the gas industry

  



PRIME MINISTRY
SECRETARIAT GENERAL

MAITRISE D’OUVRAGE DE
L’AEROPORT DE DONSIN

  FUNDING: BID, OFID and BOAD

BURKINA FASO
Unité – Progrès – Justice

The Government of Burkina Faso has decided, with the support of its technical and financial partners, the construction of the new 
International Airport of Ouagadougou and its access roads in the village of Donsin located 30 km northwest of the city of Ouagadougou.

In this framework, Burkina Faso has received from technical and financial partners (IDB, BADEA FSD FKDEA, BOAD and OFID), funding 
for the completion of construction of Lot 2, 3 and M1 Donsin airport platform. It intends to use a portion of the proceeds of this financing to 
make payments under services designated as: monitoring and supervision of the construction of the new Ouagadougou-Donsin 
international airport Lot 2, 3 and M1.

The services cover the work of the following lots and are as follows:

- Lot 2 A: Aircraft pavements, Marking, Sanitation and hydrants network; 
- Lot 2 B: Fence of the airport and surrounding tracks; 
- Lot 3.1: City parks and side Roads; 
- Lot 3.2: Drinking water, wastewater, storm water networks and fire safety; 
- Lot M1: Roads and sanitation, drinking water network and lighting (Military Base).

Consultant’s mission is to ensure all tasks of monitoring and control of work performed by selected contractors and which can be 
summarized as:

 » The preparation of the site for a good start;
 » The verification and reception of locations of the various structures;
 » The overall coordination of the site to ensure the normal and rational work progress; 
 » The preparation of minutes of weekly site meetings;
 » The respect of implementing schedules provided by the company; 
 » Control and certification of the implementation of the materials; 
 » Management of technical choices recommended in terms of efficiency, economy and timeliness of the client.

The Consultant (office or firm) provides the personnel and all means necessary to ensure that all requirements of the Client are met. The 
role of the Consultant is to ensure that work is carried out: (i) in the rules of the art, (ii) within the time limit, and (iii) in the budget.

The implementation period for the project is estimated at thirty six (36) months, but the consultant will be set up one (1) month before 
the start of work and will complete its services one (1) month after the end of the work, the performance period of the consultant’s 
services will be thirty-eight (38) months.

To this end, the Person Responsible for Procurements within the Donsin Airport Contracting Authority invites candidates 
eligible to IDB, OFID and BOAD funds to provide the services described above. Interested consultants must provide information 
(brochures, description of similar assignments, experience in similar conditions, availability of skills among staff, etc.) indicating 
that they are qualified to perform the services.

Interested consultants may obtain further information about the documents to the address below.

Expressions of interest must be written in French, presented in (04) four copies, one (1) original and three (03) copies and be delivered 
to the address below no later than June 19, 2014 ... at 10:00 UT .at the Secretariat of the Technical Department of MOAD located at 
1090 Avenue Professor Joseph Ki-Zerbo, 2nd floor of the building of the former Prime Ministry; 03 BP 7027 Ouagadougou 03 Tel: 50 32 
48 16/17/18; Fax: 50 33 10 03; Email: moad@primature.gov.bf between 8:00 am and 12:00 am UT and 03:00 pm and 05:00 pm UT.

                                                              The Person Responsible for Procurement, 
                                                     President of the Commission for awarding contracts

                                                        Wendoana Pascal KIMA

NOTICE FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST No 2014-11/PM/SG/MOAD/PRM 
for the recruitment of a consultant for the control and supervision of construction 

of the new Ouagadougou-Donsin international airport Lot 2, 3 and M1 
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DAVID ABBOTT, who died on May 17th, was
a creative genius with principles. His
advertising agency, Abbott Mead Vickers,
refused to do campaigns for tobacco or
toys. In 1984, when a small but ambitious
British newspaper invited him to design
its ads, he had to be talked into it. But the
campaign he devised, featuring white
letters on a plain red background,
captured the essence of the product’s
appeal simply and memorably. The first
poster ran: “‘I never read The Economist.’
Management trainee. Aged 42.” The
campaign, which included the poster
opposite, was hugely successful. Thanks,
from a grateful client.

The Economist’s ad man

THE Letpadaung copper-mine project in
northern Myanmar has an image pro-

blem. The kidnapping by opponents of the
mine on May18th ofthree men workingfor
a contractor to its Chinese developer, Wan-
bao, added to the impression of an unpop-
ular project imposed on resentful locals by
a greedy foreign firm. This is unfair. But the
episode illustrates the difficulty of imple-
menting large-scale investments in Myan-
mar, especially if they involve displacing
farmers, and if the investor is Chinese.

The kidnappers, who quickly freed
their victims unharmed, had demanded
the cancellation of a project that was al-
ready notorious. In November 2012 the au-
thorities used white phosphorus, a chemi-
cal that causes burns and choking, to
disperse protests against the mine, on the
eve of a visit by Aung San Suu Kyi, the op-
position leader. A few months later the
wildly popular Miss Suu Kyi unprecedent-
edly faced hostile crowds there (see pic-
ture), for chairing a parliamentary commit-
tee that approved the project. Protesters
worry about environmental damage and
say those displaced have not been fully
compensated. The project is still stalled be-
cause some have refused to move. Only a
few hundred families will lose their
homes, but 26,000 people in over 30 vil-
lages are in the area.

Wanbao, a subsidiary of Norinco, a big
arms manufacturer, bought into the pro-
ject in 2011 after Ivanhoe, a Canadian min-
er, had divested. The stigma of being in
partnership with the former military junta
in Myanmar was complicating Ivanhoe’s
business elsewhere. Chinese firms had no
inhibitions about dealing with a regime

subject to Western sanctions, and became
resented for it. One of the most popular
acts of the “civilian” government, domin-
ated by former generals, elected in 2010
was to suspend a big Chinese dam project.
At Letpadaung, a contract revised after the
protests in 2012 gives Wanbao a 30% share
of the eventual profits, with 19% going to its
local partner, a firm owned by the army,
and 51% to Myanmar’s government.

Wanbao is trying hard to get on with lo-
cal people. Geng Yi, its local boss, says the
firm spent $1.8m on “corporate social re-
sponsibility” work last year—more than
the $1m its contract commits it to each year.
This is tiny compared with the project’s
cost of over $1 billion, but goes a long way
in Myanmar. If and when the mine opens,
2% of the profits are to be ploughed back
into local villages. Days before the kidnap-
ping The Economist was taken to see the
fruits of Wanbao’s social spending, includ-
ing a new village with a kindergarten for
children hitherto stuck at home or in the
fields, and a spacious Buddhist temple. 

Wanbao says it has created nearly
4,000 jobs in the area. But people do not
seem overly thankful. In May more than
200 trainees went on strike, demanding a
doubling of their wages. A woman being
trained on a Wanbao-provided sewing
machine in a Wanbao-built school still re-
sents the mine: “There are no employment
opportunities. Life is worse.” Families who
have farmed for generations find it hard to
embrace another way of life. And as the
project itself pushes up land prices in the
area, even those who have accepted com-
pensation may demand more.

Such problems are faced by foreign in-
vestors in most poor countries. And the
abuses at Letpadaung were not perpetrat-
ed by Wanbao itself. But it is its name that is
on the mine, and its reputation that is on
the line. 7

Mining in Myanmar

Kidnapped

LETPADAUNG, MYANMAR

AChinese miner tries to be nice 

A tricky issue for Suu Kyi

the remaining 20%, took all the gas, stop-
ping the foreign firms from meeting their
export obligations. The Egyptian govern-
ment is failing to comply with its own ex-
port contracts too. It is currently sending
only some 50m of the 240m cubic feet of
gas it is due to send to Jordan daily.

Thanks to the heavy subsidies to both
residential and industrial energy users, de-
mand is growing even faster than Egypt’s
already sizeable 85m population. The tur-
moil during and since the country’s 2011
revolution haskilled its tourism trade, wip-
ing out a big source of foreign currency,
making it harder for the government to pay
foreign firms for the gas it is diverting. 

Egypt has decent gas reserves, albeit
much smaller than those of Qatar and
some other Middle Eastern neighbours.
But when it sought foreign investors, the
government underestimated—or was per-
haps deliberately misleading about—how
much it would have to spare for export. 

The foreign energy firms, having invest-
ed billions of dollars, are unlikely to pull
out of Egypt. But some, to the anger of the
country’s nationalists, are turning to Israel,
which hasnewgasfieldscomingonstream.
It is happy to supply Egypt’s foreign-
owned LNG plants, so they can meet their
export commitments. Union Fenosa has
signed a letterofintent to buygasfrom Isra-
el’s offshore Tamar field and BG is ru-
moured to be following suit. 

The Egyptian government’s unpaid gas
bills are tempering enthusiasm for further
investment in the industry. Acknowledg-
ing the problem, it has launched a cam-
paign to encourage energy conservation
and says it will start importing some gas to
fill gaps in local supply. But the only sus-
tainable solution to the problem is to cut
the costly subsidies, as the IMF has long
urged, so that the government can afford to
pay its bills and domestic consumers have
an incentive to be less wasteful. “The writ-
inghas been on the wall fora decade,” says
Richard Quin ofWood Mackenzie, a British
energy consultant. “They now need to let
the market work.” 7

  



  



INNOVATION is a word that brings to mind small, nimble start-
ups doing clever things with cutting-edge technology. But it is

also vital in large, long-established industries—and they do not
come much larger or older than agriculture. Farmers can be
among the most hidebound of managers, so it is no surprise that
they are nervous about a new idea called prescriptive planting,
which is set to disrupt theirbusiness. In essence, it is a system that
tells them with great precision which seeds to plant and how to
cultivate them in each patch of land. It could be the biggest
change to agriculture in rich countries since genetically modified
crops. And it is proving nearly as controversial, since it raises pro-
found questions about who owns the information on which the
service is based. It also plunges stick-in-the-mud farmers into an
unfamiliar world of“big data” and privacy battles. 

Monsanto’s prescriptive-planting system, FieldScripts, had its
first trials last year and is now on sale in four American states. Its
story begins in 2006 with a Silicon Valley startup, the Climate
Corporation. Set up by two former Google employees, it used
remote sensing and other cartographic techniques to map every
field in America (all 25m ofthem) and superimpose on thatall the
climate information that it could find. By 2010 its database con-
tained 150 billion soil observations and 10 trillion weather-simu-
lation points. 

The Climate Corporation planned to use these data to sell
crop insurance. But last October Monsanto bought the company
for about $1billion—one of the biggest takeovers ofa data firm yet
seen. Monsanto, the world’s largest hybrid-seed producer, has a
library of hundreds of thousands of seeds, and terabytes of data
on their yields. By adding these to the Climate Corporation’s soil-
and-weather database, it produced a map ofAmerica which says
which seed grows best in which field, under what conditions.

FieldScriptsusesall these data to run machinesmade byPreci-
sion Planting, a companyMonsanto bought in 2012, which makes
seed drills and other devices pulled along behind tractors. Plant-
ers have changed radically since they were simple boxes that
pushed seeds into the soil at fixed intervals. Some now steer
themselves using GPS. Monsanto’s, loaded with data, can plant a
field with different varieties at different depths and spacings,
varying all this according to the weather. It is as if a farmer can

know each ofhis plants by name.
Prescriptive planting is catching on fast. Last November an-

other seed producer, Du Pont Pioneer, linked up with a farm-ma-
chinery maker, John Deere, to beam advice on seeds and fertilis-
ers to farmers in the field. A farm-supply co-operative, Land
O’Lakes, bought Geosys, a satellite-imaging company, in Decem-
ber 2013, to boost its farm-data business. 

The benefits are clear. Farmers who have tried Monsanto’s
system say it has pushed up yields by roughly 5% over two years,
a feat no other single intervention could match. The seed compa-
nis think providing more data to farmers could increase Ameri-
ca’s maize yield from 160 bushels an acre (10 tonnes a hectare) to
200 bushels—giving a terrific boost to growers’ meagre margins. 

But the story of prescriptive planting is also a cautionary tale
about the conflicts that arise when data entrepreneurs meet old-
fashioned businessfolk. Farmers might be expected to have
mixed feelings about the technology anyway: although it boosts
yields, it reduces the role of discretion and skill in farming—their
core competence. However, the bigger problem is that farmers
distrust the companies peddling this new method. They fear that
the stream of detailed data they are providing on their harvests
might be misused. Their commercial secrets could be sold, or leak
to rival farmers; the prescriptive-planting firms might even use
the data to buy underperformingfarms and run them in competi-
tion with the farmers; or the companies could use the highly sen-
sitive data on harvests to trade on the commodity markets, to the
detriment of farmers who sell into those markets. 

Looking a gift horse in the mouth
In response to such worries, the American Farm Bureau, the
country’s largest organisation of farmers and ranchers, is draw-
ing up a code of conduct, saying that farmers own and control
theirdata; that companiesmaynotuse the information except for
the purpose for which it was given; and that they must not sell or
give it to third parties. The companiesagree with those principles,
though so far their contracts with farmers do not always embody
them. Also, once data have been sent and anonymised, farmers
might be said no longer to own them, so it is not clear what rights
to them they still have. For this reason and others, some Texan
farmers have banded together to form the Grower Information
Services Co-operative, to negotiate with the data providers.

Anotherworry is that, since the companies have not yet made
the data fully “portable”, farmers may become locked into doing
business with a single provider. To assuage all these concerns, the
Climate Corporation has set up a free data-storage service for
farmers, which others cannot access without the farmers’ per-
mission. New niche data-management firms are entering the
market, which should help make it more competitive. 

For the time being, though, the biggest companies will domi-
nate prescriptive planting. They collect the most comprehensive
data and make better use of them than anyone else. And that
raises a problem which affects big data in all its forms. Prescrip-
tive planting could boost yields everywhere, just as mass, anony-
mised patient records could improve health care. But its success
depends on service providers persuading users (farmers or pa-
tients) to trust them. If the users thinkthey are taking a dispropor-
tionate share of the risks while firms are getting an excessive
chunkof the benefits, trust will remain in short supply.7

Digital disruption on the farm

Managers in the most traditional of industries distrust a promising newtechnology
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SINCE Arthur Andersen, a giant accoun-
tancy firm, collapsed after being found

guilty of obstruction of justice in 2002, the
prevailing wisdom has been that no finan-
cial firm could survive a criminal convic-
tion. Variousfinancial licencesand permis-
sions, after all, depend on the regulators’
agreement that a firm is fit for the task; 
clients also make similar, if less formal,
judgments. Yet on May19th Credit Suisse, a
multinational bank based in Switzerland,
pleaded guilty to a criminal charge of hav-
ing helped its customers elude America’s
tax authorities.

The plea came with an enormous fine:
$2.8 billion, much more than the $780m
paid in 2009 by UBS, another big Swiss
bank, formuch the same offence. Although
Credit Suisse seems to have been quite bra-
zen in its attempts to fox the Internal Rev-
enue Service—sending private bankers to
visit American clients using tourist visas,
for example—it appears to have catered to
far fewer tax-dodging customers than UBS.
As has been the case in many recent legal
encounters between American regulators
and the banks theysupervise, there was no
clear formula to explain the size of the fine.
Shrugging bankers refer simply to “regula-
tory inflation”.

The potential consequences of the
criminal conviction are far bigger. Clients
scattered from Andersen after its convic-
tion, precipitating the firm’s collapse and

does the law require as a consequence? In
principle, the firm might have lost all-
important licences to operate in the state of
New Yorkand America in general. Instead,
as part of the intricately negotiated deal,
regulators agreed not to withdraw any of
its licences or restrict its operations.

Moreover, Credit Suisse says that not a
single client has announced it would need
to move on. Speaking to analysts in the
wee hours of the night, Brady Dougan, its
chiefexecutive, insisted that after “detailed
legal work” the bank had found “no in-
stances” of legal barriers or other impedi-
ments that would prevent clients and
counterparties from continuing to do busi-
ness with Credit Suisse as a result of its
guilty plea. Investors appear to believe
him: the bank’s shares, alone among big fi-
nancial institutions, rose the day the plea
was announced.

Credit Suisse’s apparent resilience to
the stain of criminality is something of a
mystery. One explanation for Andersen’s
grimmer fate is that auditors need to have
an especially pristine reputation, because
their business involves renting out that
reputation, in effect, when they certify a fi-
nancial report. But the success of invest-
ment banks, particularly in their under-
writing business, also rests on a reputation
for probity.

Another explanation is that, in Credit
Suisse’s case, regulators have tacitly en-
couraged otherfinancial institutions to car-
ry on business with the bank as normal in
spite of its admission ofguilt. If so, such an
understanding is likely to be tested in the
months ahead, as a number ofother finan-
cial institutions strike deals with the De-
partment of Justice over investigations of
potentially criminal conduct. BNP Paribas,
France’s biggest bank, is said to be haggling
with prosecutors over whether it violated 

the loss of thousands of jobs. Mindful of
this example, banks have fiercely resisted
admissions of guilt in all their dealings
with America’s regulators. 

Prosecutors, also worried about unin-
tended consequences, have been hesitant
to insist—especially since Andersen’s con-
viction wasoverturned on appeal. UBS, for
instance, did not admit guilt, instead enter-
ing a deferred-prosecution agreement,
whereby the Department of Justice has
suspended legal action against it in ex-
change for a series of reforms, in addition
to the fine. Indeed, in spite of the popular
belief that wayward bankers precipitated
the financial crisis, no bankin America has
admitted to, or been convicted of, any
crime related to it.

Justice is blind, not deaf
Over the past year, however, Eric Holder,
America’s attorney-general, has faced
widespread criticism for suggesting that
the broader costs ofholding financial firms
criminally liable could, in effect, make
them “too big to jail”. Pressure to secure a
conviction grew in February after a Senate
committee released a damning report on
Credit Suisse’s activity.

“This case shows that no financial insti-
tution, no matter its size or global reach, is
above the law,” said Mr Holder at a press
conference announcing the criminal plea
by Credit Suisse. But what, in this case,

Credit Suisse in court

Not too big to jail

New York

Abig financial firm pleads guilty to a criminal charge and lives to tell the tale
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WHEN workers retire, they need to
know that their pension will not

only last for the remainder of their lives
but will also be robust enough to cope
with the ravages of inflation. Old-style fi-
nal-salarypensionsdid the trick, for those
workers lucky enough to have them. But
the rise of defined contribution (DC) pen-
sions means that workers are on their
own; employers put money into the
scheme but the payout depends on the in-
vestment returns.

This can be a lottery, as is shown by the
chart, compiled by the OECD. It illustrates
the retirement income (as a proportion of
final salary) that workers might have ex-
pected had they put 5% of their salary
aside for 40 years in a fund split 60% be-
tween equities and 40% government
bonds. (The calculation probablyexagger-
ates the share of final salary, as it does not
allow for charges or the effect of post-re-
tirement inflation, but what matters here
is the variation.)

Compare the fortunes of Japanese re-
tirees in the late 1980s with those leaving
their jobs today; or the similarcontrast be-
tween Americans who retired at the peak
of the dotcom boom and those who quit
in 2012. This variability of outcome helps
explain why so many employers have
been keen to discontinue defined benefit
(DB) plans; under such schemes, they
were required to make up any shortfall. 

Another way of illustrating the pro-
blem comes in a paper* from GMO, a
fund-management company. Suppose a
worker invests $1 in an asset with an aver-
age return of 5% a year, subject to an aver-
age annual variation of 14%. The mean
pension pot after 40 years would be $11.
But that number is skewed by a few out-
comes in which returns are exceptionally
high. The median potwould be $7 and the
most likely outcome, the mode, just $3.40.

The most important thing for the typi-

cal worker is to avoid the worst outcome,
not aim for the best. Yet, understandably,
few feel they have the expertise to allocate
their investments accordingly. As a result
many opt for what appears to be the safe
option in the form of target-date funds (in
America) or default funds (in Britain).
These funds are certainly a lot better than
the choices employees might make if left to
their own devices—placing their entire
portfolio in cash or in their employer’s
shares, for example. Such funds generally
follow a “lifestyle approach” in which the
bulk of the portfolio is invested in equities
when the employee is young and then
switched into government bonds as retire-
ment draws near.

But is that the best strategy? GMO ar-
gues that the lifestyle approach implicitly
assumes that returns from asset classes are
constant over time. That is clearly not the
case with government bonds. Given the
current yields of 2-3% on Treasury bonds,
long-term returns are likely to be far lower
than they were for an investor in the early
1980s, when yields were in double digits.
But it is also true, says GMO, of equities: in-

vestors can prosper if they invest more
when shares are undervalued and less
when they are expensive.

The trick, of course, is to identify the
moments when shares are cheap or dear.
GMO favours the cyclically adjusted
price-earnings ratio (which averages pro-
fitsover ten years), a measure popularised
by Robert Shiller of Yale University. Over
the past130 years, this ratio has ranged be-
tween seven and 44 with an average of16.

The Shiller p/e is not a particularly
good short-term valuation guide but it
works much better over the long term:
there is a 60% correlation between the
starting ratio and the subsequent ten-year
return from equities (the higher the initial
p/e, the lower the return). That makes it
potentially useful for the long-term pro-
cess ofbuilding up a pension pot. 

Under GMO’s assumptions, if equity
valuations are normal, a 25-year-old
would have a 90% weight in equities and
a 65-year-old 40%. But when equities look
expensive, the weight would fall. On a
Shiller p/e of 19, the 25-year-old would
have a weighting of 45% and the 65-year-
old just 25%. Following this approach
would have reduced the chance of the re-
tiree running out of money by the age of
95 from around 50% to 13%. 

Naturally, caveats are needed. Backtest
enough theories and you will arrive at a
good result. Whereas we know the his-
torical valuationsofequities in retrospect,
investors did not know at the time what
the range would be. But GMO is right.
Now that workers have responsibility for
their own pensions, they need to think
harder about where to put their money—
and when to move it elsewhere.

Pensions à la mode

France

The retirement lottery

Source: OECD
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a law barring banks operating in America
from doing business in certain countries
subject to American sanctions.

The agreement between Credit Suisse
and NewYorkstate’sDepartmentofFinan-
cial Services (DFS) calls for the dismissal of
three employees, who had already been
indicted for abetting tax avoidance but
were still being paid. The bank’s most se-
nior executives will keep their jobs, even
though various Swiss politicians have
called on them to resign and Benjamin
Lawsky, the head of the DFS, says its crime
was “decidedly not the result of the con-

duct of just a few bad apples”.
The top brass has argued that it had no

part in the actions for which the bank was
prosecuted. One of the “sham” entities in-
volved, according to the government’s
statement of facts, dated back a century,
making it almost as old as federal income
tax in America. Credit Suisse’s board re-
portedly considered its own purge, but
also concluded that responsibility lay else-
where and that any benefit would not be
worth the additional upheaval.

Another group to have been spared the
worst of the investigation are the clients

who dodged taxes: Credit Suisse has not
handed over their names. “It is a mystery
to me that the US government didn’t re-
quire as part of the agreement that the
bank cough up some of the names,” said
Carl Levin, the senator who heads the
committee that published the damning re-
port in February. In theory, the impedi-
ment was Swiss bank-secrecy laws, but
they were waived for UBS, which revealed
the owners of 4,700 accounts. That is not
the only way in which America’s legal
reckoning with banks since the financial
crisis has been opaque and inconsistent. 7
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ALTHOUGH the European Central Bank
(ECB) is often accused of timidity, it has

nonetheless acted decisively on occasion,
notably by pledging in 2012 to buy unlimit-
ed amounts of government bonds under
siege from the markets. Still untested, this
commitment is widely credited with sav-
ing the euro. Now the ECB faces a different
danger from a long spell of low inflation,
currently just 0.7%, well below its target of
almost 2%. The longer this persists the
greater the risk of a slide into deflation, im-
perilling countries laden with excessive
debt. When the bank’s governing council
meets on June 5th it is likely to adopt a bat-
tery ofmeasures to counter “lowflation”.

After the council’s meeting in May Ma-
rio Draghi, the ECB’s president, came close
to pre-announcingbold action in June. The
council only waited, he said, to see the
bank’s next round of economic forecasts.
These seem sure to show worryingly low-
er projections of inflation than those of
March, which envisaged prices rising by 1%
this year and 1.3% in 2015. More recent esti-
mates from the OECD were lower, at 0.7%
and 1.1% respectively.

Any remainingdoubt that the new fore-
casts would provide grounds for a move in
June was dispelled by disappointing
growth of0.2% in the firstquarter. Since the
recession ended last year, the recovery has
been a muted affair (see chart). Adding to
the gloom, the meagre growth was unbal-
anced. The German economy, the biggest
in the euro zone, expanded by 0.8% (or3.3%
at an annualised rate). But even though the
growth came from domestic demand, cre-
ating opportunities for exporters in the rest
of the euro zone, performance elsewhere
was dismal. In particular, the French and
Italian economies, the euro area’s second-
and third-biggest, did badly. French output
stagnated while Italian GDP, which had
been expected to record a second quarter
of modest growth following its long dou-
ble-dip recession, shrankby 0.1%. 

The wan performance makes an easing
of some sort in June a done deal, but the
shape and ambition of the planned mea-
sures remain unclear. The ECB’s own for-
ward guidance—to keep its policy rates at
“present or lower levels for an extended
period oftime”—suggests that a cut in inter-
est rates is on its way. The bank last cut its
main lending rate in November, from 0.5%
to 0.25%. This could be lowered again, to
0.15% or 0.1%. Since the rate is already so
low, the effect of such a move would be

small. So the ECB is also expected to cut the
rate it pays to banks for overnight deposits
from zero to minus 0.1%, in effect charging
them for taking their money.

This would be a first for a big central
bank, although the National Bank of Den-
markrecentlyended a nearly two-year per-
iod of negative deposit rates that helped
curb upward pressure on the krone, which
is tied to the euro. The ECB has been anx-
ious about the strength of the euro, which
has risen by 6% against the dollar over the
past year, but for a different reason: its con-
tribution to low inflation. As well as coun-
tering currency appreciation, negative de-
posit rates may encourage banks in the
euro zone to lend more to one another—
something still impeded by misgivings
about the creditworthiness of banks in
struggling peripheral economies.

Banks may react to negative deposit
rates at the ECB by raising their lending
rates to firms and households. This is one
reason why more measures to ease policy
are expected. The ECB may for example
stop trying to mop up the money created
when it bought peripheral-government
bonds in 2010-12. Its current holdings are

worth €167 billion ($229 billion). It may
also try to ease credit for smaller firms in
southern Europe by lending cheaply and
for a long time to banks on the condition
that they pass the money on to businesses.

Having waited too long to ease mone-
tary policy, the ECB will have to act deci-
sively. But the bank still appears reluctant
to use the best potential weapon against
lowflation: a large programme ofasset pur-
chases, or “quantitative easing”. 7

The European Central Bank

Time to be bold

Having promised action, the central
bankwill have to deliver it in June
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WHEN Deutsche Bank tapped share-
holders for €3 billion ($4 billion) last

year, it hailed the end of a “hunger march”
for capital. In fact, it had only whetted its
appetite. On May18th it announced a plan
to raise a further €8 billion. In addition to
placating regulators who are demanding
ever-more-solid balance-sheets, Deutsche
needs the extra nourishment to keep up
with its investment-banking rivals on Wall

Street, a competition most of its European
counterparts have abandoned.

Deutsche has long lacked the buffers of
some ofits rivals (see chart). The extra cash,
part ofwhich will come from Qatar’s royal
family, will put paid to questions about its
resilience—at least for a bit. A finding that it
fiddled currency markets, or a further fine
for its part in fixing LIBOR, a benchmark in-
terest rate, could cost it€3 billion. Arestruc-
turing will eat up a further €2 billion. And
changes in how its trading book is valued
will rob it of €2 billion when calculating
regulatory ratios. Add that up and its core
Tier 1 ratio, a measure of the losses it can
safely endure, may slip from 11.8% after the
capital-raising back towards the current
9.5%. Using the leverage ratio, of equity to
assets, it is still lagging its rivals, particular-
ly American ones such as Goldman Sachs
and JPMorgan Chase.

Doubling down on investment bank-
ing seems to have been the only strategy
available to Deutsche: the division ac-
counts for the lion’s share of its profits. Its
co-chief executive, Anshu Jain, an habitué
of trading floors, was never likely to retreat
from the business the way most big Euro-
pean banks have. Two weeks ago, Barclays,

Deutsche Bank

Hollow legs

Europe’s biggest bankpours money into investment banking

Feeding up
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2 which for decades mimicked Deutsche’s
drive to bulkup in investmentbanking, an-
nounced it would instead start cutting
back. UBS and Credit Suisse, two Swiss ri-
vals, have already shrunk their invest-
ment-banking arms. 

The gambit is not a one-way bet. The
juiciest bits of investment banking—the
trading ofbonds, currencies and commod-
ities together known as “FICC”—have been
declining in recent years. If that is merely a
cyclical downturn in response to ultra-low
interest rates, as some posit, Deutsche’s in-
vestment should pay off handsomely
when the good times roll again. But others
see an irreversible slump prompted by
post-crisis regulations. 

There are other risks, too. Though Deut-
sche may be the last man standing in Eu-
rope, plenty of American banks are active
in London and Frankfurt. It will soon come
under the regulatory purview of the Euro-
pean Central Bank, which is likely to be
more exacting than BaFin, the German
overseer. If Mr Jain is held responsible for
the various market scandals facing Deut-
sche (in common with otherbanks), his de-
parture could prompt a shift in strategy.

Unlike credit cards at Barclays and
wealth-management at UBS, Deutsche
does not have other strongly profitable un-
its that could make up for FICC’s retreat.
That is one reason why its decision to raise
cash tooknobodybysurprise. Ithaswaited
a long time to admit the inevitable: its
share price has fallen by a quarter over the
past four months. Shareholders’ own hun-
ger march, in other words, goes on. 7

AS THE prison doors closed this week be-
hind the perpetrator of France’s big-

gest trading scam, it was finance, not the
fraudster, in the dockofpublic opinion. On
foot and toting a backpack, Jérôme Kerviel
crossed from Italy into France on Sunday
night, accompanied by a priest, other well-
wishers and a host of photographers. In
March France’s highest court of appeal up-
held his conviction for forgery and breach
of trust related to the unauthorised trading
positions he took until early 2008 that lost
his employer, Société Générale, €4.9 bil-
lion ($7.2 billion). Since then he had been
walking north from Rome to protest
against the “tyranny” of financial markets
in which he says he now regrets ever par-
ticipating. Mr Kerviel had until midnight to
turn himself in to begin a three-year prison

sentence. He just made it.
Jean-Luc Mélenchon, co-president of

the far-left Parti de Gauche, compares Mr
Kerviel to Alfred Dreyfus, the victim of
modern France’s most famous miscarriage
of justice. Marine Le Pen, head of the right-
wing Front National, says that falling upon
one man without criticising “the specula-
tive system that lets banks gamble in the
casino with the savings of their deposi-
tors” is a bit rich. 

SocGen rails against the media circus;
France’s finance minister, Michel Sapin,
calls Mr Kerviel a crook, and the Vatican
seems to be suggesting that the former
banker’s recent encounter with Pope Fran-
cis was not so much a meeting of minds as
a lapse in security. But on FacebookMr Ker-
viel’s support page is awash with admira-
tion. The French equivalent of Occupy
Wall Street supporters—and, as this is
France, they comprise a large part of the
population—have found their saint.

To be sure, Mr Kerviel’s assertion that
higher-ups at SocGen knew what he was
doing, or should have done, has always
resonated. However clever a trader is at
covering his tracks (and this one knew
back-office systems), bets bigger than a
bank’s entire market capitalisation should

be detectable. France’s banking supervisor
fined SocGen €4m in 2008 for its laxity.

Since the financial crisis, regulators in
manyplaceshave been comingdown hard
on banks for failing to run their show prop-
erly. In November 2012 Kweku Adoboli, a
trader in UBS’s London branch, was sen-
tenced to up to seven years in prison for a 

Société Générale’s rogue trader

St Jérôme 
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You can’t keep a good crookdown

Finance is a drag

Saudi Arabia’s investments

Oil-fuelled caution

OIL-RICH Gulfcountries do not shy
away from trophy assets. Qatar

owns Harrods, 95% ofLondon’s tallest
building, the Shard, and Paris Saint-
Germain, France’s top football club. Abu
Dhabi is said to be trying to buy the Time
Warner building in New York. But Saudi
Arabia, the biggest oil power of the lot,
has few foreign adornments to its name.

Gulfcountries disclose scant details
about their sovereign-wealth funds
(SWFs), but Saudi Arabia is the most
cautious investor, says Michael Maduell
of the Sovereign Wealth Fund Institute,
an American outfit which tracks them.
Most of the $750 billion hoard it has piled
up over the past decade ofhigh oil prices
is sitting at the Saudi Arabia Monetary
Agency, the country’s central bank. It
invests its reserves mainly in bonds and
equities, rather than less liquid but more
lucrative assets such as property. In 2008
the government set up a more adventur-
ous investment arm, Sanabil. But it holds
assets ofperhaps $5 billion, compared
with the Abu Dhabi Investment Au-
thority’s $773 billion or Kuwait Invest-
ment Authority’s $410 billion.

“This strategy is explained by Saudi
Arabia’s history and demographics,”

says John Sfakianakis ofMASIC, an
investment firm in Riyadh. With 20m
citizens, it has far less wealth per person
than Qatar with its 250,000 citizens.
Saudi officials are haunted by memories
of the 1980s and 2009, when the price of
oil plunged and the kingdom had to
borrow heavily and sell foreign assets to
finance its spending. Then came the Arab
spring in 2011, to which its rulers respond-
ed with more handouts.

For similar reasons, Saudi SWFs tend
to invest at home. The Public Pensions
Agency, which holds another big pot of
cash, has invested in King Abdullah
Financial Centre, one ofa series of ambi-
tious development schemes. Sanabil
explicitly lists diversifying the economy
and creating jobs among its goals. Last
year, in its first big investment, it bought a
19.4% stake in ACWA Power, a local pow-
er and desalination firm.

Some Saudis criticise the government
for wasting its resources, subsidising local
industries rather than maximising re-
turns. But without knowing more about
the returns ofSaudi SWFs and their
counterparts, it is hard to say which has
the best strategy. Perhaps greater transpa-
rency would be a good first step.

RIYADH

The kingdom does not splash the cash like otherGulfstates
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2 fraud that cost his employer $2.3 billion;
the Swiss bank was fined almost £30m
($48m) for its inadequate controls. In 2013
JPMorgan Chase, an American bank, was
fined around $1 billion by various authori-
ties for failures related to the antics of the
“London Whale”, a tradernamed Bruno Ik-
sil, which lost the bankabout $6 billion. 

But SocGen and Mr Kerviel are not
quite done with each other yet. The court
that upheld Mr Kerviel’s criminal convic-

tion in March took a dimmer view of the
civil damages awarded by two lower
courts. Requiring him to repay SocGen the
full €4.9 billion it lost as a result of his scam
ignored the bank’s own failings, the high-
est court held, sending the question of
damages back down for review. Though
the bank cannot have expected to collect
seriousmoney, itmustdread airing its dirty
linen again, at a time when Mr Kerviel has
mobilised public opinion against it.7

ADECADE ago, the business cycle was
an endangered species. Recessions in

the rich world had become rare, shallow
and short; inflation was predictably low
and boring. Economists dubbed this the
“Great Moderation” and gave credit for it to
deft macroeconomic management by cen-
tral banks. Such talk, naturally, ended
abruptly with the financial crisis. 

But obituaries of the Great Moderation
may have been premature. Since America
emerged from recession in 2009, its
growth, although low, hasbeen as stable as
during the Great Moderation’s heyday,
from the early1980s to 2007, judging by the
volatility of quarterly gross domestic pro-
duct (see chart) and monthly job creation.
That, in turn, has pushed the gyrations of
stockand bond prices to their lowest levels
since 2007. The trend is less pronounced
outside America, but economists at Gold-
man Sachs nonetheless find that pre-crisis
levels of tranquillity have returned in Ger-
many, Japan and Britain.

It is the absolute level of growth that
has been disappointing. In America it has
averaged a little over 2% for the past four
years, and fell almost to zero in the first
quarter of this year. This looks like a tem-
porary setbackdue to bad weather, but the
Federal Reserve’s hopes foran acceleration
to nearly 3% seem likely to be dashed once
again. The euro zone, meanwhile, grew by
just 0.8% in the first quarter (on an annual-
ised basis), half the pace economists had
predicted, but perfectly in line with the av-
erage of the previous nine months.

Strategists at Société Générale, a bank,
note that since 1969 the S&P 500 has
dropped by1% ormore 27 daysa yearon av-
erage; in the past 12 months, there have
been only19 such days. Thisdocilityhas in-
creased investors’ appetite for both stocks
and bonds, which helps explain why the
stockmarket hovers near record highs and
yields on Treasuries near historic lows.

Many of the causes suggested for the
original moderation do not apply to its re-
vival. Just-in-time inventory management
had enabled firms to adjust stocks more
judiciously. Instead of rising and falling to-
gether, inventories and sales moved in op-
posite directions, tamping down a once
significant source of swings in output. But
Jason Furman, BarackObama’s chiefecon-
omist, notes that since 2008 inventories
and sales have been moving in tandem
again. Another theory was that easier ac-
cess to credit, such as through “cash-out”
refinancing ofmortgages, had made it easi-
er for consumers to keep spending even
when their incomes dipped. But since
2008, though credit-card debt and cash-out
refinancing have plummeted, consump-
tion has remained stable.

A final theory invoked good luck: the
world had endured fewer shocks since the
early1980s. But Mr Furman points to sever-
al shocks since 2008, including the jump in
oil prices when Libya’s exports were dis-
rupted in 2011.

That leaves monetary policy. In a paper
published in 2001, Olivier Blanchard and
John Simon noted that both the level and

volatility of inflation fell sharply in the
1980s. Stable inflation meant the Fed was
less likely to tighten in the face of supply
shocks such as higher oil prices and quick-
er to ease when recession threatened.

This seems to explain why, despite the
Fed’s failure to prevent the GreatRecession,
the Great Moderation endures. Although
the prices of energy and food have
bounced up and down since 2008, infla-
tion expectations and, until recently, core
inflation have fluctuated around 2%, giving
the Fed no reason to raise interest rates. Of
course, with short-term interest rates stuck
at zero, the Fed has also found it harder to
stimulate the economy to combat high un-
employment. But it has developed substi-
tutes: “quantitative easing” (the purchase
of bonds with newly created money) and
“forward guidance” (promises to keep
rates at zero for a long time) have held
down long-term rates. This has provided
some spur to spending and taken much of
the guesswork out of predicting interest
rates, which explains why bond yields are
both so low and so stable. Similarly, the
European Central Bank’s promise in 2012
to do whatever it takes to save the euro has
brought peripheral European bond yields
down dramatically.

This also points to a dark side to the
moderation. Hyman Minsky, an econo-
mist who died in 1996, argued that long pe-
riods of stability are ultimately destabilis-
ing. When assets are less volatile, buying
them with borrowed money seems safer.
Financial innovation exploits the demand
for leverage with products like subprime
mortgages. This briefly enhances stability,
by enabling consumers to keep spending
even when their incomes take a hit. But the
build-up ofdebt raises the riskofa farmore
violent crisis and recession—especially if,
asnow, there is little room forcentral banks
to cut interest rates. Thus the deviation of
annual growth from its long-run average is
close to historic lows, Mr Furman notes,
but the deviation of the growth of the past
decade, which takes in the financial crisis,
is near historic highs. 

The big question is whether the return
of the Great Moderation has also
prompted a return of the sort of risk-taking
that produced the crisis. There are trou-
blingsigns. Issuance ofpoorly-rated “junk”
bonds has risen sharply, as have loans to
already highly indebted firms; former pari-
ahs like Greece can now borrow at single-
digit rates. Charlie Himmelberg, an author
of Goldman’s report, considers the appe-
tite for leveraged assets rational, since the
Great Moderation makes borrowing safer.
Any threat of a systemic crisis is far off, he
says, because new regulations have made
it much harder for banks and investors to
lever themselves. But even he concedes,
“Eventually, this will lead to no good. If le-
verage wants to come back to the system, it
just does.” 7
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PEOPLE go to great lengths to avoid paying tax. One popular
trick in the Middle Ages was to become a monk; these days,

shell companies in the Caribbean are a more common retreat.
The gap between what is owed and what is paid is nearly $400
billion a year in America, and about £40 billion ($70 billion) in
Britain. To keep the shortfall in check, governments design taxes
to be tough to weasel out of. The value-added tax, for instance, al-
lows firms to deduct taxpaid on inputs from their sales-tax bill, in
effect encouraging them to police their suppliers. Then there are
the sticks: auditsand penalties. Promisingnewresearch in behav-
ioural economics could give governments another tool for boost-
ing payment: the psychological nudge.

Economists have long understood that psychology matters in
taxsystems. Studies repeatedly find that taxgaps are much small-
er than one would predict given the rarity ofaudits and the bene-
fits of underpayment. Many taxpayers are motivated by more
than just pecuniary concerns. Feelings of patriotism and civic
duty ease the pain ofpaying tax (or make dodging less attractive).
Guilt, or the perceived moral cost of violating social norms, also
seems to enter the equation. It stands to reason that governments
that exploit such emotions would save bundles of money in en-
forcement. Theyare alreadyusingsuch tactics to nudge people to-
wardsotherdesirable goals, such assavingenergyorplanning for
retirement. Yet economists are only just beginning to test wheth-
er a similar approach could bring in more tax. 

A recent working paper from America’s National Bureau of
Economics Research documents experiments conducted by
economists from Imperial College in London and the University
of Chicago, with the British government. Whereas most Britons
have their income taxes automatically deducted from their pay, a
few with particularly high or complicated incomes file annual re-
turns. Some of those who report that they owe tax are nonethe-
less slow to pay. Since they have already admitted their debt to
the taxman, they are probably not trying to evade it. But the gov-
ernment must go through a time-consuming and expensive col-
lection process to get what is owed.

That is where the economists come in. The authors conducted
an experiment involving 100,000 taxpayers with overdue bills.
They divided the sample into groups: one was sent a boilerplate

request for payment; the others received letters with additional
sentences designed to tug at the recipients’ heart- and purse-
strings. One of the manipulative additions told the recipient
what share of Britons pay their tax on time (about 90%). Another
not only mentioned the share that pay on time but also pointed
out that the delinquent was in the minority; a third noted that tax
was vital for funding services like health care and roads.

All of the additions raised payment rates relative to the stan-
dard letter. Simply informing recipients of the share that pay on
time or describing the public goods taxes fund boosted payment
onlymodestly, by1.3-2.1%. But the message which also underlined
that the recipient was in the minority raised payments by 5.1%. 

The authors reckon their insertions raised the perceived moral
cost of failing to pay, which is enough to reform some delin-
quents. They also calculate that using the most effective wording
in all the letters in the sample would have boosted the tax take,
relative to the normal letter, by as much as £15.4m—all for the cost
of the inkneeded to print an additional sentence.

American and British experiments with taxpayer “receipts”,
which explain how tax is spent, play on other emotions. The re-
ceipt is designed to mollify taxpayers who see little connection
between what they pay and the services they receive. The less
taxpayers feel they are getting for their money, the more likely
they are to avoid paying. Research into donations to charity has
reached a similar conclusion: donors are more generous when
told more about how their gifts are used. Yet this strategy has its
risks: if a big share of taxpayers discovers that the government’s
priorities are more out of step with their preferences than they
had previously believed, collections may fall.

No taxation without manipulation
In another new paper researchers investigate whether these re-
ceipts work as intended. They also add a twist, testing whether
those who might be less likely to pay on learning how their mon-
ey is spent can nonetheless be cajoled to comply if given the
chance to air their views. After all, they note, Switzerland’s direct
democracy is associated with higher “tax morale”. 

In one experiment, the authors paid undergraduates to do
some research, but asked them to return a share of the payment
as a “lab tax”. Some students were given the option of suggesting
how the tax should be spent. The chance to state a preference
raised compliance by16%. 

In a second test the authors surveyed people doing freelance
work via an online platform. The freelancers were asked about
their attitude to taxes. Some were handed a tax receipt, some
were given the option to state spending preferences, some got
both and some neither. Respondents were then asked whether,
given the option, they would take advantage ofa tax loophole for
which they might not really be eligible. Those given only the re-
ceiptwere more likely to exploit the loophole than those given no
information at all. But allowing workers to suggest how their tax-
es should be used cut take-up of the loophole by15%.

The authors reckon that giving taxpayers the ability to state
their views could provide useful information while raising rev-
enues. Until, that is, observant taxpayers begin demanding cuts
to spending on behavioural economics. 7

Fiscal blackmail

Lessons from behavioural economics can boost taxcompliance
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ANY scientist will tell you that most of
the work which gets done at the con-

ferences they attend happens not in the
lecture halls but around the coffee ma-
chines outside them (not to mention in the
bars that delegates repair to after the lec-
tures are finished). That is where ideas are
swapped, phone numbers exchanged and
collaborations begun. 

One of the undersold boons of the in-
ternet is that it functions a bit like a perma-
nent, rolling global coffee break. A good ex-
ample of the result is OpenWorm, an
informal collaboration of biologists and
computer scientists from America, Britain,
Russia and elsewhere. On May 19th this
group managed to raise $121,076 on Kick-
starter, a crowd-fundingwebsite. The mon-
ey will be put towards the creation of the
world’s most detailed virtual life form—an
accurate, open-source, digital clone of a
critter called Caenorhabditis elegans, a
1mm-long nematode that lives in the soils
of the world’s temperate regions. 

C. elegans is a scientific stalwart. It is
simple, transparent, easy to feed and easy
to breed. As a result it is one of the best-un-
derstood organisms in biology. Hermaph-
rodite individuals (which is most of them)
have exactly 959 cells, of which 302 are
neurons. The location and the function of
every one of these cells is known. Thanks
to work begun in the 1970s, scientists even
have a complete map—a “connectome”—of

tiny nervous system only in the number
and interconnectedness of its neurons. But
although plenty of cash and brow-sweat
have been thrown at the problem over the
years, nobody really knows how the brain
works. Having a detailed, proddable mod-
el of a far simpler nervous system would
be a good first step. And C. elegans is al-
ready used to probe everything from basic
biochemistry to the actions ofdrugs in lab-
oratories. The ability to run those tests
electronically, with no need for actual
worms, and to be reasonably sure that the
results will nonetheless be the same as in
the real world, would be a boon to biologi-
cal and medical research. 

Details, details
For now, no one is quite clear what a faith-
ful simulation would look like. The point
of a model is to remove unnecessary, clut-
teringdetails, while preserving the essence
ofwhatever it is the model-maker wants to
study. But even for an organism as well-re-
searched as C. elegans, no one is sure which
detailsare crucial and which extraneous. A
living cell is a complicated mess of en-
zymes, ion channels, messenger mole-
cules and voltages. Attempting to simulate
everything faithfully would bring even a
supercomputer to its knees. 

For the moment, the team is planning
systemsthatwill simulate howthe worm’s
muscle cells work, how its neurons behave
and how electrical impulses move from
one to the other. There will be physics algo-
rithms that give the worm a realistic simu-
lation ofa Petri dish to move through. They
will also make sure its virtual muscles can
deform its virtual body by the correct
amount when they receive a virtual jolt
from a virtual neuron. 

The results will be compared with reali-
ty, in the form of a database of about 

how the neurons link up with each other
to form the worm’s nervous system. De-
spite 40 years of technological progress, C.
elegans remains the only animal for which
such a diagram is available. 

It is detailed information like this that
makes OpenWorm possible. There are two
ways to build a model: from the top down
or from the bottom up. The top-down
method is easier. Instead of worrying
about how the thing being modelled
works, you need only find some equations
that reproduce its behaviour; economic
models often work this way. It would be
possible, for example, to model the snake-
like locomotion of C. elegans using high-
school mathematics. But thatwould not be
very illuminating. 

OpenWorm therefore proceeds in the
otherdirection. The idea, says Stephen Lar-
son, a neuro- and computer scientist, who
is the project’s co-ordinator, is to model the
biochemical behaviourofevery one of the
worm’s cells, and how they interact with
each other. If that can be done, then move-
ment—and all the beast’s other behaviour
patterns—should emerge by themselves
from that mass of interactions. 

Building a complete electronic organ-
ism in this way, one that aims to be func-
tionally indistinguishable from its fleshy
counterpart, would be quite an achieve-
ment. It would also be useful. The human
brain, for instance, differs from the worm’s

Virtual biology
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Acrowd-funded project aims to build the world’s first simulated organism
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2 12,000 videos ofhow C. elegans behaves in
the real world. The more kinds of behav-
iour the electronic worm can accurately re-
produce, the better itwill be. Crucially, says
Matteo Cantarelli, another of the project’s
founders, the system is designed to be flex-
ible and easy to tweak. That lets the team
improve it on the fly, either through subtle
changes to what is already there, orby add-
ing completely new chunks ofcode. For in-
stance, proteins can diffuse through the
worm, and change aspects of its behaviour
when they do so. OpenWorm cannot
model that at present, but the team has
plans to make it do so. 

This flexibility also allows the research-
ers to modify their model as science ad-
vances. On May18th a group from the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology and the
University of Vienna published in Nature
Methods a way to scan the nervous system
of a live C. elegans in real time. That adds
crucial data. If a connectome is like a road
map, the ability to watch its neurons firing
is like getting satellite video that shows
how traffic is flowing along the map’s
roads: which are busy (and when), and
which are rarely travelled. The Open-
Worm team is already keen to integrate
these data into its model. 

As its name suggests, OpenWorm is
available to anyone to play with. And its
success on Kickstarter may help raise inter-
est—and cash—from elsewhere. “We’ve
thought about applying for traditional
grants,” saysDrLarson. “And the successof
this crowd-funding proves that there’s
public interest in this, which ought to help
our case.” If he and his collaborators suc-
ceed in theirambitions, then doingbiologi-
cal research may one day become a simple
matter of downloading some animals
onto your computer, and getting started. 7

THE ocean floor is a domain ofexile. It is
the place species remain when they

have been pushed out of intensely com-
petitive shallow-water environments.
Then, when waves of extinction rock the
planet, such banished animals vanish and
their places are filled by another set of los-
ers from the shallows. This, at least, is a tale
that evolutionary biologists have told for
decades. But a study of newly discovered
fossils found in the Austrian Alps suggests
it is wrong.

The idea that the depths are the domain
of uncompetitive losers sounds plausible.

Population densities of everything are
much lower down there, suggesting the
struggle for survival might be less intense.
But there is less food around in the ocean
depths, because a lack of light means no
photosynthesis can take place, so those
low densities do not necessarily mean less
competition. And the actual evidence for
the proposition is one-sided. It comes from
the fact that many fossiliferous sites which
formed in the shallow waters of the past
contain types of animal now extinct in
shallow waters, but which persist in the
modern depths. 

What has not been clear, though, is
what was happening in the ancient depths
themselves, because fossiliferous deep-
water sites are rare. And this is where Gla-
senbach Gorge, in the Austrian Alps,
comes in. About180m yearsago, duringthe
Jurassic, the rocks there were sediment
supporting a deep-sea habitat that was
teeming with life. This was suddenly
smothered by an undersea landslide,
which preserved its contents more or less
intact. Subsequent movements of the con-
tinents have pushed the resulting geologi-
cal sandwich far up above sea level. And
that has permitted palaeontologists to ex-
cavate several thousand fossils, represent-
ing 68 animal species, from the area. 

These researchers, led by Ben Thuy of
the Natural History Museum of Luxem-
bourg and Steffen Kiel of Göttingen Uni-
versity in Germany, report their findings
this week in the Proceedings of the Royal
Society. One of their discoveries is that
many of the animals in these rocks belong
to families that still thrive in the deep. That
flies in the face of the idea that the deep sea
a place of extinction which is constantly
being replenished from the shallows.

Dr Thuy and Dr Kiel looked in particu-

lar at two groups of animals: echinoderms
(starfish, sea urchins, sea lilies and so on)
and brachiopods (“lampshells”, a group
similar in shape, though unrelated to, bi-
valve molluscs). Ofthe 17 echinoderm fam-
ilies Dr Thuy and Dr Kiel found represent-
ed at Glasenbach, eight have since become
extinct, but nine remain in deep-water eco-
systems today. Of the ten brachiopod fam-
ilies they unearthed, four have become ex-
tinct, five are now found exclusively in
deep water and one is currently present in
both the depths and the shallows. More-
over, theyreport, manyofthe animals they
have discovered are the oldest known rela-
tives of those in the deep sea today, sug-
gesting that the modern versions them-
selves evolved in the depths rather than
arriving from the shallows. 

Even more remarkably, Dr Thuy and Dr
Kiel have also found that eight of the ex-
tinct echinoderm and brachiopod families
at Glasenback were known previously
only from fossils in more recent shallow-
water sediments. This suggests not only
that the story evolutionary biologists have
been telling about the direction of flow of
species between the shallows and the
depths is wrong, but that it is actually back-
wards. The ocean depths are not a stepping
stone to the grave for evolutionary losers;
they are a cradle for winners.7

Fossil animals

Spawned in Davy
Jones’s locker

Farfrom being evolution’s departure
lounge, the deep seas are its nursery

A lily of a briny valley

ABOUT 1.3 billion people use one or oth-
er version of Microsoft’s Windows op-

erating systems, and well over a billion
have downloaded Mozilla’s Firefox web
browser. Minor variations aside, every
copy ofthese products—like all other mass-
market software—has exactly the same bits
in it. This makes such software a honeypot
for hackers, who can write attackcode that
will cause precisely the same damage to,
say, every copy of Windows 7 it infects.
Worse, the bad guys can hone their attacks
by practising on their own machines, con-
fident that what they see will be what their
victims get.

This computing monoculture—which
also extends to the widespread use of par-
ticular pieces of hardware, such as micro-
processors from Intel and ARM—has long
been the bane of technologists. In the face
of a near constant onslaught from hackers,
antivirus software is frequently several
steps behind the foe. Symantec, one of the
commercial pioneers ofonline security, es-
timates that antivirus software now stops 

Computer security

Divided we stand

Organisms stop infections spreading by
being diverse. So can computerapps
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2 only 45% of attacks. The firm recently de-
clared that this approach was “dead” and a
new one was needed.

Michael Franz, a computer scientist at
the University ofCalifornia, Irvine, agrees.
And he believes the answer is to learn from
nature. Lots of species are composed of in-
dividuals which are, the occasional set of
identical twins apart, all slightly different
genetically from each other. Sexual repro-
duction ensures this. Indeed, it is probably
the reason sex evolved in the first place, for
it means that no bacterium or virus can
wipe out an entire population, since some
are almost certain to be genetically im-
mune to any given pathogen.

Applying the idea ofgenetic diversity to
software is not a new idea. High-security
systems, such as the fly-by-wire programs
used in aeroplanes, are designed from the
outset with code that differs between in-
stallations. But this approach is too costly
for large-scale use. Some mass-market soft-
ware companies have instead introduced
modest diversity to deter attackers, such as
randomly choosing the starting addresses
of big blocks of memory, but this is not
enough to defeat a determined hacker.

Dr Franz is therefore taking a novel ap-
proach by tweaking the programs, called
compilers, that convert applications writ-
ten in languages such as C++ and Java into
the machine code employed by a comput-
er’s processor. Most compilers are de-
signed to optimise things such as the speed
of the resulting machine code. That leads
to a single answer. Dr Franz’s “multicom-
piler” trades a bit of this optimality for div-
ersity in the compiled code. This leeway,
which diminishes the code’s speed of exe-
cution by an amount imperceptible to the
user, enables a multicompiler to create bil-
lions of different, but functionally identi-
cal, interpretationsofthe original program.
When a user requests a specific applica-
tion from a cloud-based “app store”, the
appropriate multicompiler in the store
generates a unique version for him, thus
making a hacker’s tasknigh impossible. 

Dr Franz has already built a prototype
that can diversify programs such as Firefox
and Apache Linux. Test attacks designed to
take over computers running the resulting
machine code always failed. The worst
thing that happened was that the attack
crashed the target machine, requiring a re-
boot. The rest of the time it simply had no
perceptible effect. 

Dr Franz puts the chance of a hacker
successfully penetrating one of his rando-
mised application programs at about one
in a billion. No doubt these odds would
shorten if his approach were taken up
widely, for hackers are endlessly inge-
nious. Butat the moment theymean that, if
his system of multicompilers were used
universally, any given hack would affect
but a handful of the machines existing on
the entire planet.7

MORE evidence is in that so-called e-
cigarettes do let smokers stop smok-

ing. Such cigarettes deliver to the user an
oral nicotine hit without the associated
carcinogens and other noxious chemicals
found in tobacco smoke, by evaporating a
solution containing the drug. A study just
published in Addiction by Jamie Brown of
University College, London, and his col-
leagues suggests they are 60% more suc-
cessful at getting people to give up tobacco
by themselves (ie, without enrolling on a
formal anti-smoking programme) than ei-
ther willpower alone or previously avail-
able quitting aids like nicotine patches.

Dr Brown and his team looked at data
collected by the Smoking Toolkit Study, a
surveillance programme run by them, and
paid for by Cancer Research UK, a charity,
and Britain’s health ministry. This pro-
gramme tracks smokers’ behaviour in Eng-
land, month by month, and has been ask-
ing about e-cigarettes since July 2009. The
questions posed to participants include
whether they have tried to give up smok-
ing, have succeeded, and what approach
they have taken.

Among those who had gone it alone,
rather than opting for a doctor’s assistance
to help them quit, the researchers found
(on the basis of the raw data) that people
who had employed e-cigarettes for the pur-
pose in the previous 12 months were more
than twice as successful as those who had

used other devices, such as nicotine patch-
es. A big win, apparently, for e-cigarettes—
though, intriguingly, they were only 40%
more successful than relying on willpower
by itself.

As that second number indicates, in a
study like this the raw figures can mislead.
So Dr Brown put his numbers through the
statistical wringer by controlling for other
variables such as just how addicted to nic-
otine a respondent was. That done, e-ciga-
rettes had an almost identical advantage (a
bit more than 60%) over the other two ap-
proaches—suggesting not only that e-ciga-
rettes were the clear winner, but also cast-
ing doubt on the value of things like
patches over sheer, unadulterated will-
power. (To be fair, patches are a successful
way of quitting when used under medical
supervision rather than just bought over
the counter.) Dr Brown’s “real world” sur-
vey thus backs up formal clinical trials ofe-
cigarettes, which also show theirvirtues as
quitting aids.

Why they are so successful is not yet
proven. But a reasonable guess hangs on
the meaning of the word “quitting”. Proba-
bly, though the Smoking Toolkit Study’s
data do not address this question, most of
those who take up e-cigarettes see them as
a way of continuing to consume nicotine.
They are, in other words, quitting tobacco,
not their drug of choice. Those who use
patches or willpower, by contrast, wish to
quit the addiction. 

The former is surely easier than the lat-
ter. From a health point of view, though,
the motive hardly matters. Though e-ciga-
rettes are too recent an invention to be sure
they carry no health risks at all, those risks
are clearly negligible compared with the
ones that come with breathing in, several
dozen times a day, the smoke from dried,
burning plant leaves.7

Electronic cigarettes

Call it quits

E-cigarettes reallydo help smokers give
up the demon weed

A puff of common sense
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MANY Chinese museums open with a
fine first exhibition, but are soon as

empty as swimming pools without water.
Museum founders are good at what they
do, so good that for the past few years a
new museum has opened every day in
China. But keeping them going, they say, is
more difficult. Putting together collections,
training curatorial staff and planning 
inspired exhibition programmes all but 
defeats them.

That historic weakness is about to be
challenged by two new private museums
of contemporary art in Shanghai. One is
the Long Museum, the brainchild of Liu 
Yiqian and Wang Wei, a billionaire couple
who develop property and buy art. The
other one is the Yuz Museum, inaugurated
on May 18th by a wealthy Indonesian-
Chinese businessman, Budi Tek.

Both museums are based on extensive
collections amassed by their founders.
Both are in an area of urban regeneration
known as the West Bund Cultural Corri-
dor, the old industrial port area on Shang-
hai’s Huangpu river, which is being given a
newlease oflife thanks to the efforts ofSun
Jiwei, formerly an architect and an energet-
ic district mayor. West Bund is already
home to an architecture biennial and a
music festival. Earlier this year Dream-
Works Animation announced that a $2.4
billion entertainment district would open

planted with ginkgo trees is Mr Tek’s Yuz
Museum. Set in a disused military aircraft
hangar, it is smaller than the Long Muse-
um, but possibly more interesting. The
Long’s holdings of early 20th-century
paintings by Chinese artists who trained in
Paris are a reminder of the artistic connec-
tions that used to exist between China and
Europe. Mr Tek, by contrast, has chosen to
exhibit monumental recent works from
the Western canon alongside pieces by
Chinese artists. Traditionally the two are
exhibited separately or, in the case of West-
ern pieces in China, mostly not at all. Far
from being completely different, though,
they have an obvious common humanity.

The Indonesian museum founder is a
close friend of François Pinault, the French
collector and owner of Christie’s. He ad-
mits that he has been influenced by Mr Pi-
nault’s taste. Like the Frenchman, Mr Tek
has acquired several pieces by Adel Abdes-
semed, a French-Algerian installation 
artist, and by Maurizio Cattelan, an Italian.
Wu Hung, a thoughtful art historian from
the University of Chicago, has called Yuz’s
first show, which he curated, “Myth/His-
tory”. He has made some clever choices
from Mr Tek’s collection. Thus Mr Abdes-
semed’s coiled installation, built from air-
craft cones and tails, “Telle Mère Tel Fils”
(pictured), has something of the Chinese
dragon in it, and mirrorsHuangYongping’s
massive “Tower Snake”, which has been
placed right beside it. 

Mr Tek maintains he is not interested in
politics, and he has been careful to display
nothingovertly political in Yuz’s first show.
There are, for example, no works by Ai
Weiwei, who designed the Bird’s Nest
stadium for the 2008 Olympic games in
Beijing, but whose criticism of the govern-
ment led to his detention by police for 

for business there in 2017. 
MrLiuand MsWangare bestknown for

their world-class collection of ancient Chi-
nese scroll-paintings and their mid-20th-
century communist art, displayed at the
original Long Museum, which opened
across the river in Pudong in 2012. They be-
gan buying contemporary art in 2008.
Since then they have acquired some repre-
sentative pieces for the new Long Museum
in West Bund, including an interesting ex-
ample of one of Yue Minjun’s paintings of
grimacing, pink-faced men, “On the Lake”
(1994), and a large yellow triple portrait
from Zeng Fanzhi’s “Mask Series” (1996),
both of which sold for a hefty price at 
auction in Hong Kong in 2010. But the
Long’s founders started too late to build up
a comprehensive collection of important
Chinese art from the mid-1980s. 

To plug the gap, brand-new works, such
as Gao Weigang’s sleek staircase made of
stainless steel and titanium, are comple-
mented by a selection of paintings going
back to the early 20th century. Viewers
seem to like the mix. Despite a 50 yuan ($8)
entry fee, high by Chinese standards, the
halls are often crowded with Chinese 
couples taking selfies against the best-
known paintings, and groups of foreign
tourists following professional guides 
lecturing to them in German and Dutch.

A mile downriver on a corniche walk

Contemporary art in China

Cultural Revolution

SHANGHAI

Two private museums marka newdeparture for the country
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2 nearly three months in 2011. (MrTeksays he
prefers to show his Ai Weiwei works in his
museum in Jakarta.) Yet it is hard for 
visitors to ignore the sensitive subliminal
messages in some of the pieces on show,
especially the Chinese works. 

In “Calm”, an installation completed in
2009 by MadeIn Company—led by a
Shanghai artist, Xu Zhen—broken bricks
are laid out on top of a water mattress that
is invisible to visitors. The bricks seem to
be breathing, a nod to the Sichuan earth-
quake, which killed 87,000 people the year
before this piece was made (many of them
perishing as a result of shoddily built
schools and other buildings). Xu Bing’s
“Tobacco Project”, a “tiger rug” of 660,000
cigarettes (pictured previouspage) was first
made ten years ago for a museum in North
Carolina, but the overwhelming smell 
cannot help but remind visitors of China’s
big smoking problem—not to mention the
tigerskin’s obvious association with the

South China tiger, which has been hunted
so aggressively it has not been seen in the
wild for 25 years. 

But it is “Freedom”, a high-pressure 
water hose installed in a metal tankby Sun
Yuan and Peng Yu, a controversial pair
who are based in Beijing, that makes the
strongest impression. The hose bucks and
kicks as the water jet smacks onto the sides
of the tank, threatening to break its win-
dows. As Mr Tek calmly explains: “China
as a dragon cannot be contained. This is a
symbol ofa rising people.” But for the VIPs
invited to the museum’s opening night
(much of China’s artistic elite and the
French foreign minister, Laurent Fabius),
the feeling was more of being a protester
facing the water cannon. One of the big-
gest conundrums confronted by the Chi-
nese government is how to keep control of
a society that is being flooded with infor-
mation. The first Yuz show will remind
people that sleeping dragons wake up.7

Visiting museums in China

Vaut le détour

WHEN the authors wrote their first
guide to China’s museums in 2009,

it was one of the only books on the sub-
ject. It is still the best. Now the official
Chinese Museums Association (CMA)
has asked them to repackage the work as
its own guide to the nation’s treasures.

The authors have dropped some of
their original entries, chiefly the odder
ones, such as the Beijing museum de-
voted to eunuch culture, a collection in
Shanghai ofshoes for women’s bound
feet and the ancient Chinese sex-culture
museum outside the city. 

This is a shame. But they have more
than made up for it by adding museums
that were left out of the original or have
opened since its publication. More than
450 new museums were inaugurated in
China in 2012 and about 350 the year
before, so an updated version of the
guide was necessary. Despite the prolifer-
ation ofnew museums ofcontemporary
art, half the guide’s new entries refer to
museums covering archaeology, oriental
musical instruments, block-printing,
celadon pottery and bronzework, in-
dicating that traditional culture may be
undergoing an official revival. 

The guide also offers insights into
politically important museums, such as
the museum commemorating the Sino-

Japanese war of1894-95, which ended in
ignominious Chinese defeat and the
forced ceding ofTaiwan to Japan. The
memorial to the Korean war will dis-
concert American visitors, but it is useful
for understanding the war from a Chi-
nese point ofview.

Not all the entries are so politically
didactic. The Jianchuan Museum Cluster
in Sichuan is an unusual private col-
lection of8m artefacts amassed by a
businessman and concerned chiefly with
the Cultural Revolution and the war
against Japan. Its Chinese Heroes Plaza is
filled with life-size bronze statues of
figures from the civil war, both national-
ists and communists. And the Sanxing-
dui, also in Sichuan and one of the great
museum destinations in China, is a re-
minder that there are grand alternatives
to the terracotta warriors in Xi’an. The
site, which extends across 26 square
kilometres, is known for its impressive
display ofbronze-age Shu burial arte-
facts: elephant tusks, heads with almond-
shaped eyes, gold, jade and turquoise. 

The CMA extends its remit beyond the
mainland. The guide includes entries for
the Hong Kong Museum ofHistory and
the Macao Museum, as well as (perhaps
sensitively for some) the National Palace
Museum in Taipei. More than 230,000
imperial Chinese treasures were shipped
to Taipei from the Forbidden City by
Chiang Kai-shek’s nationalist forces
during the civil war , a source ofcontin-
ued irritation to the powers in Beijing. 

Chinese Museums Guide. By Miriam
Clifford, Cathy Giangrande and Antony
White. Yilin Press; 388 pages; $29.95 and
£19.95

SOMETIMES it seems as if liberalism is
slowly caving in. Western democracies

are battered by partisanship and popu-
lism. Inequality is undermining social 
cohesion. Governments are unconvinc-
ingly shoring up expensive welfare states
that have failed to match their promise.
Meanwhile, the running is being made by
places such asTurkey, which hasan intoler-
ant majority, and China and Russia, where
power cannot be contested. “Liberalism”
by Edmund Fawcett is not only a gripping
piece of intellectual history, it also equips
the reader to understand today’s threats—
and how they might be withstood. 

“Liberal” in the vocabulary of Mr
Fawcett, for many years on the staff of The

Economist, does not mean Democratic in
the American sense, fanatically free-
market in the French, or bearded and 
sandals-wearing in the British. Instead 
liberalism is a protean set of beliefs—in 
progress, scepticism towards authority
and respect for individuals—that have
been central to the formation of modern
Western democracy. Neither is Mr Fawcett
setting out to write directly about today. 

Liberal thought

On the barricades

Liberalism: The Life of an Idea. By Edmund
Fawcett. Princeton University Press; 468
pages; $35 and £24.95

Sartre standing tall
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IN THE 1920s and 1930s Harold Ross, the
founding editor of the New Yorker, liked

to say “Let’s let the other magazines be 
important,” by which he meant dreary.
What he had in mind was something
lighter: Punch for Manhattanites. Then
came the second world war. 

This is not the story of a decade, but a
collection of New Yorker articles from a 
decade. And what a decade it was. The first
four sections, comprising two-thirds of the
book, contain essays on subjects as varied
as the fall of France, McSorley’s Old Ale
House, the Nuremberg trials after the war
and a sketch of Walt Disney, by writers 
includingE.B. White, Rebecca West and A.J.
Liebling. 

It isa bit like stumblingacross intriguing
packets of negatives in an attic: you rifle
through, look at some closely against the
light before putting them back down and
snatching others. The essays are organised
thematically rather than chronologically:
the war, American scenes, the post-war
period and character studies. 

The war section is understandably
dominated by John Hersey’s account of
the atom bomb strike on Hiroshima
printed over 60 pages. Hersey was already
a Pulitzer-prize-winner when he travelled
to Japan to write what became the 31,000-
word article called, simply, “Hiroshima”. It
waspublished in August1946 almostexact-
ly a year after the bomb was dropped. Her-
sey follows a handful of survivors, cine-
matically flashing back and forth between
them as they stumble through what at one
moment was their home city and the next
a version ofhell. 

Dr Fujii, a prosperous doctor, was read-
ing the newspaper in his underwear when
the bomb hit. In an instant his house had
collapsed into the river. He was held above
the water “by two long timbers in a V

across his chest, like a morsel suspended
between two huge chopsticks.” White fab-
ric repelled heat from the bomb whereas
dark fabric absorbed it. Some women,
who had stripped offto soothe theirburns,
bore on their skin “the shapes of flowers
they had had on their kimonos.” Like
many pieces here “Hiroshima” is an exer-
cise in restraint. The reader is shown the
dead and those soon to die, but never in a
manner that is gratuitous or sensationalist. 

Many of those who died might have
survived but for the lack of basic care. 
Sixty-five ofthe 150 doctors in the city were

dead, many ofthe rest were wounded, and
only 126 nurses out of a possible 1,780 re-
mained fit enough to work in the immedi-
ate aftermath. Even three days later, at the
main Red Cross Hospital, there were still
only eight doctors for 10,000 patients.
Throughout their ordeal Hiroshima’s sur-
vivors were “too busy or too weary or too
badly hurt to care that they were the ob-
jects of the first great experiment in the use
of atomic power.” The book is worth buy-
ing for this piece alone. 

Elsewhere there is light relief. Lillian
Ross sprinkles an early Miss America pag-
eant with the gentle scorn it deserves—“Ah
am smilin’, Mama,” says an indefatigably
beatific Miss Florida while the bedraggled
Miss New York State worries that she does
not know how to display her talents. A viv-
id portrayal by Richard Rovere of the 1948
presidential campaign pitches the slightly
shabby incumbent, Harry Truman, against
the glossy Governor Dewey. “It is an un-
cannily effective piece of business,” Mr
Rovere twinkles when comparing the two
candidates’ stagecraft. “Dewey doesn’t
seem to walk; he coasts out like a man who
has been mounted on casters and given a
tremendous shove from behind.”

The end of the book, which includes
shorter reviews, art criticism, some origi-
nal fiction and poetry, is a little under-
whelming. While it is fun to read, say,
Edmund Wilson’s brutal takedown of
detective stories—“I was outgrowing that
form of literature at the age of 12”—it feels
like being offered a round of canapés after
a rich meat course. But then this is not a
book to chew patiently through from one
end to the other. Thinkofitasone of Alice’s
Wonderland potions, to be sipped from 
occasionally when one is in need ofa dose
of the extraordinary.7

The 1940s

Well read

The New Yorker Book of the 40s: Story of a
Decade. Random House; 696 pages; $30.
William Heinemann; £25

Remembering Hiroshima

Instead, he traces the evolution of liberal-
ism from its roots in the Enlightenment.
The result is a scrapbook, assembled out of
thumbnail biographies and historical 
vignettes, interleaved with philosophical
argument and snippets of economics. Mr
Fawcett’s erudition and his voluminous
list of sources attest to a lifetime’s engage-
ment with liberalism, both in the academy
and at the hustings.

Though the sketches are sometimes 
tantalisingly brief, the scrapbook method
gives the booktwo distinctive traits. One is
thatFrance and Germanyfeature almost as
much as Britain and America. John Stuart
Mill and James Madison have to share a
berth with François Guizot, the French
statesman and historian who, long before
Lord Acton, articulated the liberal convic-
tion that power corrupts, and Franz Her-
mann Schulze-Delitzsch, the German who
founded the first credit unions. Mr Fawcett
tears the blinkers off the view that liberal
thoughtwasessentiallyAnglo-Saxon—and
that, correspondingly, France and Ger-
many even today are not truly liberal.

The other distinction, following from
this, is the book’s sheer scope, which
ranges from monetary theory to social
Darwinism and from the drafting of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights to
the contrasts between anarchy and dis-
sent. Mostly, these juxtapositions shed
light on the adaptability of liberalism—of
how, as Mr Fawcett writes, it has “no Marx-
Engels Standard Edition”. Occasionally,
though, the bedfellows jar; it is odd to find
the British Conservative Michael Oake-
shott in the same tentas the French Marxist
Jean-Paul Sartre (pictured previous page).

Adaptability is one reason for thinking
that liberalism can withstand today’s
challenges. Mr Fawcett argues that it was
born not just out of a desire for liberty, but
also to cope with the violent revolutions
unleashed at the end of the 18th century.
Unlike conservatives, who fear change, 
liberals welcome it because they believe
that changing societies can be stable. 
Unlike socialists, who think the advent of
Utopia needs to be administered, liberals
aim to create the conditions in which each 
person can thrive in his or her own way
unburdened by dictatorship.

However, as liberalism has spread,
these impulses have become silted over.
What remains is often a diminished com-
bination ofelectionsand a narrow, market-
based version of freedom. Mr Fawcett
provides a timely reminder that liberalism
is much richer—more concerned with
those who lose elections than those who
win them, wary of concentrated power
wherever it may be found, and committed
to the intrinsic worth ofevery individual. 

Liberalism is indeed under siege. Those
who would fortify the wallswould do well
to study the foundations. Mr Fawcett’s
bookoffers an admirable archaeology.7
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Fiction

Freefall 

TIM WINTON’S long-awaited new
novel opens with the most eye-

popping and snigger-inducing hangover
scene since Kingsley Amis’s “Lucky Jim”.
Tom Keely, divorced and unemployed, is
holed up in a booze-fuelled, pill-popping
stupor in a decaying blockofflats in
Fremantle, Western Australia. He wakes
with “a real swine-choker”, contemplates
an unexplained rectangular wet patch on
his carpet, showers and stumbles “like a
halfwit into a bushfire” into a day that is
“hot enough to kill an asbestos sparrow”.
Here, Mr Winton’s pin-sharp prose, soft-
ened by the curves ofAustralian ver-
nacular, is at its funniest. But this sea-
soned novelist could never be called
frivolous—his mordant wit camouflages
the weighty, soulful themes that drive his
storytelling. 

Set in a rich mining state, “Eyrie” is an
intimate tale ofhope, disillusionment
and despair. Keely, sacked from an envi-
ronmental agency for standing by his
principles, is a lost soul. He discovers that
Gemma, a childhood neighbour, lives a
few doors down. In between night shifts

stacking shelves, she cares for her six-
year-old grandson, Kai. The child’s moth-
er is in prison and his violent, drug-
addled father wants money. The plight of
Gemma and Kai draws Keely out ofhis
seclusion; in trying to rescue them, will
he find his own salvation? As his own
timeworn mother reminds him, “To save
a drowner you need to be a swimmer.”
And Keely is clinging onto a lifeboat
himself. 

Mr Winton often riffs on memories of
the past that trespass on the present.
Keely’s long-dead father, who used to 
protect Gemma from her alcoholic father,
has become the stuffof legend: the
rough-tough neighbourhood peacemak-
er reborn as a Christian carer. Keely has
his conviction but not his courage, and
his fumbling attempts to live up to his
father only suffocate him. His drug-
duped mind gradually pulls the narration
further away from reality, leaving more
questions asked than answered. 

Fans ofMr Winton will expect lucid
characterisation and atmospheric prose;
the author finds poetry in the grimmest
scenes. “Eyrie” has all this plus a page-
turning narrative that tumbles inexorably
towards its ending. This is Tim Winton on
searingly good form. 

Eyrie. By Tim Winton. Picador; 423 pages;
£16.99. To be published in America by Farrar,
Straus and Giroux in June

RICHARD BENSON comes from a family
of farmers and miners. His first, much-

admired book, “The Farm” (2005), was
about his father’s side, which had farmed
for as long as anyone could remember in
the Dearne valley in south Yorkshire. Here,
in “The Valley”, he describes four genera-
tions on his mother’s side, the Holling-
worths, who mined the coal beneath that
land. In “The Farm” he remembered chil-
dren bickeringabout which of these indus-
tries, food or fuel, was more important;
who worked hardest; who suffered most.
In fact, there was no contest. Above and 
below ground, the land was their common
lot; one grandfather died under a tractor,
the other just survived a pit explosion. 

Most family histories draw on letters
and diaries. Mr Benson draws on talk.
Where “The Farm” was about wordless,
solitary men, “The Valley” is crowded with
both men and women, loud with lip and
wit, with music and stories: about war and
family and work; about pit deaths, the 1926
strike and Winston Churchill sending in
the troops. Storytelling was a family tradi-
tion. Grandparents competed with par-
ents: “Don’t listen to thy father telling thee
about Churchill,” says one; “I’ll tell thee
about Churchill.” It was “a secret history”,
says Mr Benson, “a kind of pedigree, an in-
heritance of sorts”. “It’s our turn now,” say
the strikers of the Heath and Thatcher
years, as though they were the next instal-
ment of the tale. 

It is no wonder, then, that Mr Benson
writes novelistically. The sound of dia-
logue, the rhythms of storytelling, the
build-ups and punchlines, are there in his
sources, passed on in the voices ofhis fam-
ily. But “The Valley” is something more. Mr
Benson is a true writer—at times, a poet. He
describes, for example, a harvest with la-
bourers stackingsheaves as miners pass by
to and from shifts: “The land falls quiet, the
day bending again to the crops, until dark-
ness falls, when at the late shift-change
time, new columns of men come and go
under the red, low-hanging harvest
moons.” It is hard not to be reminded of
certain works by D.H. Lawrence. 

And again, for example, where Harry
Hollingworth, one of the great characters
of the book—miner, pub and club comedi-
an, drummer and singer—lets a grandson
choose his shirt for an evening out: “Look
at this one, cocker: that’s a Rocola shirt, just
feel t’cloth on it. Which have I to wear?”

Then, after a little ceremony with the cuf-
flinks, Harry takes out his father’s old
cracked watch and tie-pin and, in a gesture
of rare tenderness, gives them to the boy:
“Make sure tha takes care of ’em.” 

“The Valley” is a wonderful achieve-
ment, alive with characters, a rich social
history as much as a family memoir. It al-
lows the century to unfold as it felt to those
who lived it: the first television, watched in
one’s best clothes; the first fitted carpet,
green nylon, soaped and scrubbed weekly
by a grandmother suspicious of vacuum
cleaners. It will make readers realise that,

to people living with soot and kitchen
ranges and communal backyards, moder-
nity was a godsend—the new housing es-
tates, the new comprehensive schools,
even the motorway service stations, not
bleakand ugly as they seem now, but clean
and warm with indoor lavatories. Mr Ben-
son chronicles a fundamentally collective,
collaborative way of life that has been
largely lost. To that extent he is nostalgic.
But he is without sentimentality, and his
tribute to the idea of “community”—a
word he remembers sounding new in the
1980s—has resonance still.7

An English family

Relative values

The Valley: A Hundred Years in the Life of a
Family. By Richard Benson. Bloomsbury; 517
pages; £25
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THE FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF

THE UNITED NATIONS

CGIAR INDEPENDENT SCIENCE AND PARTNERSHIP COUNCIL SECRETARIAT

has an opening for the position of

SENIOR AGRICULTURAL OFFICER

(AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH)

to be held at the FAO

Please see the full vacancy announcement No. DDN-34-14-PRJ at:

http://www.fao.org/employment/current-vacancies/project/en/

For information about CGIAR Independent Science and partnership Council (ISPC) and 

its Secretariat, please visit www.sciencecouncil.cgiar.org.

United States

Sabrina Feldman - Tel: (212) 698-9754 

sabrinafeldman@economist.com

To advertise within the classified section, contact:
United Kingdom

Martin Cheng - Tel: (44-20) 7576 8408 

martincheng@economist.com

Asia

David E. Smith - Tel: (852) 2585 3232 

davidesmith@economist.com

Middle East & Africa

Mirasol Galindo - Tel: (971) 4433 4202 

mirasolgalindo@economist.com

Europe

Sandra Huot - Tel: (33) 153 9366 14 

sandrahuot@economist.com
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Economic data
% change on year ago Budget Interest
 Industrial Current-account balance balance rates, %
 Gross domestic product production Consumer prices Unemployment latest 12 % of GDP % of GDP 10-year gov't Currency units, per $
 latest qtr* 2014† latest latest 2014† rate, % months, $bn 2014† 2014† bonds, latest May 21st year ago

United States +2.3 Q1 +0.1 +2.6 +3.5 Apr +2.0 Apr +1.7 6.3 Apr -379.3 Q4 -2.2 -2.9 2.55 - -

China +7.4 Q1 +5.7 +7.3 +8.7 Apr +1.8 Apr +2.5 4.1 Q1§ +188.6 Q4 +1.8 -2.2 4.09§§ 6.23 6.14

Japan +3.0 Q1 +5.9 +1.2 +7.4 Mar +1.6 Mar +2.6 3.6 Mar +8.9 Mar +0.4 -8.1 0.60 102 103

Britain +3.1 Q1 +3.2 +2.9 +2.3 Mar +1.8 Apr +1.8 6.8 Feb†† -111.7 Q4 -3.4 -4.8 2.66 0.59 0.66

Canada +2.7 Q4 +2.9 +2.3 +3.6 Feb +1.5 Mar +1.5 6.9 Apr -58.9 Q4 -2.9 -2.6 2.30 1.09 1.03

Euro area +0.9 Q1 +0.8 +1.2 -0.1 Mar +0.7 Apr +0.9 11.8 Mar +323.3 Mar +2.3 -2.6 1.37 0.73 0.78

Austria +1.1 Q4 +1.8 +1.2 +1.9 Feb +1.7 Apr +1.5 4.9 Mar +11.2 Q4 +2.7 -3.0 1.64 0.73 0.78

Belgium +1.2 Q1 +1.6 +1.2 +10.4 Feb +0.6 Apr +1.0 8.5 Mar -8.0 Dec -0.8 -2.4 1.97 0.73 0.78

France +0.8 Q1 +0.1 +0.9 -0.8 Mar +0.7 Apr +1.0 10.4 Mar -32.0 Mar -1.7 -3.9 1.85 0.73 0.78

Germany +2.3 Q1 +3.3 +1.8 +3.0 Mar +1.3 Apr +1.3 6.7 Apr +277.9 Mar +6.9 +0.5 1.37 0.73 0.78

Greece -1.1 Q1 na nil -3.1 Mar -1.3 Apr -1.0 26.5 Feb +1.8 Feb +1.4 -3.5 6.51 0.73 0.78

Italy -0.5 Q1 -0.5 +0.5 -0.4 Mar +0.6 Apr +0.7 12.7 Mar +29.1 Mar +1.2 -3.0 3.21 0.73 0.78

Netherlands -0.5 Q1 -5.4 +1.0 +1.4 Mar +1.2 Apr +1.0 8.7 Apr +83.1 Q4 +9.4 -2.8 1.70 0.73 0.78

Spain +0.6 Q1 +1.6 +0.9 +8.0 Mar +0.4 Apr +0.3 25.3 Mar +8.9 Feb +1.3 -5.8 3.01 0.73 0.78

Czech Republic +0.8 Q4 nil +2.2 +8.7 Mar +0.1 Apr +0.9 7.9 Apr§ -2.9 Q4 -0.6 -1.8 1.70 20.1 20.3

Denmark +0.5 Q4 -2.3 +1.2 +7.7 Mar +0.7 Apr +1.1 5.1 Mar +24.9 Mar +6.4 -1.7 1.46 5.46 5.79

Hungary +3.5 Q1 +2.2 +2.5 +8.0 Mar -0.1 Apr +0.9 8.3 Mar§†† +3.9 Q4 +2.5 -3.0 5.05 222 226

Norway +3.9 Q1 +1.3 +2.4 +9.3 Mar +1.8 Apr +2.0 3.5 Feb‡‡ +54.5 Q4 +12.7 +12.1 2.71 5.96 5.81

Poland +3.3 Q1 na +3.2 +5.4 Apr +0.3 Apr +1.3 13.0 Apr§ -4.6 Mar -1.4 -3.5 3.81 3.06 3.25

Russia +0.9 Q1 na +0.5 +2.5 Apr +7.3 Apr +6.0 5.4 Mar§ +36.1 Q1 +1.3 -0.4 8.93 34.4 31.3

Sweden  +3.1 Q4 +7.1 +2.3 -4.5 Mar nil Apr +0.5 8.7 Apr§ +34.6 Q4 +5.5 -2.0 1.85 6.58 6.65

Switzerland +1.7 Q4 +0.6 +2.0 +0.4 Q4 nil Apr +0.3 3.2 Apr +84.4 Q4 +11.2 +0.3 0.82 0.89 0.97

Turkey +4.4 Q4 na +2.3 +4.2 Mar +9.4 Apr +8.9 10.2 Feb§ -60.0 Mar -6.1 -2.8 9.20 2.10 1.85

Australia +2.8 Q4 +3.2 +2.7 +2.8 Q4 +2.9 Q1 +2.8 5.8 Apr -44.2 Q4 -2.8 -1.9 3.66 1.08 1.02

Hong Kong +2.5 Q1 +1.0 +3.2 +0.5 Q4 +3.9 Mar +3.6 3.1 Apr‡‡ +5.1 Q4 +3.4 +1.3 2.00 7.75 7.76

India +4.7 Q4 +3.2 +6.0 -0.5 Mar +8.6 Apr +8.0 9.9 2012 -49.2 Q4 -2.6 -5.2 8.77 58.8 55.3

Indonesia +5.2 Q1 na +5.4 +4.9 Mar +7.3 Apr +6.9 5.7 Q1§ -27.3 Q1 -3.5 -2.3 na 11,508 9,763

Malaysia +6.2 Q1 na +5.1 +4.4 Mar +3.4 Apr +3.2 3.2 Feb§ +14.3 Q1 +5.3 -4.0 4.04 3.21 3.02

Pakistan +6.1 2013** na +3.6 +1.1 Feb +9.2 Apr +7.6 6.2 2013 -3.3 Q1 -1.9 -6.3 12.90††† 98.8 98.5

Singapore +4.9 Q1 +2.3 +4.2 +12.1 Mar +1.2 Mar +2.2 2.1 Q1 +56.3 Q1 +19.4 +0.7 2.29 1.25 1.26

South Korea +4.0 Q1 +3.8 +3.3 +2.7 Mar +1.5 Apr +1.6 3.9 Apr§ +84.6 Mar +4.2 +1.2 3.38 1,027 1,111

Taiwan +3.0 Q1 +1.1 +3.0 +3.2 Mar +1.6 Apr +1.0 4.0 Apr +61.9 Q1 +11.3 -2.1 1.48 30.1 29.8

Thailand -0.4 Q1 -8.2 +2.5 -10.4 Mar +2.5 Apr +2.7 0.9 Mar§ +4.9 Q1 +2.6 -2.3 3.29 32.5 29.8

Argentina +1.4 Q4 -0.7 -1.0 -5.9 Mar — *** — 7.1 Q1§ -4.3 Q4 -0.6 -1.8 na 8.06 5.25

Brazil +1.9 Q4 +2.8 +1.8 -1.0 Mar +6.3 Apr +6.2 5.0 Mar§ -81.6 Mar -3.6 -4.0 12.30 2.21 2.04

Chile +2.6 Q1 +3.0 +3.7 +1.0 Mar +4.3 Apr +3.9 6.5 Mar§‡‡ -8.4 Q1 -3.2 -1.0 4.97 552 485

Colombia +4.9 Q4 +3.3 +4.6 +10.4 Mar +2.7 Apr +2.9 9.7 Mar§ -12.7 Q4 -3.3 -1.1 6.25 1,908 1,848

Mexico +0.7 Q4 +0.7 +3.0 +3.4 Mar +3.5 Apr +4.3 5.3 Mar -22.3 Q4 -1.5 -3.7 7.75 12.9 12.4

Venezuela +1.0 Q4 +3.6 -1.8 +0.8 Sep +59.3 Mar +62.6 7.2 Feb§ +6.9 Q3 +1.3 -12.1 12.77 10.0 6.29

Egypt +1.4 Q4 na +1.8 -9.5 Mar +8.9 Apr +9.9 13.4 Q1§ -3.3 Q4 -2.8 -12.3 na 7.13 6.98

Israel +3.1 Q1 +2.1 +3.4 +2.6 Feb +1.0 Apr +1.5 5.8 Mar +7.2 Q4 +3.3 -2.9 2.94 3.49 3.67

Saudi Arabia +4.0 2013 na +4.0 na  +2.7 Apr +3.2 5.6 2013 +134.3 Q4 +13.2 +2.0 na 3.75 3.75

South Africa +2.0 Q4 +3.8 +2.3 +1.0 Mar +6.1 Apr +5.7 25.2 Q1§ -20.5 Q4 -5.5 -4.4 8.01 10.4 9.57

Source: Haver Analytics.  *% change on previous quarter, annual rate. †The Economist poll or Economist Intelligence Unit estimate/forecast. §Not seasonally adjusted. ‡New series. **Year ending June. ††Latest 3 
months. ‡‡3-month moving average. §§5-year yield ***Official number not yet proven to be reliable; The State Street PriceStats Inflation Index, April 40.26%; year ago 19.27% †††Dollar-denominated bonds. 
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Indicators for more countries and additional

Other markets
 % change on

 Dec 31st 2013

 Index one in local in $
 May 21st week currency terms

United States (S&P 500) 1,888.0 nil +2.1 +2.1

United States (NAScomp) 4,131.5 +0.8 -1.1 -1.1

China (SSEB, $ terms) 225.6 -0.3 -8.4 -11.1

Japan (Topix) 1,150.1 -2.8 -11.7 -8.5

Europe (FTSEurofirst 300) 1,364.8 -0.3 +3.7 +2.8

World, dev'd (MSCI) 1,686.5 -0.5 +1.5 +1.5

Emerging markets (MSCI) 1,031.7 -0.1 +2.9 +2.9

World, all (MSCI) 415.4 -0.4 +1.7 +1.7

World bonds (Citigroup) 941.5 -0.2 +3.8 +3.8

EMBI+ (JPMorgan) 699.7 +0.1 +7.4 +7.4

Hedge funds (HFRX) 1,222.2§ -0.7 -0.3 -0.3

Volatility, US (VIX) 11.9 +12.2 +13.7 (levels)

CDSs, Eur (iTRAXX)† 70.7 +6.4 -5.3 -6.1

CDSs, N Am (CDX)† 65.2 +3.1 +1.3 +1.3

Carbon trading (EU ETS) € 5.2 -0.4 +2.4 +1.5

Sources: Markit; Thomson Reuters.  *Total return index. 
†Credit-default-swap spreads, basis points. §May 20th.

The Economist commodity-price index
2005=100
 % change on
 one one
 May 13th May 20th* month year

Dollar Index

All Items 176.1 173.4 -0.9 -1.9

Food 205.0 200.9 -1.7 -0.4

Industrials    

 All 146.1 144.8 +0.2 -4.0

 Nfa† 150.1 148.0 -0.8 -10.5

 Metals 144.3 143.4 +0.7 -0.8

Sterling Index

All items 190.2 187.2 -1.1 -11.8

Euro Index

All items 159.8 157.4 -0.2 -7.8

Gold

$ per oz 1,297.0 1,293.9 +0.8 -5.3

West Texas Intermediate

$ per barrel 101.7 102.7 +1.3 +7.1

Sources: Bloomberg; CME Group; Cotlook; Darmenn & Curl; FT; ICCO;
ICO; ISO; Live Rice Index; LME; NZ Wool Services; Thompson Lloyd & 
Ewart; Thomson Reuters; Urner Barry; WSJ.  *Provisional  
†Non-food agriculturals.

Markets
 % change on

 Dec 31st 2013

 Index one in local in $
 May 21st week currency terms

United States (DJIA) 16,533.1 -0.5 -0.3 -0.3

China (SSEA) 2,120.0 -1.1 -4.3 -7.0

Japan (Nikkei 225) 14,042.2 -2.5 -13.8 -10.7

Britain (FTSE 100) 6,821.0 -0.8 +1.1 +3.0

Canada (S&P TSX) 14,649.9 -0.2 +7.5 +4.5

Euro area (FTSE Euro 100) 1,041.0 -0.8 +2.1 +1.2

Euro area (EURO STOXX 50) 3,187.1 -0.7 +2.5 +1.7

Austria (ATX) 2,397.5 -2.9 -5.9 -6.6

Belgium (Bel 20) 3,118.5 -1.2 +6.7 +5.8

France (CAC 40) 4,469.0 -0.7 +4.0 +3.2

Germany (DAX)* 9,697.9 -0.6 +1.5 +0.7

Greece (Athex Comp) 1,136.8 -3.5 -2.2 -3.0

Italy (FTSE/MIB) 20,597.5 -2.8 +8.6 +7.7

Netherlands (AEX) 402.9 -0.1 +0.3 -0.6

Spain (Madrid SE) 1,078.2 -0.7 +6.5 +5.7

Czech Republic (PX) 986.0 -0.1 -0.3 -1.5

Denmark (OMXCB) 654.2 +0.7 +15.6 +14.5

Hungary (BUX) 18,890.6 +3.4 +1.8 -1.3

Norway (OSEAX) 664.1 -0.1 +10.2 +12.2

Poland (WIG) 51,391.9 +0.2 +0.2 -1.1

Russia (RTS, $ terms) 1,317.1 +4.4 -4.4 -8.7

Sweden (OMXS30) 1,385.9 +0.7 +4.0 +1.5

Switzerland (SMI) 8,655.9 +0.5 +5.5 +4.9

Turkey (BIST) 76,454.5 +0.5 +12.8 +15.2

Australia (All Ord.) 5,403.9 -1.3 +0.9 +4.7

Hong Kong (Hang Seng) 22,836.5 +1.1 -2.0 -2.0

India (BSE) 24,298.0 +2.0 +14.8 +20.8

Indonesia (JSX) 4,910.3 -1.6 +14.9 +21.5

Malaysia (KLSE) 1,877.0 -0.1 +0.5 +2.5

Pakistan (KSE) 28,760.1 +0.8 +13.9 +21.2

Singapore (STI) 3,261.8 +0.1 +3.0 +3.8

South Korea (KOSPI) 2,008.3 -0.1 -0.1 +2.6

Taiwan (TWI)  8,862.4 -0.1 +2.9 +1.7

Thailand (SET) 1,402.9 +0.5 +8.0 +9.3

Argentina (MERV) 7,261.1 +5.2 +34.7 +8.9

Brazil (BVSP) 52,203.4 -4.1 +1.4 +8.1

Chile (IGPA) 19,029.9 -1.7 +4.4 -0.6

Colombia (IGBC) 13,648.8 -0.5 +4.4 +5.7

Mexico (IPC) 41,829.0 -0.7 -2.1 -0.7

Venezuela (IBC) 2,188.4 +0.5 -20.0 na

Egypt (Case 30) 8,627.0 +1.9 +27.2 +24.0

Israel (TA-100) 1,251.8 -0.1 +3.7 +3.0

Saudi Arabia (Tadawul) 9,765.8 -0.6 +14.4 +14.4

South Africa (JSE AS) 49,648.1 nil +7.3 +7.9 series, go to: Economist.com/indicators

Commodity prices

Source: The Economist

The Economist’s indices, Jan 1st 2013=100, $ terms
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After a rough ride in 2013, The Econo-

mist’s all-items index of commodities has
risen by 5% since the start of 2014. Food
prices have been the main cause: our food
index has gone up by 11%. Drought in the
United States and political tension in
Ukraine, one of the largest exporters of
wheat and corn (maize), have had a big
impact too. What’s more Brazil, the
world’s biggest coffee producer, has
experienced its worst drought in de-
cades, resulting in a 50% surge in coffee
prices. In contrast, our index of industri-
al commodities is down by 3% this year.
Worries about China’s economy, and a
possible crackdown on Chinese compa-
nies using copper as collateral for loans,
have helped copper prices fall by 6%.
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VISITORS to Clyde Snow’s house in
Norman, Oklahoma were often sur-

prised to find no divide between his work
and the rest of his life. His work table, with
human bones laid out on it, was right be-
side his livingroom. His leggydogThunder
lounged underneath it. Mr Snow himself,
pipe or unfiltered Camel clamped in his
mouth, would wander between the bones
and the TV, or the bones and his pot of
ever-boiling coffee, sometimes with a skull
cradled gently in his hands. He was listen-
ing to the stories told by human remains. 

For bones could talk. If you unearthed
them carefully enough, sifting the earth
minutely for strands of hair and slowly
brushing away the dirt from the orbits of
the eyes, you could reconstruct a face and a
life. The earth could talk too, giving up its
secrets “like a beautiful woman” as Mr
Snow, a devotee of both women and poet-
ry, liked to say. From one fragment of skull
and a pearl button, found on the site of
Custer’s last stand at Little Bighorn in 1876,
he deduced the presence at the battle of
Mitch Bouyer, a civilian Sioux interpreter.
From some shreds of European clothes, he
proved that a skeleton dug up in Bolivia
was neither Butch Cassidy nor the Sun-
dance Kid, as thought, but a German pros-
pector called Zimmerman. And from a
crooked left index finger, details of his hat

light not merely local murder victims
whose killers had tried to dispose of them
in fires or factory vats, but also the thou-
sands of innocents slaughtered by the state
in Argentina, Guatemala, Iraqi Kurdistan,
Congo, El Salvador and the Balkans. Wher-
ever atrocities had been covered up he
would soon appear, a polite but rumpled
figure in a tweed jacket with a fedora tilted
on his head. His ways of working could
seem casually slow, starting at noon and
punctuated by many a meal of good steak
and good wine. But his intensity of pur-
pose, to bring to justice the rational, well-
dressed men who had sat round a table
and ordered mass killings, was ferocious. 

A bunch ofkeys
When he began to investigate the Argen-
tinian desaparecidos in 1984, the jumbled
bones of nameless victims were being dug
up randomly by bulldozers. He assembled
a team of students and, under the wary
noses of the police and using chopsticks
from a Chinese restaurant, demonstrated
how careful exhumation could attach
names to the bodies. Almost all those he
unearthed had been killed with a single
bullet to the head from an army-issue Itha-
ca shotgun. As a result ofhis work, five offi-
cers were convicted of at least some of the
killings, and his student team grew into a
national forensic organisation that contin-
ued his workand was copied elsewhere. 

Not many people did his job; almost
none when he started, in the 1960s, by in-
vestigating air crashes. (From that period
he learned the habit of never flying with a
ballpoint in his breast pocket, which in a
crash could pierce the heart.) He supposed
his father, a country doctor in Texas, had
first got him interested in bones from that
green glow of the X-ray machine in his of-
fice. At school he was too fond of pranks,
and at college too fond ofboozing, to study
much. But he carried a striking memory
from his boyhood of finding, on a hunting
trip, the tangled skeletons ofa hunter and a
mule deer, and with them a bunch of keys
that unlocked doors in a local house, prov-
ing who the hunter was.

To those who asked him how he could
stand the work, and whether it didn’t get to
him in the end, he would gruffly say, of
course. He was especially distressed by
mass graves of children machinegunned
in El Salvador, and by having to show a
mother in Argentina the bones, organised
into separate bags, of her “disappeared”
daughter. On the other hand, relatives
both there and in Kurdistan often wanted
to help him excavate mass graves, and
while helping would laugh and eat ice
cream, as ifdeath were simply a part of life.
And so it was, for each bone was a witness
in the present. He always told his students
to cry at night; and in the day just to listen
calmly to what the bones were saying. 7

size and the presence ofNazi-era dental fill-
ings, Mr Snow proved in Brazil in 1985 that
he was dealing not with Wolfgang Ger-
hard, as the identity card declared, but
with Josef Mengele, who had experiment-
ed on hundreds ofvictims at Auschwitz. 

After decades of experience Mr Snow
could tell, more or less at a glance, the sex,
race, height and handedness of a body. In
his later years it could be done by comput-
er, and he used one, but only to check what
he had already deduced with the calipers
and tape-measure pulled from his battered
leather bag. He knew within five minutes
whether bones were prehistoric or mod-
ern, even without clues. At the trial of Sad-
dam Hussein in 2006, where he gave evi-
dence of the use ofchemical agents against
the Kurds, Saddam scoffed that the bones
he had examined were probably Sumeri-
an. Mr Snow’s riposte (never actually de-
livered, though on the tip of his tongue)
was that, advanced though the Sumerians
were, they did not have digital watches. 

He went to Baghdad because his special
interestwas in those who had died violent-
ly; especially those who were then hidden
or buried in mass graves. He hoped to give
them names, as well as establishing—by
the slashes of machetes, the stabs of bayo-
nets or the clean entry hole of a bullet—
how they had died. He brought into the

Clyde Snow, forensicanthropologist, died on May16th, aged 86

Clyde Snow

Obituary

  



  



  




